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Parents Arraigned In Muni
The Albert Millses Honored
Death Of Well Known South
cipal Court On Complaint
By Troop 204, Boy
Resident Who Served
But Opening Match At Cascade Alleys Was
Superior Court Convenes Tomorrow—Heavy Endthe
Of Truant Officer
Scouts
City 11 Years

Clarence J. Turffs, truant officer
of the town of Washington,
charged John Uaob and Clever
Cooley, both oi Washington, with
keeping children from school in
Municipal Court Monday
Supt. Lewis Gray of the school
district of
which Washington
schools are a part, stated that
{here was a record of two and one
half weeks continuous absence lrom
school on th? part of the children
of the men charged
Parents of the children testified
that they did not believe that the
children were receiving all the
benefits usually received by children
in such schools. They cited an in
stance in which they alleged that
a snake was placed In the notebook
of a student by another student on
the orders of the teacher
One
parent stated that the children
were not being properly educated
and that her child had learned only
a poem, and that relating to base
ball, this year.
The court found both guilty as
charged and imposed fines of $20
which were suspended and both
placed on probation The judge
stated, in answer to a query on the
part of one of the parents ns to
whether the children must be re
turned to their classes even to their
detriment, that they must attend
school but not necessarily In the
school in question.
Supt. Gray, upon query by press.
Identified the teacher in question as
Miss Dorothy Merchant of Winter
Harbor who has completed one
year at Washington State Normal
School and who is teaching on a
special permit until such time as
she can return to school to com
plete her studies He fated that
she was an excellent teacher and
was doing w.rk satisfactory to him
The parents of the allegedly
truant children explained that they
had asked audtenc? with Si.pt.
Gray and had seen him only after
they had appeared at a school
board meeting in protest of his ac
tion In not coming to them as re
quested.
School board members testified as
to the complaints of the parents
over the teacher and said that they
had taken the matter up with the
State Department cf Education
where (hey had received the sug
gestion that the matter bf referred
to the superintendent who could
handle the situation through dip
lomacy; perhaps obtaining the
teacher’s resignation without fur
ther trouble

Snug One-The Team Personnel

That crowd of men about town | and broken noses that might ensue
known as the Skippers and the i during a hot battle. He is also sup
Ganders, whom one sweet young I posed to supervise the training table
and keep the boys from starving
thing recently characterized a:, I to death.
“such awfully nice men, but such I The Goose, song leader, cheer
awfully poor bowlers” tangled for! leader and pep talker. Dress the
the first time this year at the Cas G- se in a short skirt, a shako and
cade Alleys, Oct 25. and while the a baton, and with his well known
scores were low. as expected, the suigin- an i talking abilities you’ve
closeness of the match and the re got something. The Goose also
sultant excitement was a bit unex conducts the "Soup Opera" when
pected.
the boys gather round the table.
The Skippers looked like a sure
Captain Grimes, general manag
fire winner after winning the first er, treasurer, bottle washer and
two strings, and being 29 pins ahead bouncer. “All for one and one in
going into the last string had them all" is Der Cap s motto, and as he
all chirping like birds in the Spring will try anything once he has plenty
time. But as sometimes happens in to do. As the financial wizard of the
two teams he is entirely unpredictable, but
a tax collector he
time and the underdog came out a lias no peer. However, as a bowler
winner.
he is an Al bottle washer.
The Ganders won the last string
Following is the casualty list ol
by 35 pins and Captain Grimes the first skirmish:
strutted like a gamecock. Der Cap.
Skippers
raked In a few’ shekels from a couple
of Skippers who thought they were Adams ................ 77 80 70—227
79 86 78—243
better bowlers than the scoreboard Young ......
Peterson
79 90 79—248
showed them to be.
82 88 81—251
The first match was a six-man Anderson
80 87 97—264
team affair, as everybody wanted Guilford
76 78 71—225
to bowl and nobody could say who Drew .....
was eliminated last time, but after
Totals
473 500 476-1458
the match It was an easy matter
Ganders
to tell who was eliminated thi:
time. For the Skippers Adams and Bickford
.......... 65 69 85-219
Drew, for the Ganders Bickford and McDonald
75 88 95—258
Grimes.
Sanborn
76 87 86— 249
“P. M." Drew, w'ho was dug out Mills
83 84 80—247
of retirement and made to serve as Goose
80 99 83—262
a spare hand, was a bit loath to Grimes
78 60 82—229
again trend the runways, but after
being defeated by Der Cap now says
Tot als
467 406 511-1464
he is going to stick it out and trim
“Vic” Shields, pitcher. If the
that young upstart, if it takes all
Winter Here is the Way the two their bowling team the Ganders
teams line up for the coming sea es.n
claim a pitcher. Shields Is the
son.
‘Feller’’ for this job as his speed
For The Skippers
ball ls the fastest on the alleys and
“Frankie” Adams, right forward n dark (.ays you can't see it for
They play him right forward be pins. When Cap'n Grimes keeps
cause he is not a bit backward.
score he would like to have Shields
•Old'' Uncle
Harry Young, bowl without benefit of lights and
catcher. Uncle Harry catches ev then between the speed ball and
erything, lobsters, clams, fish, sea Der Cap’s pencil there would be
weed, kelp, and even Merry Haitch some wonderful scores.
when his bowling score drops too
low.
"Pete" Peterson, center. Pete be
ing the smalliest man on either
team they make him play center
Asked To Pay As Soon As
just to be different.
"Hen" Anderson, water boy. Henry
Possible As Bog Fire Has
Is In the ice business, so they figure
Drained Traesury
Iip ought to be able to produce some
nice cold ice water.
City Manager Farnsworth and
Wym Guilford, first bass. Wynn City Treasurer Ne'.son hate sent
is second baseman on the Vinal- nut an appeal to those who have
Midshipmen From Maritime “liaven Chiefs baseball team. So not paid then taxes, and who can
the Skinmen figuring he has some conveniently do so, (o pay at least
Academy Will Begin It
experience with the bases, thought a portion of them al this time.
he would make a good bass singer. They state that the unexpected exIn December
According to some of the Ganders,
of 1 he Bog fire has drawn
Two hundred midshipmen of the however. Wym as a first bass pense
the usual reserves down to the
Maine Maritime Academy will be wouldn’t get to first base.
zero mark The $20,COO cost of
gin a three-months training cruise
Don Poole, anchor man
Al the fire is just about what the nor
to the Caribbean Jan. 8, Rear Ad though opinion is divided as tc mal anticipated city expenses would
miral W W Warlick ITSN, ret., whether the anchor ought to be have been over this period.
academy superintendent has an pulled up or throw n overboa rd they
The fire broke into the normal
nounced.
figure Don has been a good anchor routine of municipal financing; disThe Maine youths will not be man over the years and deserves rupting it to the extent that funds
accompanied
by
Massachusetts another term.
intended for payment of other ob
midshipmen, who participated in
"P. M.” Drew, substitute. Some ligations have had to be expended
the joint cruise last year The body they'll let bowl when there Is to pay labor bills.
cruise will be made on the U S nobody else around
Now. the normal bills must be
Maritime Service training ship
paid within a short time and ad
For The Ganders
American Sailor now berthed at
funds are sought with
Clyde Bickford, guard. The Gan ditional
St. Petersburg
which to meet them. Both men
The ship will be activated early ders have it all figured out that state that those who grill help out
next month by Academy officers “Bick” would make a great rear at this time will have the city hav
and’ mldsliipmen 'I lie shin, com guard as that Is where he finishes ing to borrow to meet current bills
manded by Capt William W Muc- most of the time.
and by that save the Interest rates
. Kenzie. USMS, academy executive
Ted MacDonald, announcer, Ted, cn the loans.
officer, will arrive at Castine about being a man of very few words ihe
The city is not broke as the term
never speaks more than 12 or 15 is generally taken but merely tryDec. 21
during an evening) was unanimous ‘ng to shoulder a heavy expense
choice for this position as both which was entirely unexpected and
teams figure that at any time they of course was impassible to anticireally have something to say to nate at the time the annual budget
each other it can be said in a was made up.
couple of words like You stink” or
Sponsored hy the
Robert Achom, radio operator
at least three like "You lousy bum."
“Link" Sanborn, gunner's mate. stationed at Hamilton Field, Calif..
KNOX HOSPITAL ALUMNAE
Link is one of the best and most r,.i • peen prom.ied ts Corporal.
ASSOCIATION
persistent hunters on the island,
inci will mate up with anyone wlio
likes to go hunting, so the Gan
BAKED BEAN SUPPER
BURPEE’S FURNITURE ders
are thinking of farming Link
George Grange Hall
St
with a double barreled shotgun and
STORE WINDOW
a load of buckshot, in hope that
THURSDAY, NOV.. 4
2.00 P. M.
he can bring down some pins.
5.30 P. M.
SATURDAY. NOV. 6
“Doc" Mills, trainer. The "Doc"
65 and 35 Cents
88-89
being a retired sawbones is sup
88*lt
posed to patch up any black eyes

Appeal To Taxpayers

Their Winter Cruise

FOOD SALE
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ARMISTICE
BALL
SPONSORED BY
WILLIAMS-HOLBROOK-MERRITT POST, A. L.

Criminal Ducket

By The

in,

Roving Reporter

James Brown,
director of the
Farnsworth Museum, has received
from London, Eng., an impressive
magazine of 160 pages, entitled ‘The
Press," which devotes considerable
space to the evolution of The As
sociated Press. My attention was
directed to a particular headline
entitled: “Where would the popu
lar sports be without the aid of the
press?” Where, Indeed.

The November term of Knox at Rockland July 17. 19+8 GrossCounty Superior Court will convene man for libellant.
Gladys A Winchenbavh from
at 10 o’clock Wednesday morning,
with Justice Frank A, Tlrrell on Fred P Winchenbech both of
Rockland married at Rockland,
Under the cation "New Employe
fhe bench for the second time July 31, 194b. Grossman for li
at Thomaston," the journal pub
since he was appointed.
bellant.
lished by the Lawrence Portland
Rev. Ernest O Kenyon of St.
Dorothy F. Wiley of Thomaston
Cement Company says:
from
Clyde
R
Wiley
of
Rockland
Peters Episcopal Church will be
He’s no Spring chicken, and he’s
the chaplain.
Charles Lyford of “ra"iPd
Randolph May 20, 1947.
slightly on the decrepit side. He’s a
J
Grossman for libellant.
bit slow, and he is no mental giant.
Augusta will be the court reporter.
Arlene F. Richardson from Austin
The company feeds him, and his
Thp bound ever cases are: Harry J. Richardson both of Rockland,
wage rate Is 75 cents an hour when
A. Roscoe of Rockland, breaking married at Rockland July 11, 1946.
he works, which is not regularly' or
and entering and larceny in the Warding lor libellant
consistently. He has no social se
_
...
.
Sadie
M
Bubler
of
Thomaston
curity, Is not eligible for group In
night time ol weapons from Smith’s from wilham s Bubier 0{ Rock.
if '
surance protection and Is not en
E.^sc station; Ralph F. Fuller of land, married Nov. 6, 1911 Burgess
titled to workman's compensation
Rockland, breaking and entering for libelL.nl
in case he ls Injured on the job.
and larceny in the night time of
Ruth H. Kearly from Robert F.
Justin L Cross, who served five But he seems happy. He is a quiet
weapons from Smith's station; Kearly, both of Union, married at years in the City Government and fellow, keeps his mouth shut, does
Benjamin B P. Knight of Rock- Mars Hill June 21, 1930 Payson six years on the Board of Health, what he is told to do, and works
land, breaking and entering and for libellant
and who in the later years of his conscientiously. HLs duties consist
larceny in the night time of
Florence E. Williams from Frank life conducted a neighborhood store of hauling a scraper around the
Albert Mills Jr., whose services weapons from Smith’s station; a. Williams, both of Union, mar- on Holmes street, died Sunday night plant yard, salvaging clinker which
Richard F. Rokes of Rockland, rled at Durham, N. H.. Sept 4, at his home, 166 Main street. Fu has been spilled. He is popular
to Troop 204 were recognized.
breaking and Entering with Intent i938. Payson for libellant,
neral services will be held there with his fellow workers, who con
Mattie J. Harden from Maurice Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, sider him really a “white" guy. In
Albert Mills and his son, Albeit to commit felony in the house ol
Mills Jr., were accorded high ho Eleanor Chandler; Vernon Sim- o. Harden, both of Camden, mar- Rev Dr. John Smith Lowe officiat these days of almost complete
nors by Scout Troop 204. sponsored mons of Thomaston, breaking and rlPCj al Lubec June 33. 1938. But- ing. Burial will be in Achorn ceme mechanization it Is interesting to
tery.
by the First Baptist Church at the entering with intent to commit jer for libellant.
discover that a horse can still be
Mary E Taylor of Rockland from
Mr Cress was bom In Islesboro, useful,"
vestry. A fine lobster stew supper feiony; Raymond Smallwood of
Rockland,
breaking
and
entering
charles
Y
Taylor
of
mar
.
March 3, 1870, son of George E and
was followed by an excellent enter
tainment by Edward Baxter, Rob and larceny from the store of Al- ried at st George Aug 1, 1920 Frances J. (Sparks 1 Cross,
When Herbert L. Baldwin re
bert
Cousins:
Stanley
Carleton
of
ert Crie, Raymond Pendleton, Jr.,
Butler for libellant
Before coming to Rockland to signed recently as publicity man
and Carl Gray with Mrs. Bertha Union, breaking and entering and
make
his
home,
he
lived
with
the
Wllda Louise Merchant of Vinalfor the Boston & Maine, someone
McIntosh and Miss Charlotte Cook larceny from Smith's garage; Henry haven from Karl Robert Merchant family In Wilmington. Del., Phila mentioned hLs famous bluntness of
Robbins of Rockland, breaking and of Saco, married at Vinalhaven delphia and Owls Head.
as accompanists.
speech. For example, a reader
In his boyhood, he worked in the called the Globe one morning and
Wilbur F. Senter presented the entering and larceny from Smith’s June 7, 1945. Roberts for libellant.
garage;
'Richard
Emery
of
Rock

Troop Charter and certificates of
Mary M Paige of Rockland from Thomas fish market and Arthur reported that his commuting train
was late. The Globe promptly called
memberships to Rev. J. Charles land, assault with Intent to kill Frank J. Paige of Bowdoinham, Shea’s plumbing establishment.
Ernest
Wooster
of
Rockland;
Wil
At the age of 21 he bought Sam Mr. Baldwin to find out what was
MacDonald Raymond Pendleton,
married at Vassalboro March 7,
liam
Chase
of
Woburn.
Mass.,
Sr Fdmoiid Wotton, Joseph Robin
uel Haskell's transfer business and wrong.
1927 Wilbur for libellant.
son. Omond Palmer and Charles breaking ard entering; and Cecil
“Dad burn it," roared Baldwin, or
Ruth A Salo from Sulo E. Salo did trucking to and from the
Morris
of
Tenant's
Harbor,
assault
Grant, Troop committee. Assistant
oo(h of Rockland, married at Rock Eastern Steamship wharf until he words to that effect "Do I call
with
intent
to
kill
his
wife,
Evelyn
sold the route to Arthur Brewster the Olobe every morning when my
Scoutmasters Douglass Mills, Albert
The appealed cases are: Gerhard land Dec 31, 1942 Wilbur for li and went to Hollywood, Oaltf, paper is late?"—Boston Globe’s
Mills, Jr., and John Perry received
Benson of Rockland, driving over a bellant.
ceitlficates of membership
Gwendolyn c. Patten of Rockland where he was employed by the In dally story.
Field Executive Warren of Au fire hose; Leo Goguen of Nova from Irvine H Patten of Caribou, dependent Film Company and
gusta presented Scoutmaster with Scotia, drunken driving; Paul F married af Caribou June 26. 1943. other studios a little over a year.
Fall signs are emblazoned In
the coveted Scoutmasters key. Al Thomas. Camden, unregistered ve Wilbur for libellant.
While working In the Roberts & many store windows — Autumn
hicle;
Howard
D.
Neild
ot
South
bert Mills. Jr., was presented with
Ruth B. Johnson from George A Cole studio building he fell 38 feet foliage, ’pumpkins and cider.
wrist watch in appreciation of Thomaston, reckless driving; Fran- Johnson both ol Union, married at onto a hard floor, and was struck
cis
Wentworth
of
Rockport,
drimkhis service for a period cf 10 years. en driving; Edward Strout of Wal- Vj'u,c,:i Marcl1
on the head by a truss trace. No
Ijooking out of the rear window
Smalley for bones
Sound movies of Scout activities
were broken but he was laid of the Maine Music Store last Fri
libellant.
cioboro,
carrying
a
concealed
wea

were presented and Scoutmaster
day, Mr. French, the proprietor,
Lempl E. Sihlman from Nils F. up Six weeks.
Albert Mills, Sr„ voiced the earnest pon: Lawrence Nadeau of Bath, as Sihlman. both of Union, married
Returning to Rockland, he was noticed a cat perched on one of
sault
on
an
officer;
Clyde
Young
of
appreciation of Scouts and parents
at New York May 6, 1921. Smalley employed, first in Wallace Little’s the Central Maine’s transformers.
to the group of young women who Rockland, assault and battery: lor libellant.
office and later the Eastern Steam Three days later he was surprised
Ralph
Gross
of
Rockland,
hit
and
erved the supper.
Sliirley D. Webster of Camden ship office. Later he established to see the cat in the same po
run driving; John Mitchell of
neighborhood store, which be sition, and he notified the Central
Warren drunken driving; Richard fr°ni Richard H Webster of Be- the
a well knowm South End in Maine crew which promptly came
E Gordon of Union, drunken driv- tast- married at Camden June 5, came
stitution.
to the rescue. Three days and
lng.
1948. Smalley for libellant.
Mr. Cross served in Co. H., Till three nights, exposed to all sorts
Arthur R. Winslow of Waldoboro
Doris E Boardman from Percy son
Infantry; had been cap of weather. Thank goodness The
Carl Stilphen, Prominent drunken driving: Eugene Winchen- F. Boardman both of Rockland, tain Light
of Anderson Camp, Sons of Black Cat Is not a pole-sitter.
bach
of
Waldoboro,
assault
and
married
at
Belfast
July
16,
1932.
Ward 4 Resident For
Veterans, served five years In the
battery; Rufus A. Hall of Rockland. Smalley for libellant.
Apropos of Ihe above incident Is
Government, and six years on
City Council
uiunken driving; Rudolph HesselBlanche E C xrpe r from Roscoe City
the experience some of us news
Board of Health.
gron of St George drunken driv- W. Cooper, both ol Camden, married the
As a member of the City Govern paper foks have with customers vyho
Carl M. Stilphen, Rockland un ing; Nathan Peasley of Rockland at Windsor June 24, 1933 Gillmor
ment, Mr. Cross was independent In are irate because they cannot get
dertaker and chairman of fhe drunken driving; Edward A Alden for libellant
printing Job done immedlatey.
State Board of Embalming Ex of Union, drunken driving; and L
Walter G Carver of Camden his views, but always worked for
aminers announced this morning, True Sppar of Rockport drunken from Margaret F. Carver of Hope what he considered the city’s best Yet when we 'go to stores for a
Interests. He Was genial, fun lov certain article the answer is quite
that he will be a candiidate for d firing
married al Union No 18, 1911 ing
apt to be; “‘Sorry, but we’re all
and widely popular.
• * • •
one of the two vacancies on the
Gillmor for libellant
The Crosses’ golden wedding in out. We cart 'get It for you In a
City Council in the December elec
Following Is a list of the divorce
Ruth N. D'Agostino of Camden 194!
Ls a well remembered social week or two.”
tion. Nomination papers bearing entries:
from Vincent D’Agostino of Rock
his name are reported to be already
Elva V. Osgood of Rockland from land, married at Rockland Sept. 15, event.
A Maine news heading says Hallo
The deceased Is survived by his
in circulation.
A. William Osgood of Contoocook. 1920. Gillmor for libellant.
wife, the former Delia Kelley; two ween party kept youngsters out of
Charles Bicknell, 2d, present N. H„ married at Bath Nov. 15.
Anna B. Bowen from Basil H. son:,. Lodie A. and Edward W.. both mischief. The despatch did not
member of the Council, has pre 1947. Burrows for libellant.
Bowen both of Rockland, married
viously announced that he will be
Beatrice Frost McClvmont of at Rockport July 30, 1940, Harmon of Rockland; two daughters, Mrs. have a Rockland date line.
Charlotte Hopkins of Rockland,
a candidate for re-election but has Camden from John MClymont of fOr libellant
not yet taken nomination papers Great Barrington, Mass., married
peter ‘ Clarke from Grace S. and Mrs, Adelaide C. Mills of
personally, according to the office it Camden Nov. 28, 1943. Wilbur ci.irke, b ih of Tenant’? Harbor, Great Neck. Long Island. N. Y;
brothers, Ibrook of Owls
of the City Clerk.
for Libellant.
married at Tenant's Harbor July 1, three
Items of Interest from
Head. George of Thomaston and
Monday. Albert Averill, retired
Gladys H. Cushman of Pori ]94g Grossman for libellant.
Post Office employe, asked for and Clyde from Woodrow J, Cushman
Hplmi T Hesselgren of Tenant's Harry of Boston; two sisters, Mrs. the Towns Listed Below
received nomination papers from of parts unknown, married at Harbor from RudolphD.Hesselgren Bertha Walsh and Mrs. Etta Park
Appear in This Issue.
the City Clerk s office. Whether or Friendship Sept. 19. 1937. Burrows
Union married at Tenant's Har- er. both of North Cambridge, Mass.,
three grandchildren, Arleen
not the papers were for his own for libellant.
SOUTH HOPE
bor QeC 14, 1944 Grossman for and
Louise, Justin Allen and Carol
use or in behalf of a candidate he
Madeline Edyk of Camden from
SEAKSMONT
Estella Crass.
is working for was not revealed by Harry A. Edyk of New York, mar libellant.
GROSS NECK
Eleanor P. Burgess of Camden
him.
WEST WALDOBORO
ried Jan. 26, 1936, in New York from Lyman C. Burgess of BluehiU,
Alan Grossman, attorney, neither Charles F. Dwinal for libellant.
NORTH HAVEN
married at Andover, Mass., June 15,
confirms nor denies the rumor that
FRIENDSHIP
Elva Garey of Rockport from
he will be a candidate for the Herbert L. Garey of parts unknown, 1940. Bird for libellant.
TENANT’S HARBOR
George a Lacon.?e from Georgia Qjiv Matron To Benefit From
Council.
WASHINGTON
married at Lancaster, N. H„ Sept L LaCombe, both ol Rockland, vny mail Ull ID DCIICIII rlUlll
To date no candidates have an 9. 1941. Perry for libellant.
PIJvASANT POINT
married at Brernan Oct. 14, 1941.
Ihe
Fire
Department
nounced themselves as seeking the
GLEN COVE
Alcada Stackpole of Camden
two vacancies on the School from Donald H. Stackpole of Wilbur for libellant.
Enterprise
WALDOBORO
Arnold P. Fernald from Leona D
Board.
UNION
Thomaston, married at Camden Femald, both of Rockland, marDonald Coughlin, member of the Feb. 22, 1945. Robert
Fire Department members will
WARREN
A.
Ferullo
ried
at
Rockland
Dec.
1,
1945.
Wil

Rockland School District Trustees lor libellant.
have a pig fattened and ready to
CUSHING
bur for libellant.
whose term expires this year, stated
nim over to City Matron Corbett
THORNDIKEVT1.LE
Elinor R. Herrick of Rockland
Lewis E. Hastings from Beatrice at Christmas time. The pig ls not
this morning that he would not be from
APPLETON
Carl Herrick of Rockland com- A. Hastings, both of Rockland
a candidate for re-election.
flesh and blood porker but a
NORTH WARREN
movant of Washington, D. C„ mar- married ai Rockland July 26, 1946. acrockery
one which is hollow, with
THOMASTON
Sonny and 'Jim Sukeforth attend ried at Portsmouth. N. H„ May 20. wilbur for Reliant
CAMDEN
Marcena R. Molloy from Michael a coin slot along his backbone.
ed the Maine-Colby football game 1933. Burrows for libellant,
ROCKPORT
Beulah L. Munn of Owl’s Head j M0n0y, both of Rockland, mar- Hungry, as all pigs are reputed to
at Orono, Saturday, as guests of
be, he has gulped an estimated 12
MATINICUS
the Bangor Daily News. They were from Francis L. Munn of Haddon- rled at ROekland Oct, 23, 1925. Wil- pounds
of coins since he came into
OWL’S HEAD
1
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. field, N. J„ married at Owl’s Head, bur for nbellant.
the
department.
ASH POINT
July 16, 1924. Smalley for libellant.
Mildred M. Staples from Charles
Archie Taylor of Bangor.
The
contents
will
be
turned
over
STONINGTON
Staney A. Ripley of Cushing from w Staples, both of Rockland, niarSPRUCE HEAD
,
Edith M. Ripley ot Millis, Mass, rjeci aj Rockland March 4, 1937. to Mrs. Corbett for use in buying
gifts
for
needy
children
for
Christ

PORT CLYDE
married Jan. 30, 1943. Grossman wilbur for iibenant.
FREE DANCE
mas,
Of
course,
the
porker
is
des

Laura L. Hall from Rufus A.
APPLETON COMMUNITY HALL for libellant,
Ruth J. Bradford from Clifton W jjall, both of Rockland, married at tined to be demolished in the proc
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SATURDAY NIGHT. NOV. 6 Bradford, both of Vinalhaven New York Jan. 1, 1912. Wilbur for ess but the firemen feel he will
lose his life in a good cause and
If I had my life to live again I
AND EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT married at Vinalhaven Oct. 24 libellant.
even
now
are
planning
to
put
his
would
have made a rule to read some
1946.
Burrows for libellant. , ,
.
Beulah A. Libby from Douglas F.
Music by DEAN’S ORCHESTRA
poetry and listen to some music at
Henry D. Tinker of Rockland Libbv, both of Camden, married at successor into action shortly after least once a week The lo65 of Wiese
88*89
from Phyllis E. Tinker of Boston, Belfast Oct 14 1922 Wilbur for Christmas — looking forward to tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Comes
Christmas of 1949.
Darwin.
married at Swans Island March 15, nbellant.
Oh yes, the fireboys say that any
THE LAST WALK IN AUTUMN
1934. Wilbur for libellant.
Louise M Murray from William
Mildred E. Curtis of Camden 4 Murray, Jr., both of Rockland, one may drop into the station and O'er the bare woods, those outstretched
hands
from James L. Curtis ol Washing- married at Jay, Maine, July 6, 1937 feed the pig—nickels, dimes, quart
Plead with the leaden heavens In
ers, pennies or even bills will help
ton, married at Rockland June 12, \vndur for libellant.
vain,
1943. Payson for libellant,
Jesse L. Inabinet from Elizabeth fatten the porker and in turn make I see, beyond the valley lands.
Wilda F. Mitchell of Sloatsburg, g inabinet, both of St. George, more youngsters happy at Christ'
The seas long level dim with rain.
N. Y., from Harold L. Mitchell, Jr., married at St. George Feb. 28, 1933. mas.
Around me all things, stark and dumb,
of Rockland, married at Paterson, Wilbur for libellant.
Seem praying for the snows to come.
Selection of four directors of the And for the summer bloom and green
N. J„ Sept. 16, 1944. Grossman for
Lenora Chase from Maurice F.
Rockland
Chamber
of
Commerce
ness gone.
libellant.
chase, both of Rockland, man-led
With Winter’s s'inset lights and dazRuth H. Stephens of Rockland at R0Ck]and DeC. 25, 1939 Wilbur will be made from the following list
allng morn atone.
of those who received the most
from Omer W. Stephens of Port- for nbellant.
—John Greenleaf Whittier.
votes
in
the
primary
election.
H.
P.
married at Portland May 16,
Sylvia C. Treneer from John G
Complete Gas Service and land,
Blodgett,
I.
Lawton
Bray,
John
Grizzly
bears have poor vision
1948. Grossman for libellant.
Treneer, both of Rockland, married
Daphane H. Raye from Edwin L. at Waldoboro July 5, 1934. Wilbur Chisholm, Lucien Green, Sr„ Alfred but an extremely acute sense i.f
Modern Appliances for
C. Hocking, Raymond C. Perry, Le smell and hearing.
Raye, both of Rockland, married for libellant. .
forest A. Thurston, C. W. Whitmoyer.

Only One Candidate

TOWN NEWS

Fattening A Pig

BOTTLED GAS

COMMUNITY BUILDING
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, NOV. 10
MUSIC BY

Joe Avery and His Lakehurst Orchestra
Entire Net Proceeds to Children’s Recreation Program
DOOR PRIZE
DOOR PRIZE

COOKING
WATER HEATING
REFRIGERATION
ROOM HEATING

ADMISSION 75 CENTS, TAX INCLUDED
88-89

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 738-W
69-tf

4

THE BLACK CAT

|

TAG I)AY

A NEW BEANO

Help Buy New (nlforms tor
Cheerleaders ot Rorkland High

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

High School Friday Nov. 5
Down Town, Saturday,
Nov. 6

Minimum Prize $2.50

TAG 1)AY

Visit Lucien K. Green ft B<
tecona tibor, 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Purs, Pur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
orlces.
lOtf

WARNING!

SPECIAL GAMES

DO NOT TRESPASS

TWO CENTS A CARD
Williams-Brazier Post No. 37
Thomastoo National Bank Bldg.
42-T-tf

Monroe Island ls being patrolled
and Is protected by Maine Statutes
Chapter 111, Seca 12,13,14,15.
Per order of owner,
88-It
ANTHONY FAUNCE.

REPUBLICANS
Wishing Transportation
To the Polls

TUESDAY
Phone 1112
87-88

Tuesday-Friday
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Basketball’: Coming

Community Bowling

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Football Facts

Congregational Notes

Won A Snug One

wlilch will set forth the delectables.
• • • •
The Diligent Dames will meet
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 with
Mrs. Merle Bartlett, Highlands, for
a regular meeting.
• • • •
The Kupples Klub meet for their
monthly session at the Church on
Friday at 7 for supper, and follow
ing business will view Father Ken
yon's lovely colored slides and hear
his comments on “England, 1948.”
• • • •
Next Sunday the sacrament of
the Lord’s Supper will be observed,
and the pastor's Communion Medi
tation will be “The Greatest Sin,
as he sees it. His text will be Mat
thew 5:13.
• • • •
Next Sunday afternoon and eve
ning a number of the men will
journey to Hallowell for the area
Men’s Conclave arranged by the
Men’s Fellowship of Maine.. Sup, per reservations for the 5.30 repast
I should be made with the pastor not
j later than tonight.

TWICE-A-WEEK
Church School Sunday witnessed
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
The Boys Launch Out With Madison Now Leading Maine Rockland High Blanks Bruns Inroads by the current measles epi
Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Team—R. H. S. In
demic, but every class was In ses
wick On the Latter’s
High Strings and Lively
Face Long and Arduous was The
established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
sion though only Charlotte Dean
Brewer Friday Night
Field
Matches
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Schedules
was on hand for the high school
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Won Lost Tied
A hard scraping Tiger team took class, while the teacher, Mrs. Rob
The fourth week of the Com Team
Rockland hoopsters will open the Subscriptions $4.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents.
8
0
a 6-0 game from Brunswick on
munity Bowling League saw some Madison .....
Winter season with Lawrence High
ert Lindquist and her family was
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
John Bapst ................ 7
0
i hot matches. Last Tuesday night Skowhegan ...........
of Fairfield at the Community
7
0
1 that school’s home 'field Saturday I visiting her former home In New
i afternoon. A Kaler to Holt pass ton. Mass. In the Primary De
two strong teams were matched— Rumford .............
7
1
Building Dec. 7, and play a sched
[EDITORIAL]
completed the third period march partment Mrs. Herbert Tibbetts
1
the General Seafoods and Spruce So. Portland ............... 7
ule which will take them up to
from Brunswick’s 41-yard line to was the acting assistant teacher
1
Head. Spruce Head went wild and Edward Little ................ 7
March 1 when the season’s closing
Deering
.................... 4
2
1 ring up the sole score of the after for class 3 and Catherine MacPhail
SOON
WE
WILL
KNOW
won
four
points
to
General
Sea

game will be played with Bruns
noon.
Rockland .................... 5
3
the acting assistant teacher for
foods’ one. W. Drinkwater had Portland
We confess to absorbing interest in the Gallup Presiden
The march started with Holden class 2. Regular members of the
wick at Brunswick.
.................. 4
3
1
high
single
of
115
and
three
high
tial polls which have been in progress since the National
carrying the ball 28 yards to teaching staff on duty included
Bangor
....
4
3
A total of six open dates is now
string total of 324 for Spruce Head. Lewiston ........
Conventions—just as we did four years ago when President
3
3
1 Brunwick's 13 with Foote and Nancy Leach with class 1, Char
on the card with gaps mi Dec. 10,
W. Willis had a single of 106 with Sterns ........................ 3
Roosevelt was out in front. President Truman has adopted
3
1 Deshon smashing ahead to the six lotte Dean for class 4 and Gerry
Jan. 18, 26, Feb. 8 and 22 and a
high
three-string
total
of
308.
which was followed by the pass Mahar for Class 5, under the super
rather a sneering attitude toward the value of the polls, so
Belfast ........„............ 2
3
tentative game with Hculton here,
Spruce
Head:
A.
Drinkwater
304,
which rang up the tally.
it will be a matter of general interest to see how near Dr.
Houlton ...................... 2
3
vision of of Primary Superintend
Jan. 21.
Both of Thomaston’s
K.
Drinkwater
305,
Alley
298.
N
Rockland outplayed a weakened ent Irma Anderson. Several mem
Gallup’s investigations come to the result.
Gardiner .. ................ 2
3
2
games will be played on the Rock
I
Drinkwater
250,
W.
Drinkwater
324,
Brunswick
team
all
uhrough
the
Final institute figures showing the division of the na
Brewer ...................... 4
4
bers of the Junior Department
land court to accommodate the
‘total 1481.
General Seafoods: S. Cheverus ................... 3
I game and ’killed a rally by the col- were absent through attendance at
tional popular vote of the four leading parties follows:
4
crowds expected.
Willis
281,
Lowell
301.
Ravmond
260.
I
lege
town
lads
when
McIntosh
in

Dewey 49.5 percent; Truman 44.5; Wallace 4: Thurmond
Waterville ................ 3
4
1
the Girl Scout exercises at the
Ken MacDougal will again run
Genevicz 266. W. Willis 308, total Thornton
2. Dewey holds a substantial lead in 20 States and President
................ 14
2 tercepted a Brunswick pass which Church of the Immanuel Univerthe court squad and has the pros
'
1417.
had
been
tossed
from
the
20-yard
Truman in nine States. There are 15 ’’battleground” States
Winslow ...................... 14
2
salist. Class 10 continued its record
pects of a better than average
The Central Maine Power Line Biddeford .................. 1
5 ,1 line following two successful tosses, of perfect attendance.
where neither Truman nor Dewey holds a marked lead. The
team this year with a fair num
Crew
was
too
much
for
the
Elks,
one
for
12
and
the
other
for
16
Cony ........................... 2
6
advantage of the leading candidate in some of these States is
Lovely white chrysanthemums
ber of veterans returning and new
winning four points to the Elks' one. Westbrook ................ 16
1 yards.
so slight that the position of the candidates in the actual vot
graced the communion table at
material in prospect when the call
A
Brunswick
correspondent
cre

Nick
Anastasio
had
high
single
of
Mforse
...........
0
8
ing could easily be reversed
is given for the basketball squad
dits Foote. Mrlntosh and Deshon church Sunday. These were fur Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
96 and three-string total of 267 for
• • • •
Dewey Truman Wallace
State
to turn out as soon as the football
in the backfield; Holt and Holden nished, as the rest of the Sundays ! Through the courtesy and me
the
Elks.
Jackie
Spear
and
B
Football
Highlights
5
...
52
43
California .................. .........
October and February, by the
season comes to a close a few days
Jameson each had high singles of
Edward Little upsets unbeaten on the end positions and Pease and in
44
4
Connecticut ...................................... 52
from now
Connellan in the line with turning Men’s Association. Lucien Dean dium of The Courier-Gazette. 1
99
for
the
Line
Crew
with
threeRumford.
X
46
Illinois ......... ................................... 54
arranged the lovely decora would like to make an appeal for
The Jayvees will play identical
string total going to Jaokle Spear
Gardiner first team to cross Madi in good performances during the has
44
2
... 54
Indiana ...............................
tions each Sunday this past month. yarn, new or old—to make mittens
schedules, appearing against the
game.
with a 280.
son
’
s
goal
line,
losing
14
to
12.
3
43
...
54
Towa ....................................
The trustees met Monday night for the children and knee caps for
Jayvee teams of the same schools
The Tigers now’ stand with five
i Central Maine Line Crew: Duff
Rockland defeats Brunswick for
1
39
... 60
Kansas ................................
on the same nights with the ex
wins to three losses with two to take final action in preparing the
256, Whitehill 243, Achom 265. J. first time in four years, 6 to 0.
2
42
...
56
ception of Thomaston and Camden
Maine . ...... ...... ...................
1949 budget for presentation to the the older folk.
8pear 280. B. Jameson 278, total 1317.
Lewiston' is walloped by Quincy, games to go. They have bowed to church
Last Winter a number of mittens
3
... 53
on which nights the girl's teams of
Maryland .........................
5344
at a special meeting follow
teams from Madison. Skowhegan
Elks:
Lowe
261,
Flanagan
249,
Mur

40
to
13
in
the
Bay
State.
were made by using up old yarn.
3
44
... 53
the two schools will compete
Michigan ..........................................
53
and Winslow, and have rolled over ing circle supper on Wednesday A
phy
233,
Scott
207,
Anastasio
267,
Westbrook
wins
first
game
of
the
number of friends have promised
X
38
against the Rockland lassies.
... 62
night. Loyalty Sunday will be ob
Nebraska ............................
total 1217.
season, beating winless Morse 12 Crosby High bf Belfast, Morse of served
2
44
The schedule as it stands to date:
... 54
Dec. 5 and on that date the to knit If they had the yam. new
New Hampshire ..............................
54
Bath, Greenville, Brunswick and
Wednesday
night
the
P06t
Office
to
6.
*
Dec. 7, Lawrence
4
42
... 54
financial canvass will be conducted. or old. A number of mittens have
New Jersey .......................................
54
team won four points from the
Skowhegan and John Bapst re Houlton.
Dec. 10, pending.
10
39
The summary:
Third year trustees who are chair- already been brought in and they
New York .................................. .... 51 51
Lime
Company.
Dick
Perry
had
main
unbeaten.
Waterville
upsets
Dec. 14. Thomaston
5
(6) Rockland mHning the drive are Hervey C. certainly look warm—and some
... 57
North Dakota ......................
57 38
high single of 131 and high three- Lawrence High, scoring in the first Brunswick (9)
Dec. 18. Brunswick.
4
Jones,
le
.............................
re. Holt Allen and Maurice F. Lovejoy. The youngster will be made very happy
42
... 55
Ohio ....................................
string total of 337 for the Post quarter, 7 to 0.
Don’t wait for Christmas, hands
Dec. 21, Waterville.
Ormsby,
It
.........................
rt,
Hoak rest of the board includes Harold
4
42
... 54
Oregon .................................
•
•
•
•
Office. Melvin had high single of
are cold long before then, and arc
Jan. 7. Camden
Preble,
lg
..........................
rg.
Pease
4
S.
.
Leach.
Walter
Barstow.
Murray
44
.... 52
Pennsylvania ...................................
52
Games
This
Week
98 for Lime Company, with high
needed before then. Telephone
Jan. 11, at Winslow
1
41
... 58
South Dakota ..................................
58
Friday—Rockland at Brewer, 7.30 Coffin c ...................... c. Thurston T. Whalen and Cleveland Sleeper. ees-wbr 663-m.
three-string total going to Holden
Jan. 14. at Morse.
Brown,
rg
...................
lg.
Benson
1
Jr.
35
Vermont ............................................ 64
64
p.
m.;
M.
C.
I.
at
Bowdoin
Frosh.
with a 273.
Helen Corbett.
• • • •
Jan. 18, open date
3
... 56
Wisconsin ...........................
56 41
Saturday—Thornton Academy at Harris, rt ............................. It. Lcng
Post Office: Harrington 234, Hary
Jan. 21, Houlton (tentative).
Wednesday afternoon the Wom
Atkins,
re
......................
le.
Holden
States where Truman has substantial lead:
Deering;
Cheverus
at
Biddeford;
280. McGinley 225, D. Perry 337,
Jan 25, pending.
Michaud, qb .................... qb. Kaler en’s Association will meet in busi
Dewey Truman Wallace Thurmond
State
Rackliff 286, total 1362. Lime Com Gardiner at Westbrook; Ellsworth Devin, lhb .................... rhb, Foote ness session at 3 o’clock, and at 4
Jan 28, Morse.
X
3
44
53
at
Bar
Harbor.
Belfast
at
Bucks

Arizona
...........
pany:
Melvin
252.
Orff
247.
SnowFeb 1, at Waterville.
At the meeting Wednesday oi
Paul St. Pierre, rhb .... lhb. Deshon o'clock will present Mrs. Marion J.
14
53
1
..... 32
Arkansas .........
1 man 252, Wentworth 231, Holden port; Lisbon at Winthrop; Williams G. Benoit, fb ........
Feb. 4, at Thomaston (Com
fb, McIntosh Bradshaw who will speak on Acorn Grange. Cushing, the lecturer
1
19
at
Jay.
45
.....
35
Florida
.............
273.
total
1255.
munity Building Rockland I.
Score by periods:
“Trends in Inter-Church Relations.” will present a Mock Trial Capt
1
19
...... 22
58
Georgia ..........
Wednesday night the Water Com
Feb. 8. pending
Rockland
0 0 6 0—6 To the 4 o'clock session, because Horton will assist with the script
1
12
51
North
Carolina
.....
36
pany
upset
the
strong
Texaco
team
Feb. 11, Winslow
Brunswick
O 0 0 0—0 she is such a fine speaker, and be The cast will be: Vivian Miller. Bev
X
X
55
..... 45
Oklahoma ........
by winning four points to the Tex
Feb. 15, at Camden.
Rockland substitutions:
End cause of the timeliness of her topic, erly Geyer, Kathryn Maloney.
X
54
2
44
Rhode
Island
....
aco
’
s
one.
B.
Winslow
had
high
Feb. 18. at Lawrence
Smith; guard. Annis; tackle, Con- and because of their desire to be a Gladys, Davis, Lester Delano, Janet
1
9
51
.....
39
Tennessee
single
of
121
and
high
three-string
Battery
D,
703d
A.
A.
F.
Feb. 22, pending.
nellan: backs. McLaine, Rcberts. friendly group the Women’s Asso Orff, Fannie Davis, Evelyn Delano.
8
2
..... 24
66
Texas ..............
total of 316 for the Water Com
March 1, at Brunswick
substitutions:
End, ciation is extending a cordial invi Inez Geyer, Marion Ames and Bob
Making Drive For New Brunswick
States where lead is not substantial:
pany.' Gatccmbe had high single
The Junior Varsity will play on
Moreau; tackle. Lemieux: guard, tation to the rest of the women of Ames.
Dewey Truman Wallace Thurmond
State
of 123 and high three-string total
• • • •
Members
the same nights as the varsity
Leeman, backs, Pete 6t. Pierre. R the city to hear Mrs. Bradshaw.
X
3
45
Massachusetts ..... .......... 52
of 310 for the Texacos.
against the opposing JV teams with
• • • •
Benoit. Locke Referee Gustafson
At a recent meeting of Owl’s Head
X
1
52
Missouri ............... ......... 47
Water Company: B. Winslow 316, Captain Edward Gipson of Bat (N. H.); umpire. Cailler (H.C.);
the exception of Thomaston and
The second circle supper of the Grange, beautiful and interesting
X •
3
46
H Curtis 283, C. Winslow 280, Doak tery D 703d AAA announces that linesman. Connors (Maine); field season will be served at 6.15. with colored slides of life in China and
Minnesota .......... .......... 51
Camden when the girls' teams will
a
recent
ruling
of
the
Selective
X
3
46
287, Kliver 282, total 1448. TexWest Virginia ....... .......... 51
compete.
julge. Banks (Bates). Time, 4-12’s. the men doing the honors. Veteran India were shown by Ray Cross of
X
2
47
acos: L. Cook 264. Norton 291, T Service System makes men between
Deleware
............ .......... 51
Refreshments
were
Vance Norton, assisted by ’ Eddie” Rockland.
The Thomadton Schedule
the
ages
of
17
years
and
18
years
X
Order your Christmas cards now Jones, who has grown up on circle served. The next meeting will be
2
47
Perry 301, J. McLoon 262, Gatcambe
Wyoming
.
.......... 51
Coach Frank Viatones of Thom
6
months
exempt
from
the
draft
X
—handsome boxed cards and en suppers will chairman the group Nov. 9.
2
51
310, total 1428.
New Mexico .......... ......... 47
aston High School faces a long
X
47
3
After the Texaco-Water Com- if they are members of the na velopes $250 per 25. your name
Nevada ................. .......... 50
hoop schedule which starts Nov. 30
tional
Guard.
beautifully printed, card' read'’ for
X
2
50
pany match the Texaco team
Montana .............. ......... 48
and extends to Feb. 18 with but
X
1
bowled Its postponed match with Gipson points out that the bat mailing. ' Phene 770. The Courier50
Utah ..................... .......... 49
two of last year’s stars, Ken Feyler
X
1
49
the Rockland Wholesale team, win- tery, which drills weekly on Mon Gazette. Well do the rest, and
Colorado
........... .......... 50
and Keith Beattie.
THE FAMOUS
88*96
4
1
ning this match 4 to 1. Norton had day nights at the Ash Point Air promptly.
49
......... 46
Kentucky
Viatones. coach last year at
X
high single of 119 with three-string port, needs 25 men to bring its
47
4
Idaho ............... .......... 49
Rockland Junior High, is starting
to full ocmplement.
X
high of 323 for the Texacos. Earl ranks
47
5
Washington ......... .......... 48
his first season of varsity coach
The battery is unique in that
10
Cook had high single of 122 and there
1
44
Virginia .............. .......... 45
ing. A large turnout of court hope
are
two or three basic
three-string total of 305 for the privates inonly
x not on ballot.
fuls takes him Into the Knox-Lin
the organization; the
Wholesale.
coln League scramble with at least
of the 30 man unit be
Texaco: L. Cook 253, Norton 323, remainder
a wealth of what looks to be good
ing non-commissioned officers in
T.
Perry
308.
J.
McLoon
271,
GatWHAT
A
WHOPPING
FLEET!
material.
various specialties of anti-aircraft
combe 289, total 1444. Rockland artillery. Transportation is fur
touiuj
I
Out for the team are. Arthur ElWar
or
no
war.
Uncle
Sam
is
evidently
getting
ready
for
Wholesale:
McKinnev
280,
Korponen
hot. RlchaTd Hall. Kenneth Levan,
nished
the
men
to
and
from
one.
A
United
Press
despatch
from
Washington
says
that
the
Can
be
purchased and installed through F. H. A.
251,
Sukeforth
294.
Lawry
265,
E.
Alfred Starr, Richard Stone, Sterl
Rockland each drill night.
Navy is planning a fleet of 28 high-speed aircraft carriers
Cook 305, total 1396.
,
THREE YEARS TO PAY
ing JUsteen, Frank Hardy, Arthur
COMBINATION
WINDOWS
capable of launching the heavy and faster long-range attack
Thursday night the Rockland ! Van Baalen. Chatto had high
Stein. Sumner Ward, Paul Starrett,
planes now being developed. Vice Admiral Earle W. Mills,
Wholesale team won four points to single of 104, and Estes had high
John Henderson, and John Mills
Knox County Agent
chief of the Bureau of Ships, discussed the projected fleet in
the Maine Central Railroad's one I total of 280 for the National Guards.
with John Spear as team manager
summarizing the Navy’s plans for ship construction and con
Earl Cook had high single of 120
The season opens with Union of
Van Baalen: Epstein 296. Murversion. The force will be built around a 65,000-ton “super
with a 3-string total of 309 for the gita 273. Bernstein 253, Gray 267.
the Bulwer League on the 30th and
carrier,” a flush-deck, 1090-foot long sea-going airfield able
Wholesalers.
Bowne had high Hobbs 266. total 1355. National
goes outside the Knox-Lincoln
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE
to handle a plane big enough to carry the atom bomb. It also
single of 109 for Maine Central with Guards: Robinson 272, Bartlett 230,
League to play Rockland. Pemetic
PHONE 1315-W
will include three 45,000-ton carriers of the World War II Mid
Anderson high total of 282.
High of Southwest Harbor and
'
Guistin
253,
Estes
280.
Chatto
262.
TELEPHONE 1503,
ROCKLAND. ME.
way Class. The Navy plans to reinforce their flight decks
Rockland Wholesale: McKinney
Crosby High of Belfast.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
so they, too, can launch bigger, faster and long-range planes.
302, Korhonen 282, Sukeforth 282.
The schedule:
85-92
88-89
Lawry 252, Cook 309, total 1427. NOW! ANYONE CAN HAVE
Nov. 30—Union.
Maine Central: Anderson 282, CarsDec. 3—Lincoln.
SEMI-FINAL ELECTION POLL
ley 257, Robinson 260, Bowne 273, PLENTY OF HOT WATER
Dec. 8—At Wiscasset.
Brackett 280, total 1352.
Dec 10—Boothbay Harbor.
The Gallup Poll on Wednesday presented its semi-final
The Central Maine Service team
Dec. 14—At Rockland.
QUICK!
round-up of political sentiment in 24 of the crucial States.
Dec. 17—At Union.
won five points from Armour’s.
The
political
scoreboard
showed
Dewey
leading
by
more
than
Jackie Spear had high single of 113,
Jan. 7—At Waldoboro.
eight percentage points in 18 of the 24 States surveyed. Tru
Jan. 11—Open.
high total going to Hudson with a
man leads by more than 8 percentage points in Rhode Island
Jan. 14—Camden
296 for the Central Maine Service
while
the
margin
was
fairly
close
in
Massachusetts.
DeleJan 18—Belfast.
team. R. Simmons had high single
ware,
West
Virginia,
Minnesota
and
Missouri.
Dewey
leads
Jan. 21—At Lincoln Academy.
of 106 and also the high total of
in
four
of
those
States
and
Truman
in
one
—
his
native
State
Jan. 28—At Boothba..
286 for Armour’s.
of
Missouri.
A
marked
gain
was
made
by
the
Republican
Feb 1—Wiscasset.
Central Maine Service: R. Rich
candidate
in
Connecticut
and
Maryland.
Feb. 4—Rockland.
ardson 258, Hudson 296, Whitehill
Feb. 8—Open
239. Leach 273, J. Spear 285, total,
Feb. 11—Waldoboro.
351. Armour’s; Buchanan 240, R.
“
THE
MERRY
WIDOW
”
Feb 12—At Pemetic (Southwest
Jameson 263, Roberts 235, Hodg
Harbor) fpending)
kins 265, R. Simmons 286. total 1289.
To the average person, of non-musical persuasion, the
Feb. 15—At Belfast.
Friday night the Odd Fellows
death of Franz Lehar in Austria carried little significance,
Feb. 18—At Camden
won four points to the Gtilf’s one.
but when it is explained that he was composer of "The Merry
M. Benner had high single of 104
Widow” new light is shed. Lehar’s compositions have been
NIW POCKET-SIZE P0RTKB1E
with a high total of 302 for the Odd
known and sung throughout the world, but his fame might
Fellows. George Sleeper had high WATER NEATER COSTS 1ESS TRAN $2.28
well rest upon “The Merry Widow,” whose refrain is known
single of 106 for the Gulf team.
to almost everybody in the civilized world.
HEATS FAST AS GAS
For quick comforting help for Backache,
Frank Hallowell had high total of
fthaumatlc Pains, Getting Up Nights, strong
Merely place a portable FAST-WAY Water
285 for Gulf.
cloudy urine. Irritating passages. Leg Pains,
Heater in a receptacle containing water. Plug
Odd Fellows: A. Benner 259, in nearest aocket. Presto! Heats water auick
circles under eyes, and swollen ankles, due
THERE ARE LIMITS
to non-organic and non-systemlc Kidney and
Chaples 259, Legage 271, M. Benner for bathing, scrubbing, washing, etc. Also clean
BIRD
milk separators, etc.—speed depending on
Bladder troubles, try Cystex. Quick, complete
302, Makinen 270, total 1361. Gulf: ; ing
Suggestions, which have taken on a semi-official charac
quantity. Heats fast as average gas burner. No
satisfaction or money back guaranteed. Ask
Sleeper 277, Hallowell 285, Hopkins bres to build or hot water to carry—no running
ter at Paris, indicate that the five European Powers com
your druggist for Cystex today.
and down stairs No dirt, no muss, no top244, Colby 272, L. Drinkwater 266, ' up
prising Western Union are raising the question of a military
heavy fuel bills. Handy! Inexpensive! Now costa
total 1344.
less than $2.25. Caution! Read directions haalliance between themselves on the one hand and the United
The Van Baalen team took all fore using. For sal* 1
States and Canada on the other. Prior to the emergence of
100 SQ. FT. ROLL
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
five points from the National
this proposal another, strongly supported in some quarters on
470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Guards.
Epstein
had
high
single
this side of the Atlantic, envisaged a new huge so-called
BITLER
Of 117, also high total of 296 for
“lend lease” program, under which the United States would
undertake to provide armament for countries of Western
WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Europe gratis. The underlying theory is that the nations in
Europe cannot arm themselves.
Reports stated that American officials at Paris are non
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
PER LARGE ROLL
committal about the former proposal. The latter, thus far.
Saturday at 2,00, Sunday at 3.00
is still more or less in the status of a campaign for public
opinion.
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
Without entering into the merits of either the one or the
other of these two proposals, most Americans will applaud
NOVEMBER 2-3-4
the caution displayed by our government. Neither a military
(Duo-Therm)
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS
4 LIGHTS
12 LIGHTS
Henry Fonda, Shirley Temple,
alliance nor a new peace-time "lend lease” program for arm
GLASS
PRICE
PRICE
GLASS
John Wayne, John Agar,
ing Europe is a matter to be weighed merely on pleas of os
tensible expediency. These are matters requiring thorough
Pedro Armendariz, Ward Bond,
2-1 X3-6
101/2 x 18
$5.25
7 x9
$6.00
public exploration and discussion here, and sober, extensive
Victor McLaglen
•
examination by the Congress of the United States—if and
2-1
x4-3
101/2X221/2
6.15
.
.
.
.
In
when either plan is put forward officially.
2-4 x3-10' I 12 "x20 '
5.60
8 x 10
6.75
This nation is bearing gigantic financial burdens in rela
“FORT APACHE”
tion to its foreign commitments already. European progress
12
x
24
2-4
x
4-6
6.40
—Directed by John Ford—
under the recovery program is good and growing better. It
2-4 x4-8
12 x 25
6.65
is by no means a demonstrated fact that the Western Union
nations cannot manage severally their own rearmament with
131/2x24
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
2-7
x4-6
6.85
9 x 12
7.45
out vast new grants in aid from an America already neglect
NOVEMBER 5-6
131/2x26
2-7 x4-10
7.00
9 x 13
7.75
ing fundamental domestic tasks because of burdens abroad
DOUBLE FEATURE:
and the cost of its own defensive programs.—Boston Globe.
131/2 x 30
2-7 x 5-6
8.25

Rockland

and

Thomaston

Mittens Wanted

Grange Corner

Needs 25 Men

BURROWES
SCREEN AND STORM SASH

TOM LONG

BEN DOWLING

And Now Is the Time

To Prepare For It!!
BANK

YOUR HOUSE

Backache

ROLL BRICK SIDING, *4.75

WALDO theatre

BIRD ASPHALT PAPER

$4.25

OIL HEATERS

LATHS

2 cents each

LAST CALL FOR STORM SASH

SPACE HEATERS

*79.95

A. B. C. RANGE BURNERS

GLENWOOD

“PIRATEs’oF

MONTEREY”

“WHEN ‘ZERO’ HITS MAINE”

—In Technicolor—

BE PREPARED WITH

Also on the Program

“THE ACE” COMBINATION.
STORM WINDOWS AND SCREENS

“ARIZONA RANGER”
Starring Tim Holt, Nan Leslie,
Jack Holt
Saturday Afternoon Children’s
«w: Western, Serial Shorts.
«ext Sunday-Monday: “A For-

2-8 x 5-2
f 14 x 28
8.00
2-10x5-6
| 15 x30
8.45
10x 15
We Can Make Storm Sash I n Special Sizes Not Listed.

OIL-GAS COMBINATIONS

Marla Montez
Rod Cameron
Mikhail Rasumny

UTILITY GAS

W. H. GLOVER CO.

A. C. M'LOON & CO.

Kennebec Roofing and Siding Co.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 51
TELEPHONE 52

TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 1368-W
OK WRITE BOX 542. ROCKLAND. ME.
88-89

88-89

BUILDERS’ HEADQUARTERS

453 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL 14

8.85

Tuesday-Friday
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Wednesday night Nov. 10, Baptist
TALK OF THE TOWN Laymen
and Interested men of
Rockland and neighboring towns
are invited to attend a Men's Meet
ing at the Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church. An outstanding
consecrated Christian layman from
Massachusetts, Ed. Parsons, will be
the speaker Special music and a
fine program is in store. Christine
Nov. 6—Annual Vlnalhaven banquet Dorman’s famous turkey dinner
and dance at the Twentieth Century with all the fixings will be served
Club. 3 Joy street. Beacon Hill.
by the ladies' Aid at 630
The
Boston.
Nov. 9—Rockland—Fall meeting of Dis price is $1 a plate.
Reservations
trlct 9, Maine Federation of Women’s must be in by Monday. Nov. 8 Con
Clubs.
Nov. 10—At Pratt Memorial Methodist tact Chester Wyllie of Warren, tele
Church, reception for Mrs. H. V. Twee- phone Warren 38-2. or Ronald
dle. President of Maine Conference Lord, Rockland, tel. 1498-R. Men
Women's Society of Christian Service. this is a “must," so don't forget
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
'
Nov. 11—Dedication of the World War the date.
Memorial at Rockland Public Library
Nov. 12—Wa rent Senior class play.
“Ask For the Moon.”
Nov 14—Men and Missions Sunday to
be observed by Rockland Churches.
Nov. 16—Banquet at Hotel Rockland.
honoring America’s first graduate
nurse. Miss Linda Richards
Nov. 18—Annual Church Flair, at Con
gregational Church.
NOv 25—Thanksgiving Day
Dec. 2—Annual Fair at the Meth
odist Church.

Due to the length of the double
feature this week at Park Theatre
one complete show only will be
given Tuesday, .Wednesday and
Thursday nights. This show will
start at 6.45, with “Four Feathers.’’
being shown at 7 and “Drums'’ at
8.50. The matinee, however, will
be shown as usual, starting at 2
p. m
Six cans of sardines, a catnip
mouse and other kittie tempters are
draped In mourning at The Cou
rier-Gazette office this morning due
to the fact that Ella-Frances is
missing. The coal black mouser
strayed Into the office some time
back and was promptly adopted.
Now she Is gone, double toes and
all. The Courier-Gazette phone
number is 770—just in case.

Dr. Donald E. Haskell is circulat
ing papers as a candidate for the
School Board.

Tile Knox Comunity Concert As
sociation has just received the fol
lowing listings from Waterville:
Nov. 8—Bartlett & Robertson, duopianists; Jan. 10—(tentative datei
The Telephone Operetta): date to
be announced. Anatol Kaminsky,
violinist.

Waste paper drive for paint fund
of Universalist Church, Saturday,
Nov. 27, City collection.
88-B6
The office of Dr. North will be
closed Saturday Nov 6.
88-89

55-tr

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Election night will not bp a
stay at home” night this year for
Rockland movie fans. The man
agements of Strand and Park
Theatres have announced that elec Nathan Berliawsky Offers
tion results will be received by di
$1000 To Junior Chamber
rect wire in the lobbies of those
Of Commerce Drive
theatres during Tuesday night and
up to the minute standings will be
Nathan
Berliawsky of the Thorn
posted for the convenience of the
dike Hotel last night offered the
patrons of both theatres.
Junior Chamber of Commerce the
Paul W. Moran has returned sum of $1000 to aid in obtaining
home alter completing a six-week new industry for Rockland and
course of specialized training in added $100 to that figure for inci
Casualty Insurance and Surety dental expenses of the chamber.
Bonding in the Insurance School Speaking before the Jaycees, he
conducted by Maryland Casualty expressed the opinion that other
Company at its Home Office in persons in businesss life in the com
Baltimore. Md. Mr. Moran served munity would follow his action when
as a radioman on an LST with the funds were needed.
A report of the industrial survey
A severe loss by fire was sus U, 6. Navy Amphibious Forces dur
tained by the Robert R. Lunts, ing the war. He is associated with committee was made by chairman
when a truck transporting their his father's agency, the E C. Harold Colbeth, who states that six
househod goods from this city to Moran Company. Inc., located at committees are now working on
Mr. Lunt's new union at Cape 425 M|ain street. This agency the project. The name of Almon
Elizabeth, was found ablaze at handles Casualty Insurance, Fidel Cooper was unintentionally omitted
Woolwich There 'was partial in ity and Surety Bonds, Fire and from a previously published list of
surance held by the transporting Life Insurance.
those merchants who will serve as
agent.
hosts to visiting industrialists seek
An alarm from box 4-2-1. at the ing to locate here.
Beginning today and continuing junction of Main and Rockland
A committee on existing indus
through the month, the Berkshire streets, Sunday night took the fire tries has been formed with Allen
Museum In Pittsfield, Mass., will apparatus on a tour of the North- Gordon at the head with Fred Har
exhibit a collection of water-colors end in search of a fire with the den. Ted Newcombe, Perry Margeby Eliot Pierson Beveridge of Cam final decision that once more a son, Maxwell Ames, Donald Chis
den. The museum has a Beveridge false alarm had been pulled in the holm, Raymond Fogarty, Richard
watercolor in its permanent collec area. Several such alarms have French, Rex Garrett and Maurice
tion. The exhibit goes to Pitts been pulled from the box at the McKusic and Willard Pease as mem
field from the Contemporary Club junction of Camden and Front bers.
in White Plains. N. Y. where lit streets recently. While the inci
New members admitted were
was shown during the month of dent may have been a Halloween Douglas Gerrish, Dominic CucclOctober
prank, there Is the possibility that nello, Albert Havener, Sherman
the same person who has been
Miss Gertrude Allard. well- sounding the false alarms was the Rubenstein and E. William Coffin.
known demonstrator of perfumes, cne who pulled the box Sunday , Maine Boxing fans will get their
who has been demonstrating Andre night. Police officers examined the i first chance to see World’s HeavyLcloup at Senler Crane's, leaves on box for fingerprints at fhe request ' weight boxing champion, Joe Louis
Thursday.
! in action in a Maine Ring Friday
of Fire Chief Van E. Russell
, night. The Brown Bomber will
Earle C. Bartlett, son of Mrs. Ha The U. S. Department of Agri meet a capable young heavyweight
zel Bartlett. 12 Brick street, has re culture has notified shippers of cut from Boston, Willie James, in a
cently enlisted in the Navy. His Christmas trees in Infested areas of i four round special bout at the Lewaddress is Earle C. Bartlett, SR Maine that federal rules governing
U.SJN., No. 2098400. US.N.TC. shipments of trees from gypsy moth : iston Armory.
Great Lakes. Ill., Co 423.
areas have been changed Cut trees i Knox County Camera Club meets
Kennedy Crane has returned must now be fumigated in boxcars j tonight in the Farnsworth Museum.
from a business trip to Boston An of all-steel construction or in per Members are asked to take prints
interesting angle was the presence fectly tight sheds. Dosage require i made from the negatives made at
in the party of Kennedy Crane Jr., ments of the fumigating gas also I the last meeting s model session.
! Those using color in the cameras
of the Skowhegan Store, Rcbert have been increased slightly
' are asked to bring at least three
Crane of the Caribou Store, John
Senter of the Bangor Store, Roy Do you want some good recipes J samples of their recent work.
Putney of the Bath Store and for using Maine’s large crop of
The police are faced with a theft
Charles Canniff of the Lewiston I high-quality potatoes? If so, write reported by Philip Seekins, Thom
' for the free bulletin, 'Good Recipes
Store.
| for Maine Potatoes,” No. 386 from aston, of 17. 100-pound bags of po
All Bates Alumni in this area i the Agricultural Extension Service. tatoes from a boxcar in the Rock
are invited to a supper meeting at University of Maine. Orono. Oounty land freight yards Friday. The
Hotel 'Rockland tonight at 6.45. home demonstration agents also stolen spuds are reported by police
to have been part of a shipment
Representatives of the college will ! have copies for distribution.
destined to local farmers as cattle
be present. Reservations may be
Dr. James P Kent of Rockland i feed and being part of government
made with Mrs Ivy Hart.
attended the semi-annual conven surplus. Police Chief George Shaw
The Rockland Film Council met tion of the Maine Osteopathic As states that the theft was reported
In the Auditorium of the Farns sociation which met in the Hotel I by Seekins who with other farmworth Memorial, Oct. 28. Election Penobscot. Bangor The general I ers ’was unloading the spuds Thurs
of officers was postponed due to theme of the teaching program was day. He reported that some 5000
the lack of a quorum. The present ‘The Care of Industrial Injuries" I pounds remained in the unlocked
slate of officers will continue until and several well known authorities car when they stopped hauling
the May election. Two films were I discussed the various phases of the [Thursday night. The potatoes are
! consigned to conservation commit
shown. "So You Want a Thrill,” subject.
tees in various localities and are
loaned by the local Dodge Dealers,
showing a spectacular performance George Berllawsky is attending brought by farmers at prices set by
of Dodge vehicles. “Science Spins the School of Social Research in the government for feed for farm
A Yarn," a story of rayon was the New York, engaged in theatrical livestock.
other picture, and was a marvelous I studies.
One year ago; The State’s arson
picture. It was voted at the meet
ing to combine the November and The Board of Registration of squad was investigating recent
December meetings to be held on Voters reports a total of 121 new ) Rockland fires.—Alois Kunesh and
Dec. 2. The place will be an registrants for the Presidential i Francis Barton of Rockland were
election and 56 who voted through hospitalized in Bath after a headnounced.
on collision.—Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood
: absentee ballots.
! was made a life member of the
j Harold Niles and Charles Mason, Methebesec Club—Justice Percy T
both of Rockland, escaped from the Clark was presiding over Superior
Men's Reformatory at South Wind- Court.—Mrs. James A. Storer, 80.
;ham Saturday morning and were died in Waldoboro
captured in Westbrook late In the
ROCKLAND
The office of Dr. Blake B. Annis
afternoon by State Police. Niles Is
MASONIC TEMPLE
serving a sentence arising from will be closed Nov. 7 to Nov. 14.
88-89
original charges by Rockland police
THURSDAY. NOV. 4
which involved what was alleged to
Sidewalk
flags
repaired,
new
ones
8.30 P. M.
have been attempt on the life of
provided, sockets replaced. The
Frank
Russell
of
Rockland.
Mason
All Masons and Friends
was recently sentenced to the in Legion has given up the service so
Cordially Invited
stitution following the breaking of I am doing it. Herbert E. Sim
a window in Kaler’s Lunch on mons, Rockland Awning Co., Phone
Those not solicited bring
1475-M or write me at Willow St.,
Park street.
Sandwiches
City.
88*93
| Order your Christmas cards now
—handsome boxed cards and en
velopes $2.50 per 25. your name
j beautifully printed, cards ready for
mailing. Phone 770, The CourierGazette. We’ll do the rest, and By the Pound, Gallon Jars.
SUBSCRIPTION
promptly
88‘96 2-Gallon Wooden Pails, 314, 4, 6,

For New Industry

In Municipal Court

Page TftrH
A Strong America

Edwin A. Alden, Union rural
mail carrier, was found guilty of Nation Is United In Armistice
drunken driving as charged by
Day Resolve
Trooper Harold Mitchell in Munici
pal Court Friday morning and fined
“
On
Armistice
Day . . . Resolved,
$100 and costs of court Mitchell
reported that Alden ran his vehicle That America Shall Stay Strong,’’
off the road and overturned, the is the theme of this year’s
investigation of the accident re observance Nov 11, M:Sgt John A.
sulting in the arrest.
Todd, local recruiter, announced
»• • •
The case of Harold Parritt of j today.
Rockland, charged with drunken
Services and programs throughdriving on Union street by patrol I out the nation, fie said, will highmen Willett and Benner, was con , light the importance of keeping
tinued one week to await results of ; America strong—for a strong
laboratory tests taken of his blood I America is a Peaceful America.
for alcoholic content.
I The day will not only will be de
• • • •
voted to honoring the nation's
John Porsberg and Amos Ma- warrior dead, but will also serve
honen. both of St. George, pleaded 1 as a rededication never to allow
guilty in Municipal Court Friday America to fall into the military
of possessing short clams and were weakness of the years between
fined $12.70 alike, including fcost. World War I and Pearl Harbor.
Coastal Wardens Dobbins and Since much of country’s strength
Hickey were the complainants.
lies in the courage and ability of
>• • •
; young men and women now
Monday, L. True Spear of Rock serving in the Armed Forces.
port pleaded not guilty to charges , tribute also will be paid to the of
of drunken driving brought by ficers and enlisted men of the ArState Trooper Upton. Found guilty, j my, Navy. Air Force.
he was fined $100 and costs of court ! Surveys show. MSgt. Todd said,
of $2.70 which he appealed and that the public now holds members
supplied bail in the sum of $200 . of the Armed Forces in the highfor appearance in the November I est esteem that has ever existed in
term of Superior Court. Upton re j peacetime. And as a result, we are
lated in court that he arrested | getting the highest type of young
Spear on Route 17 in East Union men who have ever volunteered for
shortly after midnight Saturday. I service during time of peace.
He stated that the Spear car ran
Duiing the current year the local
off the road for some distance and Recruiting Station has procured
then in regaining the road nearly J more than 100 percent of its quota.
struck two other cars. Spear, in A total of 68 men has been enlisted,
turn, offered the testimony of wit and of these 41 contacted in the
nesses who stated that he had not field, as differs from those who vobeen intoxicated during the time ‘ luntarily “walk-in,” MSgt. Todd
they were with him at a Halloween | hastens to relate that the con
party in East Union that night.
tinued success of his mission will
no direct relationship to the
Ronald Russell of Rockland have
of men inducted in this
pleaded guilty to operating a motor , number
community, but that if enlistments
vehicle with inadequate brakes and continued
above 100 percent a
paid a fine of $10.
■ great period of time in all Recruit
• • • •
Arthur C. Creamer and Leslie S. ing Districts a noticeable drop in
Overlook of Waldoboro paid fines of the number of inductees might oc$10 each on charges of digging ! cur.
clams in a polluted area in the i Many young men realize their
Georges River, brought by Warden patriotic obligation and more men
, have volunteered for Army and
Donald Hickey.
• • • •
Air Force service in recent months
Wayne Havener of Friendship paid j than at any period during the past
a fine of $10 after a guilty plea on i two years.
The following enrollments have
charges of speeding at the rate of
35 miles per hour on Main street ! been made from Rockland and viin Thomaston, brought by Thom 1 cinity:
•Maynard L. Black, Dana A. But
aston Police Chief Wooster.
• • • •
ler Kenneth E. Bradley. Leo R
Barbara Goldsmith of Rockland Connellan, Richard A Copeland,
pleaded guilty through counsel and ! *Myron A Davis. Bert H. Dearborn,
paid two fines; one for speeding at Weston G. Dearborn. Francis E.
the rate of 45 miles per hour on Fitzgerald, ‘Francis A Haraden,
Broadway and one for passing a
Stop sign at the junction of Broad- way and Butler Square, both of
which totaled $25.

Harold King, Jr., John H. Lindahl,
Donald Mayberry, ‘Harlan A. Met
calf, John N. Molloy, William A.
Murray, Wendell E. Prosser, ‘Carle
ton T Robbins. ‘Norman R. Rob
bins. William Robertson, ‘Charles
A. Simpson, John H. Skinner. ‘Al
fred E Smith, Forbes N Strout,
’Harold A. Tolman, ‘Eugene E.
Walker.
Camden and vicinity—‘Floyd W.
Carver Lawrence A. Green, ‘Ray
mond E. Prosser. Maurice D. Thom
as. Lyndale E. Upton, William E.
Whitney.
'
Thomaston and vicinity—John A
Jura. James E. Maxey, Russell R.
Pratt, Roger L Steele. Paul H J.
Tirri, Roland M. Weaver, Roy W.
Weaver. Jr
Port Clyde—Donald W. Wilson,
Chester A. Davis.
Waldoboro and vicinity—Keith C.
Chase, ‘Herbert E Hatch, Donald
L. Hixon, Robert G Jones. ‘How
ard A Leonard. John A. Mattson,
G Thomas Meservey. Kenneth A
Simmons.
Union and vicinity—James H.
Belcher, Jr Arnold M Esancy.
•Gordon M. Greenlaw, Herbert H.
Hanncn, Richard A. Knight, Joseph
J. Tardiff
Vlnalhaven and North Hav»n—
•Alvah H. Ames. ‘Ralph O. Knowl
ton. Victor E. Parsons, ‘Kenneth A
Polk. Frank H. Smith. Eugene W.
Staples, Stahley E. Waterman,
Richard I. Winslow
Other areas—‘Samuel Goodrich,
John J. Stanley ‘Bruce E. Day.
‘Stars denote veterans who have
enlisted

Many Knox County citizens re
member with pleasure the Family
Party staged free last year at Watts
Hall by Tri-County Farm Equip
ment Co. Another Is to be held
Friday at 8 o'clock at Watts Hall.
Stage and screen stars with motion
pictures in color are on tap. No
sales talk, just entertainment Pub
lic welcome.

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Dean’s Sauer Kraut

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT

24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

HEADQUARTERS
ALL MAGAZINES

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

PUBLISHERS' REP.

Now Is The Time!

STATE NEWS COMPANY

Don’t Wait Until Winter!
WATER PIPES, SEWER WORK,

SEPTIC TANKS, CESSPOOLS

O’SULLIVAN’S

CEMENT WORK

TAXI SERVICE

REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

and 14-Gallon Kegs.
Sauer Kraut Juice by the Quart
and Gallon
Dean's Horse Radish
Dean's Vegetable Salad

TEL. 645-W or 963-R

HAROLD A. DEAN
ROCKLAND, ME.
88-T-tf

S. E. Eaton

TEL. 1482-W

All Passengers Insured

TEL. 1187-R.

38-tf

ROCKLAND. ME.
80‘lt

DR. R. N. ABBOTT

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

New Ambulance
Pneumonia Blanket
MOTf

Fisher—At Rockland, Oct 31, Francis
Perkins Fisher, age 57 years. Funeral
services at Burpee Funeral Home at 2
p. m Tuesday. Burial In Achom ceme
tery.
Rogers At Massachusetts. Oct. 31,
Richard Puttee Rogers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Rogers, formerly of Rock
land, age 18 years. Committal services
and Interment at Achorn cemetery,
Wednesday, at 3.15.
Hupper At Belfast. Oct 30, Forest
Hupper of Port Clyde Funeral Monday
from Port Clyde Advent Church. Burial
In South Parish Cemetery.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all relatives and
friends who remembered me with cards
and gifts while a patient at Knox HO6
plral; also for gifts received at home
Thanks to Drs Jameson and Dennl
son and the hospital nurses fof all
their kindness.
Mrs. Erland Jura.
Warren, Maine.
68‘lt

C VRD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the American Legion
Auxiliary. Klnney-MelqulM Post, No
34 for the beautiful flowers sent me
during my Illness.
Anna Melqulst,
Tenant's Harbor
88‘lt

Iitvitatioij

it

Bring the Family
■% -

IN

‘Profile

and have
A lot of Fun

-

HUNTING CLOTHES
You’ll bag the limit of comfort
and warmth in these popular
PROFILE Hunting Jackets
and Shirts. Your choice of allwool, reversible or lined, in
bright plaids or
Checks.
look tot »#»• O/d
fko Mountain an

Man at
the tag

THIS IS A PUBLIC INVITATION

Coats, $15.00 and $17.50
Breeches, $9.50
Shirts, $6.50 and $7.50
Caps, $1.50
Boot Hose, 50c to $1.50

till
(6^„

ROCKLAND
M«ine

Come In and Bring Your Family-FREE!
All Star Stage Show, Top Flight Colored Movie,
See these top figures of stage and radio in person
on the stage

MISS PEGGY—Petite singing star—your air wave favorite.
McNEIL BROTHERS—Music, Mirth, Comedy.

76*104

ft

p. m

to Our BIG, FREE

k

ASH POINT, ME.

DIED
Cross At Rockland. Oct. 31. Justin
L. Cross, a native of Islesboro. aged 78
years. 7 months 28 days. Funeral
from the residence Wednesday at 2

RUMMAGE SALE

ON THE STAGE k

Tel. 1047-22

MARRIED
Levensaler-Howard—At Union. Oca
31 Albert L. Levensarler of Rockland
and Bdtth M Howard of Union—by Rev
Alfred O Hempstead
Grierson-Smith—At Rockland. Oct.
30 Mll'on W'.llls Grlexsln of South
Thomaston and Miss Alin ©da Eva Smith
of Rockland—by Rev J. Charles Mac
Donald

Here’s Your Invitation

VETERINARIAN

BURPEE
Funeral Home

BORN
Cult-At Philadelphia, Nov —. to
Mr. and Mrs. James Cant, formerly of
Tenant's Harbor, a daughter—Linda.
Lane—At Gould Maternity Rome.
Union, Oct. 27, to Mr and Mrs. John
I,.,ne. Jr., of Rockport, a soo—Ooorge
Arnold.
Todd—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Oct. 31, to Mr and Mrs Robert C. Todd,
a son

Parking meters have poured the
CVRD OF TRANKS
total of $14 192.04 into the city
We wish to express our sincere
coffers in the first year of their thanks and appreciation to all for
operation. Placed in use just about, their many acts of kindness, the cards,
and use of cars during our re
one year ago after considerable op flowers
cent bereavement of our Mother, Jose
position and the presentation of phine M. Grover
referendum petitions against them.
Sons and Daughters
They have been accepted by the
West Virginia. University has in
public in general and are now be
lieved to be an asset rather than creased its seating facilities fat
the detriment to business which basketball by 2280 seats.
was at first believed. The final
payment for the meters was made
as of Oct. 30. Future collections
will now belong entirely to the mu
nicipality. The meters, installed,
cost the city a total of $10,782 50, SALVATION ARMY HALL
which has been paid entirely from SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 6
income from them.
9.0$ A. M. TO 12.00 NOON
Read The Courier-Gazette

Masonic Assembly

Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street

Tag Days for Rockland High
School Friday-Saturday, Nov. 6-6
for the purpose of raising funds for
new uniforms for the cheer leaders.

QUEENIE DUNEDIN—Renowned International Character Artist.

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS
The approach of cold weather prompts the Water
Company to urge its customers to heed the follow
ing suggestions:
/

In Loving Memory
Honor the dead, as yon honor
he living. Inscribe your lasting
espect for departed loved ones on
i monument to endure through
uture generations of your famiy>
Names and dates Imposed with
lassie dignity on any site or type
tone specified. Many varieties
D stock.

Rockland
Warble & Granite Works
George R.
O Son, Fropa
• LINDSEY 8T, ROCKLAND

TEL. $to

ON THE SCREEN L

O-tf

ft km bom and wiS alwey* ba dto
at tfci* Am to
«br«mt al tna tizta* la tha prcla«».an and to ocaUl la tha oA>
aanaamaat a! oaytfciag which will alavato aur aarviaa to huaaaIty to tka highaat Aagraa
Wa kava addad to aur abaady DC LUXE AMBULANCE
a PNEUMONIA BLANKET tar the aaalart M tkaaa wka ara IS.
guarding agttiaat sudden ehaagee at temperature that might
linajomr chills while ftetieato « being —iwayad hum
feefr heme to hoepttod.

MM

DAVIS FUNERAL HOME
ROCKLAND
TEL. $1$

THOMASTON
TEL. Ito

1.

Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working
order and accessible at all times.

2.

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from freezing of water.

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the meter
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
88-T-92

k

No Sales Talk

New Color Movies—Education, Travel, Comedy
and Features
Just Entertainment

WATTS WALL, THOMASTON,

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5—8.00 P. M.

YOUR INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER DEALER

ROCKLAND

MAINE

X
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kins, vice president; Mrs. Edward
Manning, secretary-treasurer.
The constitution committee of the
Fireside Class of the Baptist Church
«a«a
will meet Tuesday with Mrs. Annie
ALENA L. STARRETT
Lehto, to draw up a constitution
Correspondent
and by-laws which will be pre
sented at the next meeting, Nov.
23. Members of the committee are,
Tel 48
Rev. Lee Perry, Harold Overlock,
Carl Oxton, Roger Teague, and
Dr. Judson P Lord of Warren at Mrs. Lehto.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn, Mr.
tended fhe seini-annual convention
of the Mmne Osteopathic Associa nd Mrs. Ernest Campbell. Mr.
tion which met in Hotel Penobscot and Mrs. Leland Overlock, and Mrs.
Bancor, Oct. 28-30. The general Leslie Copeland attended the Levtheme of the teaching program was enseler-H'iwurd wedding Sunday at
“The Care of Industrial Injuries” the Peoples Methodist Church in
and :;‘ve -al well known authorities Union.
discussed the various phases of the
Gerald Kline of West Haven, Ct„
subject.
is guest of Mr. and Mrs Leslie Far
Pupils of crade four will have rington.
physical examinations starting at 1
Mrs. Ernest Campbell has been
o’clock Thursday at the home of guest ol her daughter. Mrs. Lowell
Mrs. Leona Goodwin. Mrs. Ada Walker, in Westboro, Mass.
McConnell, State Field Nurse, will
Miss Helen Blarney of Stratford,
have charge, and Dr. Fred G.
Campbell will be in attendance. Ct., is passing a few days with her
Parents are urged to be with their sister, Mrs. Lee A. Perry. She will
children, when they undergo the return home Wednesday.
Miss Bertha D. Teague has re
examination.
An all days meeting of the Bap- ' turned home from a visit with
tist Ladies’ Mission Circle will be friends in Sanford mid Portland.
Mrs. Cornelius Overlock. Mrs.
held Wednesday at the Montgom
Alice Mathews, and Mrs. P. D.
ery rooms.
Starrett of this town, accompanied
Miss Edythe Freeman of Bucks by Mrs. Blanche Vose of Thomas
port was recent overnight guest of ton. attended the unveiling of the
Miss Ann Norwood, and accompan portrait of the late Mrs. Elizabeth
ied her to the meeting of the Maine Lane Webb, and the dedication of
Teachers Association held Thurs a chair given in her memory Sun
day and Frtday in Portland.
day at the Wiscasset Public Li
Mrs. N. F Andrews of Thomas brary. The painting was by Peter
ton has been visiting her sisters, Cook, young artist, who with un
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, and Mrs. derstanding had secured the facial
Robert Walker.
contours and expressios of the late
A stated meeting of Ivy Chapter. Mrs Webb, who had served as li
O’” wij be neld Fr.day night.
brarian in Wiscasset from Jan. 1921
T'
Congregational Bcvs Club to October 1947. On the simple but
v .. .11 t Friday a: ter school at the •npressive program Sunday afterv . . ,i p at Mrs. P. D. Starrett’s. ternoon were Henry Beston of
U>c of this shop has been donate? Nobleboro. author, and Professor
he ilub and will be headquarters. Wilmot B Mitchell of Bnwdoin Col
Schools will be closed at noon lege, the latter a classmate a* col
Tuesday, the teachers to attend a lege of the late Rev. Henry Webb.
Weekend guests of Mrs. Alice
meeting of the Knox-Lincoln
T ch.rs’ Club, to be held that af Mathews were her npphew, George
Swift of Salisbury Beach. N. H..
ternoon in Jefferson.
Dr Judson P. Lord attended the and Mrs. Blanche Vose of Thom
Osteopaths Convention held Friday aston. Callers at her home Sun
day were Mr and Mrs. Harry Swift
and Saturday in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Somes of Bath, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
moved last week from this town to Richards of Rockland.
their newly bought home on , The Wednesday service of the
Baptist Church will be held at 7.30
Church street Gardiner.
Mrs. Edwin Webster of Trenton at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Har
end Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Grant of old Drewett. Covenant night will
Kali Quarry Mt Desert, have been be observed, and the quarterly
guests of Mrs. Grace Cunningham business meeting of the church will
The staff of the High School follow the meeting. Men's Forum
year book. The Alewife, is: , Eini ’ will meet Thursday at the Mont
Riutta, editor-in-chief; Earle Gam- gomery Rooms, with supper at 6.30.
men, assistant; Sarah Hartford, Speaker will be Frank A. Winslow
literary editor; Phyllis Leino, as editor of The Courier-Gazette.
Women’s Clubs To Meet
sistant; Alice Kenniston, news edi
tor, assistants, Irene Penney. Dale
Mrs. Grae Simmons, Director of
Messer and Lucille Perry, seniors; Clubs of District 9, Maine Federa
Jean Maxey, Earle Gammcn and tion cf Women’s Clubs, makes an
Kenneth Farris juniors; Maxine nouncement of the Fall district
I indsey. Janet Philbrsok, and An meeting, Nov. 9, at the vestry of
ne tte Cogin sophom-'rcs; Ernestine the
Rockland
Congregational
rrfr-d. D rothy Carroll, and Church, the day session to start
Elaine Pa-scn. freshmnn; Lucille at 10 a. m.
Perry bulnrss manager; Phyllis
Mrs. Simmons will preside at the
Pavson. assistant Dale Messer, ad meeting, and morning speaker will
vertising manager; her assistants, be Mrs. Bert MacKenzie of Ban
all members cf the senior class; gor, President of the Maine Fed
Mary Boggs, art editor; Bertha eration of Women’s Clubs. Speak
Keto and Mary Berry, assistants;
at the afternoon session, which
Helen Carroll, alumni editor; ers
opens at 2 p. m. will be Mrs. Gil
Charles Berry, assistant. Fred Per bert
Loebs of Waterville, first vice
kins, Jr., High School prinicpal, is
faculty advisor. High salesmen in president of the Maine Federation
the recently completed magazine of Womens Clubs, her subject,
contest at the High School were, “Guide Posts to Better Club Pro
Morgan Barbour sophomore, and grams” and Dr. Maurice A. Priest,
of Augusta. District Health Officer,
Phyllis Payson, senior
Cr'• cent Temple. P,S. meets to his subject, “Clean Waters foi
America,” which will be illustrated
night fc’lowinr supper.
Mrs Maude MapKenzie of Fan- by moving pictures. Earl Tibbetts
eor, President o' fhe Maine Fed of the Division of Sanitary En
eration of Women’s Clubs, ' has gineering of Augusta will be pres
been guest of Mrs Grace Simmons, ent to answer questions on the sub
Director of Di trict 9 in this town, ject.
The roll call and report of club
while making Official visits to the
Monday Club at Boothbav Harbor, presidents, in the morning, will be
the Woman’s Club, and the Jeffer followed by a Club Institute.
Arrangements are being made
son Woman’s Club
The senior Class play will be Nov. for luncheon.
District 9 includes 18 Woman's
12. The Cass one-act plays are
scheduled for the second week in Clubs, from Winterport to Boothbay
Harbor, including the Jefferson
November
Officers in St. George Lc>dge, Club.
Woman's Club meets Thursday
FA.M., will be installed at a pri
vate ceremonv Monday, by James night with guest speaker, Mrs. Wil
Pease: D.D.G.M., of Rockland, and liam Jane of Newcastle, president
of the Maine Poetry Fellowship,
his staff.
A sta'ed meeting of Ivy Chan present. Listed in the Club year
ter, O E.S., will be held Friday book as an evening of poetry, the
night. Inspection of the Chapter chairman of the program will be
is planned for Nov. 19, by D.D.G.M Mrs. Florence Kimball, also a memWinifred Burkett of Camden.
be ref the Maine Poetry Fellowship.
Officers eleCed recently in the Prizes will be awarded to winners
ypung adults group at the Concre- tn a poetry contest on the subject
ga*-icnal Church are Mrs Bart Keep America Green”, which was
Pellicani, president Mrs. Fred Per- sponsored in the Junior and Senior
High Schools by the Club Commit
tee in charge of the poetry contest
includes Mrs. Kimbsll, Mrs. Clare
Hanson, and Mrs. Ella Cunning
ham. Mrs. Grace Simmons, Dis
AT A FA’GVN!^
trict Director, Maine Federation of
1 We have six of these Fireplaces Women’s Clubs, will be roll call
which w- do not wish to carry it ader.
over into next year. Delivered
Hostesses will be Mrs. Ella Webel,
’ —.1 set up at • great saving. Mrs. Pauline Pellicani and Mrs.
• v- .< ring, or better still, Grice Simmons. Invited are mem
nine an.1 see them.
bers of the Woman's Community
of Union.
?0i M MEEHA ' '■ SON Club
Mrs. Maude MacKenzie of Ban
«r. d C. II cktn ', Supt.
gor, President Oi the Maine Fed
Te..phones: Rockiand 2I-W2, or eration of Women's Clubs, was
Tenant's Harbor 56-13
gueot October 26 a ta luncheon
1
83-tf meeting of the Woman's Club, at
the Congregational Chapel. Forty
covers were set, the tables deco
rated with bitter sweet and bronze
pompon chrysanthemums with pine
in low silver containers.
Mrs. MacKenzie was welcomed by
Mrs. EJpancre Perkins, president of
the entertaining club. Others at
the head table were: Mrs. Perkins,
Mrs. Grace 'Simmons of this town,
Director cf District 9, Maine Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs, and
Mis. Tena McCallum, second presi
dent of the Wrman's Club. Each
received a cot sage of chrysanthe
mums.
Mrs. MacKenzie announced sev
eral dates of importance to club
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Outdoor Fireplaces

WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
tf.«l EAKKW 8T„
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n-T-tf

I

Crushed Granite
All Sizes For

ROADS, DRIVEWAYS,
CONCRETE
Also Granite Grit—No. 1 for
Baby Chicks; No. 2 for Broilers;
No. 3 for FowL

LONG COVE QUARRIES
EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
Tel.; Boothbay Harbor, 291-M2
(Works at St George, Me.)
58-T-tf

women, among them the district
meeting, Nov. 9, at the Congrega
tional vestry in Rockland, and the
annual 1 meeting of the Maine
Federation of Women's Clubs,
June 28-30, at the Samoset Hotel,
Rockland. She gave the highlights
of a trip to attend the General
Federation held in Portland. Ore., I
last Spring, during which she
visited Alaska, and of the New
York Herald-Tribune Forum, in
New York.
Mrs. Edna Overlock, roll call
leader, was assisted by Mxs. Clare
Hanson, Mrs Lula Cunningham.
Mrs. Nettie Vinal, Mrs. Alice Buck,
Miss Tena McCallum, and Mrs. El
la Cunningham.
A group of vocal solos was pre
sented by Mrs Marion Lermond.
who sang "Autumn," by Regers,
and "Sylvia,” by Speaks, her ac
companist. 'Mrs Helen Emmons.
At the business meeting, two
new members were received, Mrs.
Carolyn Davies and Miss Sylvia
Gray. It was voted to give $5 to
Opportunity Farm.
The luncheon was under direc
tion of Mrs Marlon McCluskey, who
was assisted by Mrs Mary Halligan, Mrs. Olive Boggs and Mrs.
Lillian Mathews.
Firemen's Get-together
The Tiger 'Engine Company. Vo
lunteer fire department, was spon
sor of a get-together at the X.O.O.F.
hall, last Wednesday, following a
clam chowder supper, of which
George Gray was the cook.
Among the 83 members and
guests present were, Waldo Clark
and Leland King of Whitefield,
State Forest Fire Wardens, Edwin
Andersen of Thomaston, Harold
Churchill of Rockport, Wendall
—Photo by Cullen
Blanchard of Waldoboro, and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Levensaler, the former Edith Marietta Howard
George Fay of St George, in ad of Union, following their marriage at the Union Methodist Church
dition bo Maurice Lindsey, chief of Sunday afternoon.
Warren's fire department, and Dy
son Jameson, of this town local
The Peoples Methcdist Church dark blue suit with lcng pants,
forest fire warden. Selectmen of was the scene cf a lovely Fall wed white shirt and bow tie.
neighboring towns, also present, in
Oliver W. Holden of Rockland
cluded Arthur Walker, Emil Erick- ding Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock was best man. Ushers were Carl
on. and Maynard Graffam of when Miss Edith Marietta Howard, Christoffersen of Rockland and
Rockport, and Maurice Simmons, oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Howard.
and Howard Monahan of St. John L. Howard, became the bride
A reception was held in the ves
George Joseph Brooks, assistant of Albert Leroy Levenseler, son of try. The bridal party was assist
fire chief of Waldoboro's fire de Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Levenseler of ed in receiving by Mrs. Howard,
partment, and Raymond Bagley, Rockland.
The single ring cere mother of the bride, who wore
member of tht Waldoboro fire de mony was performed by Rev. Alfred green crepe with black accessories
partment, were also present, as G. Hempstead, pastor of the Rock and a corsage of yellow chrysan
were selectmen, Elbert L. Starrett land Methodist Church.
themums, and Mrs Levenseler,
and Curtis C. Etarrett of Warren.
The church was tastefully deco mother of the bridegroom, who
Chairman of the meeting was Le rated with ferns, Autumn leaves wore a purple crepe dress, black
roy McCiuskey. Kncx County and Fall flowers
accessories and a white chrysanthe
Chairman of the Keep Maine
Miss Florence Thurston, organist, mum corsage, Mr. Howard and Mr.
Green campaign.
played the traditional wedding Levenseler.
Refreshments were served by
Through the courtesy of the marches, and accompanied George
State Forestry service, colored A. Killum, bell musician of Boston, Mrs. George Fossett. Mrs. Willard
movies were shown, as well as in two selections. Richard Giles of (Howard, ' Mrs, Frank Goff, Mrs.
slides of the Rockland Bog fire last Rockland sang ‘‘Because,’' "Thru Warner Howard and Miss Ann Cal.
month.
Vesper Packard
also the Years," and ‘The Lord’s derwood. Miss Norma Howard fin
ished cutting the bride's cake after
showed several movies, which in Prayer."
The bride, given in marriage by the bride and groom cut the first
cluded several hundred feet of the
Rcckland Beg fire, which he made her father, wore a long white satin piece. Mrs. Alfred Niskala and Mrs
gown with train, pearls on a lace Frank Calderwood dipped punch.
at the height of the fire.
An invitation was extended the yoke, long sleeves and long bodice Miss Hazel Day was in charge of
group by Chief Anderson of Thom and a fingertip veil. She carried the gifts and Mrs. Elmer Hart of
Hope the guest book.
aston, to attend a meeting at gardenias and a prayer book.
The couple left by motor for a
Norma Howard, sister of the
Watts Hall. Thomaston, next Mon
day night, at 'which new plans for bride, was maid of honor. She wore wedding trip to Canada, the "bride
attired
in a grey suit with wine ac
a floor length bronze, off-thefire protection will be discussed.
cessories.
shoulder
taffeta
gown
and
carried
Members of the Teen Timers’
Mrs. Levenseler graduated from
chrysanthemums.
Girls Club, who assisted with the mixed
Judy Howard, daughter of Mr Union High School and has been
serving of the supper, were Misses and
Willard Howard Of Union employed by Dr. and Mrs. Irving
Eini Riutta, Mary Berry, Irene and and Mrs.
Janet Jordan, daughter of Mr. Tuttle.
Bertha Penney, Mtaxine Lindsey, and
Mr Levenseler graduated from
Raymond Jordan of Rock,
Janet Philbrook, Carolyn Lufkin, land Mrs.
were flower girls. They wore Portland High School and was in
Faye Payson, and Marilyn Davies. matching
long yellow dresses and the Pacific area during the war
Sadie Philbrook French
He Ls In business with his father
carried flowers in tiny baskets.
Services for Sadie Philbrook
James Howard, three-year-old a contractor and builder. The
French, 59, wife cf Percy French, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willard How couple will reside at West Meadow
of Ro'kland. who died Oct. 14 at ard was ring bearer. He wore a road. Rockland.
the home of her sister, Mr s Ken
neth Thompson in Friendship,
were conducted at the Simmons
Funeral Home by Rev. Lee A.
Perry. Interment was in, Sterling
cemetery, the bearers, Vaughan and
Warren’Philbrook of Warren, Ken
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
MPS. ISABEL
neth Thompson of Friendship, and
Correspondent
Oorrespondeat
Harold French of South Portland.
ZS ‘ft
« ft « ft
Mrs. French had been in ill
Telephone 2-21
health for nearly a year, and this
Telephone 76
past few weeks, her condition had
rapidly taken a change for the
Duane and Gall Rowell gave a
Mrs Maude Orbeton was week
worse.
She was cared' for at the
home of Mrs. Kenneth Thompson, end guest of Mrs. Isabel M. Labe. Jolly Halloween party Friday night.
Mrs. Nellie Reever, Mrs. Faustina The affair was held In the newly
her sister, in Friendship, with her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Leland Phil Simmons and Mrs. Alice Harris of constructed brooder house on the
this town, and Mrs. Una Clark of Harlan Rowell farm. Decorations
brook, assisting.
A woman of quiet ways, with an Augusta were Rockland visitors were in orange and black. The
traditional Halloween games and
inborn love of the out of doors and Saturday.
Miss Bessie Reed went Saturday refreshments were enjoyed and vicnature, she bore her last illness
music added to the gaiety.
with the greatest of patience, and to Newton Center where she will trola
Prize for the best dressed guest was
thought toward others. The keen pass the Winter
won by Judy Payson, the second
sense of humor, well known by her
Mrs. Helen Brackett and Albert best by Joan Lamar. Other guests
family and intimate friends, re Brackett of Rockland were in were Frances and Evelyn Guyette.
town Monday.
mained, even in her last hours.
Nancy and Rachel Bpear. Janice
Mrs. French was born in Thom
Edna and Betty McNally have and Joan Loffman of Rockville,
aston, daughter of Oscar H. and been visiting in Old Orchard
Claudette and Aloha Athern of
Susie Hoffses Philbrook .and came
Mr and Mrs. W. A. Mason and Rockland, Philip, Donald and Diane
here with the family when a child, Dr. and Mrs. H. N. Baker of Rock Hilt, Connie and Beth Knight,
living at first in East Warren, later port. Mass., Were recent guests of Douglas Co'llns, Gerald, Margaret
in the Oyster River District. She Mr and Mrs. Henry Mason,
and Joyce Torrey, Herman Esancy,
completed within one week, her
The
Boy
Scouts
will
hold
a
paper
four years course at high school, drive Nov. 6.
BID NOTICE
and graduated from the Rockland
Sealed proposals for the removal of
Harold
Ralph
and
daughter,
snow
sanding
roads, putting up. tak
Commercial College. As a young
down, and care of snow fence for
woman she was employed at the Greta, went Wednesday to New ing
three
years,
will
be received by the
Warren Shoe Shop, later worked York to attend the Roosevelt races Selectmen of Union,
Maine, until 6
at J. B Pearson and Co. in Thom in Long Island.
p nr. Friday, Nov. 5, 1948.
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Nadeau
TtS Selectmen of Union. Maine, re
aston. and more recently, had been
the right to reject any or all
employed at the Van Baalen, Heil- of Rockland were visitors Monday serving
bids
at Osborne Welt’s.
brun Co., in Rockland.
All bids must be made on forms
Mr. and Mrs. H. Graham Hall of provided by said Selectmen of Onion.
She was married to Percy French
O t. 11, 1930 and for a time the Jefferson announce the engagement Maine, for this spurpose
Signed.
two lived in this town, and previ of their daughter, June Evelyn, to
E. A Matthews,
ous to moving to Rockland, were Richard John Rihn of Richmond,
J. R. Danforth,
L. F. Barker,
residents of Bridgton for about six Calif. Miss Hall is a graduate of
Selectmen of Union, Maine.
Waldo County General Hospital 8-lt
years.
School
of
Nursing,
attended
school
Mrs. French was a member of the
in Jefferson and ls a graduate of
Warren Baptist Church.
Besides her husband, she leaves Waldoboro High 'School. Mr. Rihn,
cne brother, Leland Philbrook, of son of Mr and Mrs. John P. Rlhn
this town; one sister, Mrs. Kenneth of Richmond, Calif. attended
Thompson of Friendship; a half- schools there, the University of
sister, Mrs. Eugene Durgin; and a California, and is now a Sophomore
IMW6ESTS0WZ
step-son, Harold French of South in Boston University School of
Medicine.
He
is
a
veteran
of
World
Portland.
War II.
6 Bell-ans

LEVENSALER-HOWARD WEDDING

WALDOBORO

UNION

LABI

Sure Relief
2

Hot water
Order your Christmas cards now
—handsome boxed cards and en
Sure Relief
velopes $2.50 per 25, your name
beautifully printed, cards ready for
mailing. Phone 770. The CourierPin-Worms cause Fidgeting, Gazette. We’ll do the rest, and AQD INDIGESTION
promptly
88’96

Cant Sit!

Bell-ans

and that Awful Itch

One of the warning signs of Pin-Worms is
a nagging; rectal itch which often causes
fidgeting and broken sleep, and may lead
to even more serious distress.
It is no longer necessary to put up with
the trouble caused by Pin-Worms. Science
has at last found a way to lick these stub
born pests easily and safely with a highly
effective treatment based on a special, med
ically recognized drug. This drug is the
vital ingredient in P-W, the Pin-Worm
tablets developed in the laboratories of Dr.
D. Jayne A Son.
The small, easy-to-take P-W tablets act
in a special way to remove Pin-Worms and
relieve that tormenting itch. So watch out
for the warning signs that may mean PinWorms in your child or yourself. If you
suspect this ugly infection, ask your drug
gist for a package of JAYNE'S P-W right
away and follow the simple directions.

r

It't my to nsMBbtr; f*W for in*Worm, i

WANTED ’

Standing Timber
LOGS — ROADSIDE
CONTACT SAM GLOVER

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

FOR SALE
THREE-QUARTER IN. CHAIN
ANCHORS, USED PIPE,
STERILIZED WIPING CLOTHS
FELT BASE RUGS
(CONGOLEUM, ARMSTRONG
BIRD)

MORRIS GORDON & SON
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 388-W

64-tf

FOR SALE

USE

OUR

CLASSIFIED

NEW Fashion Frocks for sale. Latest
styles MRS W. C. LADD. 3 Maple-St.,
Warren._____________ ______________ 88

ADS

FORD V-Eight for sale. 60 h P comI piefe Ford transmission. Call at aO
i TRaTiaaY STRBxTa .___ _ ______ °° ”

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Service*

CtLENWOOD cooking range with oil.
$40 parlor stove, Hub style, $40; Gl^nwood living room stove for coal and
wood (new; for sale. TEL. 180-M Tuesdays after 3 p. m. and Wednesdays all
day______________________ ________ 88,89

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

BABY Crib and Metal Ice Box for
sale
C lb ls unscratched, includes
springs and Slumberland mattress.
Box is being replaced by refrigerator
TEL. 1525._____________ ___________ 88 u

Advertisements in this rolumn not to exceed three lints m
rerted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cenu, Additi'-na'
lines 10 cents each foe or.e time; 20 cents for two time*. Flvt
small words to a line
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called 1. e. advertisement
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier- Gazett'
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional

WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

MAN'S
Pocketbook lost
between
WOMAN or girl wanted to go o
office and post office.
Massachusetts to do general housework Perrv's coal
HERMAN
R
AALTO.
Union
Reward,
In small family of adults, plain cook.
Write XY. care The Courie: Gazette.
or Tel. 1496-J____________
88*89 ! NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
" HOUSEKEEPER wanted; one adult j of deposit book numbered 25714 and
and one child in family. 122 Thomas the owner of said book asks for dupli
ton Street rear. TEL 591-R.
88-90 cate in accordance with the provision
! of the State Law.
I WILL keep house and care for ehil
Rockland Savings Bank,
dren while parents are on vacation.
Bv Sidney H Pierce, Treas.
References furnished. TEL. CAMDEN Rockland, Me . Nov 2. 1948.
88*7-92
3026.
88-89
CHILDREN wanted ’o boa^d. school
age, good home
EVELYN SMITH, 35
Wadsworth St., Thomaston.
88-89
PRACTICAL nurse with hospital ex
IN
Camden, an apartment, five
perience available. TEL. 23 W
88 89 rooms, shed, nice cellar, flush and gaj rage. In nice condition.
Available
"POSITION OF SECURITY"
A new opening In Rockland and vi ! after Nov 11; tenants moving into
Inquire of DANIEL
cinity available, Immediately. Appli 1 the^r new home
cant must be between ages 25-50, mar R YA IES. 142 Washington St., Cam88-lt
ried, good educational and business ; den
background, pleasing personality, and , SMALL, fu nlshed heated apartment
a real desire to succeed. Thorough ' to let
Central location.
TEL. 19-J,
training and field assistance assured. . after 6 p. m.
88-lt
For further information and personal
ROOMS
to
let
with
bath
and
kitchen
interview, write R. L. S.. Courier-Ga
zette, Rockland.
88-89 I privileges. 32 OLIVER ST Tel. 767-J.
;
__________________________ 88-91
POSTCARD collections wanted Call
HEATED rooms to let. loath. HAR1584-M, or write MARIE SAUNDERS.
250 Main St ,
54 Union St., Rockland.
87*90 ; BOR VIEW HOUSE.
j Ro’kland Mlnal I Allen prop.
88*89
ELDERLY woman may share living
APT. to Jet, threp rooms, bath, heatquarters in an all modern heme I am
'
ed.
electric
stove.
May
be
seen
Wednes

an elderly lady and in excellent health
No phone calls. 99 CAMDEN
I live in the home alone and desire day.
88*
It.
j
street.
City.
companionship. May develop into per
manent home for right party. Rider
FURNISHED small house to let~Two
ences required. TEL. 439-WU.
88-89 ,ot m:- and flush, Tel 124 R or ceil
DELIA JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant Street.
KNOX BUSINESS COLLEGE
______________________________ 87-t.f
406 Main Street,
Rockland, Me
Shoithand. Typewriting and Account
rwo room apartment, partly fur
lng Day and Night School
nished, to let
TEL. 557 M.____ 87-88
Tel. 192-W or 45 M
SIX room house to let, all modern.
___ ___ __
88 96-tf
Including brand new bathroom. Call
SAFE or fireproof cabinet wanted In or ’ hone any night, 5.30 to 6.30. MRS.
which to store record books.
AIR MARION KELLER GARRISON. Phone
LANES. IN.'. ’•! 626.
352 3. On Route 1, Rockville
87-88
KITTENS wanted at once, nice long
ROOM to let. young lady with posi
haired
Write DELIA JOHNSON 111 tlon peferred. Privileges. Write B. A ,
Pleasant St., City.
87-97 care of The Courier-Gazette
87-88
SEND me your favorite Snap shot of
NICELY furnished heated room, ad
Landscape or Seascape and I will send Joining bath, one in family.
TEL.
you a "Thumb Nall" sketch of it in 618 R.______________________________ 87 88
oils, together with price list of larger
APT
to
let,
4
rooms,
plus
new
bath
sizes. G. RUSSELL MANN. Winches
ter Studio. 17 Fernwick Rd., Winches room, hot wate.. partly heated, pri
ter. Mass.
85*88 vate entrance. Write P. O. BOX 505,
Rockland_____________90
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
WEBBER S INN- Board and Room by
$4.00 Pipe Organs tuned, $50 JOHN
HUBBS, 69 Pa k St.. Tel. 199 MK 85*89 dav or week. Under new management.
Call THOMASTON 340 3
88 96-tf
SECOND-HAND Furniture and An
tlque Glass and China
WEAVER. 15 i
Hyler St. Tel 149-3, Thomaston. 12 !
to 9 p. m.
88-89
WANTED you to know the Mend-It
HOME Clarion Range, Lion gas water
Shop will do your altering and repair
ng promptly. EVA AMES, 102 Union heater CALL 42-W_______________ 88 89
St., Grove St. entrance. Tel 94-W
HOUSE to be moved away. Will sell
________________________________
86*89 | reasonable. Call at. 100 UNION ST.
ANTIQUES, Glass, Chins. Furniture? I___________________________________
old Paintings, etc., wanted. CARL E I
COAT, brand new gray ballerina, size
FREEMAN, Glen Cove. Tel. Rockland I 11, reasonable price. Write to BOX 462,
103.
69 100 Rockland
88*It
FORD V-8 (1935) for sale.
Price
reasonable Call after 5 p m. at 97A
Jimmy King, Allred Tolman, Es CHESTNUT ST., Camden
88*lt
ter and Annie Merrifield, Mildred
BAND crocheted bedspread, for sale.
Upham. Uoyd Tolman, Kenneth pineapple design, white, price $40
88*lt
Curley, Vincent Williams Eugene 8 CROSS ST.. CAMDEN
LAYIN< ; Pulled fo~ sale
M
F
and William Doughty and Ronald
ROBAR I\S Belfast Rd
Tel Camden
Barker.
88*89
785
Edgar Barker, Eddie Knight.
Carriage play pen, ba*h tub,
Henry Knight, Plillip Morine, Al wiBABY
-h legs. for .sale. TEL 981 M3
88*8')
fred Niskala and Travis Ingraham
[
VINAL
Kelieran house on 32 Wadsleft Saturday for a week of hunt j u,? rh -treet.
Thomuston, for sale. TEL
ing at Nicatous Lake They were WALDOBORO 207-13 or write Carrie
joined in Bangor by two friends BCa Parland, I’tiendship.
88*89
from Vermont.
i WHITE-CROSS mattress for sale Prac
Inspection of Orient Chapter, finally new. cost $35. sale price $15.
OEfi., will be held Friday night NELLIE GARDNER 136 Holmes St.,
83*39
Worthy Grand Patron Raymond
SHOT GUNS,, high chairs, crib, table
Mhtchell of Auburn will be the in
and chair-, rocker, dresser, chest of
specting officer.
: drawers. Morris chairs, breakfast sets,
Community Club is invited to floor and table lamps, clocks, dishes,
meet witli the Warren Woman's circulating heater, Glenwood parlor
' heater, cabinet Flo ence oil burner.
Club Thursday at 7.30.
rug~> and many other Items.
Mrs. Evelyn Bryer and daughter ' wool
WEAVER, 15 Hyler St., Tliomaston
Betty of Southwest Harbor .pent Ojmn from 12 to 9 p m
88 89
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs. | 1932 Ford V-8 sedan; excellent runEdwards Mathews
' ning condition for sale. Good tires,
Mr. and Mrs. J. O Newton of $150 TEL. Tenant’s Harbor 30-5. 88 It
Kents Hill are guests of Min Har ; LOBSTER buoy curtain pulls for sale;
I also fancy work and holders.
MLSS
riet Williams.
88 It
Mrs Effie Rcwell of Gardner, ESTHER SEAVEY, Port Clyde.
BOAT. 27 ft. for sale, $250 cash
Mass., is spending two weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Rowell East LEWIS BURNS Friendship._______ 88 89
FLOOR type gas furnace for sale.
Union.
condition TEL. 'TENANT'S
Oscar Sorsa and friends of New excellent
HARBOR 57 12
88*89
York have joined Mrs Scrsa at
SMALL building. 5 feet square. 52
their farm for the hunting season 1 inches
high, for sale, $10 TEX. 217-M.
Mrs Fred Sherrard and grand ___________________________________ 88-lt
son Blaine of Portland returned j QUEEN ATLANTIC kitchen range
home Monday after spending the 1 with oil and all attachments for sale,
• $2‘» TEL. 609 M
88 90
week-end with Mrs. Zena Nelson
I WO family, 10 room house with 3I car ga uge large lo_. 36 Glen Street.
' for sale. RALPH P CONANT. 202 CamMrs. Loana Shibles, County 4-H den St , Tel 67-M.
88 90
leader, will be guest speaker at the ' EVENING Gown (gold), size 16, for
Community Club, Wednesday night. : sale; also lady's brown shoes, size 71,2
The public ts invited and all mem TEL. 433 J or call at 30 SOUTH ST.
bers are requested to be present _______________________________ 88 It
FURNITURE for sale,- dining room
Refreshments will be served.
set. oak table and chairs, bed, etc.
MRS. F*RED EATON, Thomaston, Tel.
169 2.
__ ____________
88*11
COLI5NIAN Circulating Heater for
Mrs. Erl&nd Jura has returned
good condition, used two Winters,
home from Knox Hospital where sale,
price reasonable. RUSSELL SMITH.
she was a patient.
Warren. Tel. 14 3
88*89
LARCO power burner for sale or
WHARF PETITION
88 89
The Port Clyde Fish Co petitions the trade. TEIL. 561-M.
Selectmen of St. George for permission
HOUSE Lot for sale on Georges St,.
to extend their wharf fifty feet West Thomaston. TEL. 48-2
87-88
by one hundred and eighty feet North
and South, wl'h rof'k fill on North side
sixty five feet by fifty feet on land end
On the foregoing petition, it is or
dered; That a hearing be held thereon
at the Port Clyde Fish Co. Wharf in
INSTRUCTION.
Trained
Practical
the Town of St. George on Friday, 'he Nurses are in demand—full or spare
fifth day of November, 19-18. at four . time.
Easy to learn at home with
o’clock in the afternoon at which time ! Wayne plan No High School or preall Interested persons shall have full I vious experience necessary. Get free
opportunity to show cause why such Information.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF
permit should not be granted.
PRACTICAL NURSING, care CourlerHoward Monaghan,
Gaz»
_____ _________
88*89
Harold Dowling,
ANNOUNCING the opening of~Ber
Maurice Simmons.
Selec men of St. George. bara’s Beauty Salon, Nov. 1, at 24 Kos
suth St.. Thomaston. TEL. 48 2. Bar
A true copy—Attest:
bara Carney, prop.
87*88
Norma Lowell, Town Clerk.
88-lt
CUSTOM Plowing wanted for trac
tor
L: rge a: reage o small garden
Work promptly done at moderate price
NE1I. RUSSELL
Tel. 408, Rockland.
GET ONE OF OUR
___________________________________ 83*80
KENNEBEC Roofing and Siding Co
All work guaranteed, up to three years
to pay. TEL. ROCKLAND 1398 W or
and cease worrying;
write P Q BOX 542, Ror-kland.
88 tf

TO LET

FOR SALE

APPLETON

NORTH WARRF.N

MISCELLANEOUS

Granite Moorings

Let us quote prices on Granite
Moorings, complete with chain,
delivered.

John Meehan & Son
Allred C. Hocking, Supt
Telephones: Rockland 21-W2 or
Tenants Harbor, 56-13
81-tf

Arfhrifis Pain
For OdJek, delightfully comforting help for
faln* ot Itheumatlam. Arthrltla
Keurt.la. Lumoago, Sciatica, or Neuralgia try
Romind. Worka through the blood. Firft do2
dually starts alleviating pain so you
lnd !l,ep n,ore comfortably.
Get Ramind at drugglat today. Quick complete aauafaettoo or money back guaranteed.

,

KITCHEN range, white enamel, with
ABC ol) burner Glenwood heater, coal
or wood, both in good condition. Call
not later than Saturday, Nov. 6. MAY
NARD A WINCHENBACH. Friendship.
88*89
I GIRLS green winter coal for sale;
also two pairs ski pants, all in good
condition, size 10.
Price reasonable.
59 Main St . Tliomaston. THL. 94-4.
88*89

ONE " small 7rot air firnace for sale.
Excellent condition. PHONE 1135-W.
City.
______ 88 89
“CHEVROLFTT-Sedan (1935)
sale'
Radio and heater. TEI,. 1590, ask for
Mr. Brown.
__________________ &7>88
'"ELECTRIC range, two cook stoves,
one equipped with oil burner, first
class condition.
Sell cheap.
TEL.
CAMDEN 344 14 Sea St.. Camden. 87 90
DINING table, round oak. 4 chairs,
leathe seats, for sale. 143 CEDAR ST.,
Tri 695-J. __________________
87*88
EASY washing machine for sale.
Perfect running order.
Price reason
able TEL 229 M________________ 87 89
Large parlor stove for sale—Hub
Heater. Good condition. Call at 154
SOUTH MAIN ST
87*88
“WILLIAMS
Ollmatlc low pressure
power burner for sale. $40. WILLIAM
SAVAGE. 17 Main St., Thomaston. 87 88
" A' WATER VIEJW IN TENANT’S HAR
BOR
This place lias got to go at a
sacrifice price. A 10 room house with
electricity, corner lot about 200 feet
square; can be bought all furnished;
excellent large cistern.
GOOD INVESTMENT In Thomaston
at the Creek, fundamentally sound
house with a few improvements, wlii
make good two-family house.. Only
12200. S A IA VENDER, licensed real
estate broker, Thomaston Tel. 369.
___________________________________87-88
IONERG-AN pot type oil heater for
sale, used only 3 months, perfect con
d’tlon. Very reasonable. TED SITU,
Oyster River Road. Warren
87*90
VACUUM
cleaner for sale. TEL.
938 MK
_________ 88*11
ONE Ford.-on Tractor with iron wheels
and Sears Roebuck Hydraulic Loader
for sale. Loader has never been used.
Price complete, $800 RICE BROTHERS
CORP East Boothbay___________ 87 97
COAT, light tan Swansdown, for
alp, box style, size 18; raccoon collar,
worn very little.
MARY HUMBR.
Washington.
87*89
Heater ana electrlr heater for
ale OSCAR ROOS. Union. RFD 3

_

_

_______

FUR Coat In excellent condition for
_ale size 14. TEL. Camden 2572 . 87 88
MAN'S Raccoon Coat for sale. Ex
cellent condition. TEL. 113-W.
88*89
CONCRETE Products for sale—Burlal vaults, septic tanks, building posts,
outside concrete work, air compressor
work
ROBERT C. BURNS. Tel. 1439
_________________________
88 96-tf
NORGE Pot Burner, 13 In. for sale.
Practically new, price reasonable B. C.
GEYER. Cushing. Tel. Thomaston 201-4.
_________________________________ 86*88
PAIJ, Plowing, expert and prompt
service TEL 406-M after 4 p m
________ 86‘88
DODGE pick-up 11947) for eale, ex
cedent condition ROWLrNG'S OA
RAGE 778 Main St City.
84 94

Where To Buy It?
PAINT

MiraK
SERVICE
INSIDE OR OUT

PAINTERS’ TRADE SOLICITED

United Home Supply
Co.
WHERE WILLOW and RANKIN
STREETS MEET
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
47-tf
SAWED Dry Slabs, delivered, lagre
truck load approx. 2 cords, »17; small
load, approx 1 cord. 19
LELAND
TURNER Tel. 406-J after 5 p. m
_________ 86*88 tf
'
DRY Hardwood, mostly Beech, for
sale. 4 foot or sawed stove length, ten
WOTTON, Ingraham's Hill, City. Tel.
1388LM__________________
88 96 tf
GREEN Mountain or Katahdln Potatoes Grade A-l quality. Best ever.
Free delivery on mainland, on dock
for Islands. 8185 per bushel. "B"
size $1 19 per bu Write or phone HILL
CREST, Route 1, Warren. Tel. 35-41
Warren
80 96
DRY, Slabwood. sawed stove length
810 for over a cord load. Past free
delivery.
HrLLCRBST, Warren. Tel
____________ ____________ 88-96-tf
APPLE and Cider Time—Apples are
ready; nice red apples for Johnnie and
Mary to take to school. Cider—fresh
' from the press Macs, Wealthlea. Wolf
Rivers
THURSTON ORCHARDS R
E Thurston. Just on Route 17, Onion
M<‘
88-96-tf
j

BODY and FENDER
Work
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDINO

Rowling’s Garage
178 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MB.
TEL. 202-W

M-tf

VENETIAN BLDTOI

Custom built for your wlnr
aluminum alata, colon white era
nr Ivory
Tape colon: mingle (
Ivory, brown mulberry, appla' r
radio blue or black. OaJl UNITED H
«UPP[V r:.v sn.M, Main™,
land. Tel 939
M.

GRANITE LIVES FOEUVra

Granite walks (any width), flrep
posts (any size) boat mooring
flagging chips, and dual for Irtv<
mu<1) rip rap for ail ]
fl|k and dock work, pier atone,
foundations, curbing, pavtof\
ashlar and monumental atone poet
property markers and butldlne
ports, we will deliver wrahX
ua about granite All loaded

Clark
A C HOCKING

Tel. Tenant’s Harbor, 56-13

tt

V
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(Clyde Macintosh and Mrs. Villa worth will be present Friday at 7.30
Ames. A wldte elepliant sale will at tile Union Church meeting.
be held following the meeting.
Rev. Lola A. White, pastor of
| Mrs. Herbert Loveless and son, Union Church, returned Saturday
MBS. OSCAR LANS
from
a vacation trip through Maine Maine Poultrymen Will Have Mary Ellen Chase’s New
I Warren Loveless. were Rockland
<1x1Cl iN
X OiK.
j visitors Friday
Correspondent
Chance To Corrtpete For
Book Deais With QidMr. and Mrs. Roy Dyer have re
Cash
Awards
liuir Parson
TEL. 36
turned from a few day- visit in
Rockland
Poult,rymen In Maine will have an
Megunticook 4-H Club of Cam opportunity to win cash awards
Mrs. Leslie Stinson was hostess
Mr. and Mrs Carl Williams re
*
Wednesday from a visit with Friday to the Bridge Eight. The den elected officers nt their first while working twoard improvement
t turned
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Williams in decorations were in keeping With meeting as follows: Robert Mar of their own flecks by competing in
Halloween. First honors at bridge shall, president: Margaret Erskine,
North Weymouth, Mass.
Linda Marshall, sec a new three-year, nation-wide pro
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ames and went to Mrs Hilma Webster; sec vice-president;
Annie Erskine for treasurer gram launched at a meeting of
son Kenneth have returned to Ma- ond to Mrs. Beulah Drew; ithird to retary;
and Gloria Erskine as cheer leader. leaders of the nation’s three billion
tlnicus having visited Mrs Ames' Mrs. Della Simmers.
dollar poultry industry at Lexing
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carver ar Mrs. Elizabeth Erskine Is leader.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Polk,
Jolly Hustlers of Burkettville ton, Ky., last week.
rived home Wednesday following
the past week.
’ visit with their daugh elected Robert Maddocks as presi The new Chlcken-of-Tomorrow
Mrs. Winnie Miirch came Wed two weeks
Mrs. Richard Johnson in dent : Janet Turner, vice-president,; contest, announced by H. L. Shra
nesday from Portland to visit her ter,
Faustina Pease, secretary; Janice der, senior extension poultryman of
Mass.
daughter. Mrs. Herbert MacDonald Marblehead,
Miller, treasurer; cheer leader, the U. S. Department of AgriculMrs.
diaries
Lenfest
and
son
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith of Robert who passed the Summer Lena Roy; color. bearers, Sylvia 1 lure, ls designed to bring superior
Greenway Drive, Falmouth Pore- here, returned Thursday to Roches Pease and Muriel [<elgher. Mrs. meat-type chickens to American j
side, formerly of this town, an ter, N. Y.
Marjorie Hull Inns is leader of this . dinner table 5 by encouraging the
nounces the engagement of their Miss Roseann Burgess of North clpb of seven members.
' breeding and development of '
V daughter, Nathalie Marion Smith, Haven was week-end guest of Mr I Campanwagan 4-H Club. Booth- j plumper, meatier birds which can
to Samuel Oeorge Hider, son of Mr. and Mrs. Allston Roberts
hay, reviewed stitches and started be more economically produced.
and Mrs. 'Affef Hider of Portland
Miss Martha Thompson returned in the beginners at their second 1 "The initial three-year ChickenMiss Smith graduated from Vinal Saturday to York Village.
meeting. Sharon Brewer and Shir of-Tcmerrow program which con
haven High School in 1934. She
cluded ' last June in Delaware,
Rev. C. S. Mitchell who recently J
received nurses training at the visited Mr. and Mrs. Frank White, I ley Dill were chosen for the re proved conclusively that definite
freshment committee for the next improvements in meat-type charac
New England Deaconess Hospital has returned to Union.
meeting and Beatrice King is in teristics can be achieved," said
in Boston and St. Barnabas Hos
Eric IflSIberu
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddox cn- [
pital in Portland. She has been tertained the Mr. and Mrs Club charge of the program. Mrs. Vio 1 Shrader, who is chairman of the
Northampton
on the staff of the Portland City with a Halloween party Saturday let Smith leads this up and doing [contest committee. "Much valuable
4-H
Club.
MARY ELLEN CHASE
Hospital and the Osteopathic Hos night at their home on Lantern
( breeding Information has been dispital of Maine, and is at present en Lane. A social evening of Hallo
1 tributed to the growers, while the
Author ot
gaged In private duty. Mr Hider ween games and stunts was fol
THORNDIKEVILLE
I scientific data compiled by com"Jonathan Fiihor: Moino Rooon,"
graduated from Portland High lowed by a lobster supper. Those , A. C. Ingraham of Brooline, Imittee officials has proven of the
"Windiwopt." ate.
School in 1930, where he was pro present, all in colorful costumes Mass., recently passed a few days utmost importance to the entire
I Macmillan)
minent In athletic activities. He were: Mr. and Mrs. Roy Arey Mr. with his mother, Mrs. Eler.ora In poultry industry.
served as pilot in the African and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrest, Mr. graham.
j ' Inspired by the success of the
Jonathan Fisher, Maine Parson,
theatre, and is new owner of the and Mrs. Clyde Bickford, Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Aylward of initial contest, the nationwide in- 1768-1847, is the title of Man’ El
Capital Mhrket in South Portland. Mrs. Ernest Conway. Mr. and Mrs ' South Thomaston called Thursday , terest created in the development len Chase’s new book published by
The .wedding will take place in the Tudor Peterson and Mr. and Mrs on Mrs. Lester Merrill.
j of superior meat-type chickens, The MacMillan Company.
near future.
, the educational value of the dressed
William Clayfer.
Jonathan Fisher was Congrega
Mrs.
Gertrude
Wellman
and
A Halloween party was held Fri
Mrs. Margie Chilles and daugh granddaughter Ann Ludwig of Hope 1 bird shows, and the opportunity to tional minister in Blue Hill (Miss
day night at the Latter Day Saint ter, Miss Muriel Chilles were co have been guests at the C. C. Childs further improve the product, the Chase's birthplace and home) in
national committee agreed unani- the days when the "District ol
Church for the young people. It hostesses Wednesday to the Atlan home this week.
i mously that a new three-year pro- Maine" was still a Province of
was sponsored by the Woman’s tic Avenue Bridge Club. Supper :
Mrs.
William
Tolman
and
, gram is imperative,'' Shrader add Massachusetts, and Eastern Maine
Club of .the church. Games Were featured Halloween table decora- 1
played and refreshments were tions First henors at bridge went daughter Mary and sen Miles of ed "At the request of this com- front the Penobscot to the St
West
Rockport
called
Saturday
on
imittee. A & P Pood Stores have Croix was an almost unchartered
served.
to Mrs. Charles Chilles, second to
1 agreed to continue sponsorship of wilderness. There he built his par
Mrs Lula Dalzell and son Vernon Mrs. Owen Roberts (afternoon); i Mrs. Croteau
have returned to Frenchboro. hav first, Mrs. Carrie Bennett; second. , Mrs l.aikin Thorndike ls Visiting , the contest ”
reared eight children, sup
Current plans call for a series of sonage,
her brother, Lewis Webster in
ing been guests of Mrs. Marie Car Mrs. Vera Johnson (evening!
plemented a $250 annual salary by
Somerville,
Enroute
home
she
State
and
regional
contests
In
1949,
ver.
Mr. and Mrs. A E. Libby have re
making furniture, and found time
Mr. and Mrs Miles .Sukeforth have turned from Bangor where they will vi nt. her brother Russell Web (additional State and regional trials to be artist, poet and scholar as
j in 1950. and a national champion- well, lie left, behind him a Diary,
moved to their home on East Main visited their son, Richard Libby. ster in Portland.
street, formerly the home of the They also visited their daughter.
Alton Ingraham of Somerville. (ship final in 1951, with a new set kept dally for 45 years in a code
late Mr and Mrs. William Fossett. Miss Jane Libb.v who is a student Mass , accompanied by his mother. of awards offered by the food which has only now been trans
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow at University of Maine.
Mrs. E Ingraham and Mrs. Lester chain.
cribed, by Miss Chase’s sister.
have returned to Worcester. Mass.,
Merrill were visitors last Tuesday i Maine activities in the Chicken- Edith Chase Weren
Walter Swansen of Mei ■
| of-Tomo rrow program have been
after Visiting her parents, Mr. and Mass., W'ho was enroute to North in Bangor and Old Town.
Thus "Jonathan Fisher ” Illus
under the direction of a State
Mrs. Almon Miller.
ern Maine on a hunting trip. . Mr and Mr Raymond Pinkham ' committee
trated by its subject's own paint
hpaded
by
Frank
D.
MTs. Edith Williams. Mrs. Made passed the week-end with his par of Bath were home over the week
Reed, poultry specialist at the Uni ings and wood-engravings, shows
line Smith and Mrs. Lida Ames ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Swansen. end
versity of Maine, Orono. Excellent the social and religious life of
visited Saturday In Rockland.
A joint meeting of American Le- ' Mrs Charlie Child? and niece, ' 1946 and 1947 State contests set the Maine down to the mid-Nineteenth
Guests registered last week at gion and Auxiliary will be held Ann Ludwig, Mrs. Warren Reynolds
for a permanent, broiler Century Jonathan Fisher not only
The Islander were: Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday
Supper will he held and daughters, Jackie and Cheryl stage
knew Maine well but was well
raising
program in the State.
William Fletcher Richards. Thomp at 6 by housekeepers. Grace Lawry, of south Hope motored Thursday
known throughout, the State be
sonville, Conn ; Mrs. Arthur Emer Maude Arey ‘arid Rita Arey. Mem
Ba til where tliei visited Mr. and , In Oregon State-wide canning cause of his zeal for its future.
( son. Edward Griffin, Nortli Haven; bers are requested to take articles to
With Jonathan Fisher, Maine
Mrs. Raymond Pinkham.
! contest, open to girls between the
Charles Duff, Buddie Miller. Rock for the penny sale
Peary Merrifield has had lights ages of nine to eighteen years of Parson, Mary Ellen- Chase again
land; R. D. Drinkwater, Brewer;
Recent guests of Cant, and Mrs. installed In the house formerly age, are attracting many contes turns to the place and the people
S. W. Thompson. Old Town
Leroy Nickerson were Mr and owned by Lindley Merrifield
tants and sharp competition, with who have always been closest to
Miss Dorothy Johnson came Fri Mrs. Harry Schram of Middleton
many Juvenile Grange girls well at her heart.
day from Kents Hill Junior College Conn.
Order your Christmas cards now the front In such rivalry. Liberal
and spent the week-end with her ! Union Church Circle will meet —handsome boxed cards and en I cash prizes are offered, starting as
GLEN COVE
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Thursday and serve supper at 5.30 velopes $2.50 per 25. your name i high as $75 for top winners.
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw was in Port
Johnson at Down Easter Inn.
in the vestrv. Housekeepers will be beautifully printed, cards ready for
Ladles of the GAR. will meet Mrs. Muriel Lane Mrs. Theresa mailing. Phone 770, The Courier- ! Ninety-seven per cent of the gas land Saturday as guest of her son,
Friday; supper at 5 30. the house Roberts and Mrs. Helen Arey.
Gazette. We'll do the rest, and service in Argentina are now owned Lewis, who was there on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Wincapaw were din
keepers, Mrs. Kitty Webster, Mrs. i District Supt, Rev Mr Went promptly
88”96 1 by the Federal Government.
ner guests Thursday of their daugh
ter, Mrs. William Brewster, in Rock
land.
( Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory at' tended tne Stale Grange in Watts
hall, Thomaston, where the sixth
I degree was conferred. David Eaton
and Charles L. Gregory attended a
special meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Nickerson went
recently to South Hamilton, Mass.
They were caretakers for Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Smith at Warrenton
Park for the past eight years and
are now with them in Hamilton.
Alton Wincapaw has been engaged
by Mrs. Gwendolyn Brown as care
taker at Warrenton.
Mrs. Lola Culver of Jacksonville,
Fla., was guest the past week of her
cousin. Miss Emily Hall.
Mrs. Rosswell Eaton visited rela
tives in Bluehill the past week.
Mrs. Annie Grinnell, recently of
Brockton, Mass., was guest Wednes
day of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Gregory. She will spend the Win
ter in St. Petersburg. Fla.
Anita Cousens spent a vacation
the past week with her grandmother
Mrs. William Partridge, in Bluehill
and Warren.
The Rex Andersons have returned
from four days’ vi$it in Criehaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waldron
j gave a Hallowe'en party Saturday
! fcr the children of the community.

Seek Meatier Chicks

VINALHAVEN

Farm Bureau Notes

Lowest Priced Car With Fluid D

IhTTa iW

boro, a town that was later named
for lilm, at the suggestion of las
son. In 1739 they were killed or
captured toy the Indians and their
Showing How OurAncestors homes
Being Planted By Knox-Linburned
In i743 a few more families came
Receivedj itles io iheir
ccifi Farmers Short of
from Germany and by i75i there
t stales
Fence posts
..ere ' aoout 30 famine* settling
there. Gen Waldo sent his son
(By Frank H Milin*)
Many tanners in Kr.oi-Lincoln
over to induce more Germans to
This is just a story of the Waldo rome here, and by 1760 about 1500 Counties who are running short of
grant, or patent, as it is known, families had come and they grad desirable and durable fence posts
written to show how cur ancestors ually established churches and are planting Hack locust this Fall.
living between the Muscongus Bay schools, but on 'account of the The Supervisors of the Knox-Lin
of Gen. Waldo the year be
and river and the Penobscot Bay death
fore, they had trouble for some coln Boil Conservation District have
and river received titles to their time about their titles.
[ roceivec an allotment of black lo
estates.
Waldo was appointed a Brigadier cust seedling trees from Soil Con
To write a history of the grants General and pla-ed in command of servation Service nurseries and
that honeycombed Maine, from the the forces raised in the province these will be distributed free to
time when the various rulers of for the attack on Louisberg, which farmers who are district co-opera
England France and Spain criss surrendered to the Colonials. Upon tors. Co-operating larmers in the
crossed them, would take at least Ills return. Gen. 'Waldo sent a pe districts soil and water conserva
two volumes. Some of these grants j tition to the king complaining that, tion program can obtain black lo
expired, others were terminated the expedition had reduced ills cus! .seedling trees upon application
upon a change of rulers, or a private fortune fo the extent that j to tin- Soil Conservation Service
change of heart towards the men he was obliged to ask for a grant office. Post Office Building Waldo
to whom the grants were made. In of land in payment for his serv boro, Me.
later years when England took over ices. He died May 23, 1759 before
According to Roy Gross, Soil
control of New England, although the grant was made and his heir; (Conservationist, a farm fence post
there were several patents cover petitioned the king for confirma lot, one-half to one acre in size,
ing Maine, the owners of each knew tion of the grant.
can provide enough posts fcr the
their limits of ownership.
In 1739 after the patent was es average farm needs and for sale.
Of the number was the Pejepscct tablished lie caused a survey to be Black locust seedlings planted for
patent covering Batli and towns to , made and it was found that it did posts should be,used cn deep, wellthe West; also the Lygonia patent, j not contain as many acres as it drained fertile’soils. In most of
40 miles square between the An should. After the Information was New England, it develops mere
droscoggin river and Cape Porpoise. ■ placed before the General Court of slowly, but with proper manage
These are west of the Kennebec Massachusetts, the grant was en ment with fertilizing and pruning,
river and are only mentioned to larged to take in Banger, Hampden, locust planted on a good site
show how Maine was divided and Newberg and Dixmont.
should develop into fence posts
owned by a comparatively few peo
Gen. Samuel Waldo was survived within a few years. The trees should
ple.
by two sons, Samuel ‘and Francis be planted about six feet apart and
English grants began with Sir ' of Falmouth (Portland) and two approximately 1CD tree, arc re
Fernando Gorges and Gov Pop- daughters, Hannah wife of Thom quired for an acre, or about 500
ham in 1607 and continued for } as Flucker of Boston and Lucy, trees for a half-acre post lot.
more than a century, but what is : wife of Isaac Winslow of Roxbury.
of most interest to us is the Waldo
Samuel, who after the death of
WASHINGTON
patent, how it got Its name, and his father was looked at as the
Farrar-Ross Post, VF.W., met
what disposition was made of it.
controlling factor in the patent, last Tuesday. Visitors present were
In 1629, the Plymouth Council of made a trip over the territory and Commander Hugh Fuller and Ad
England awarded to William Brad evidently was not much impressed, jutant lewis Fuller ol Togas. Four
ford and others of the Plymouth for In 1765 he sold the shares that ■ipplieants were admitted io mem
Colony, a tract, along the Kennebec were left to him, to his brother-in- bership three of whom were obli
15 miles East and West and as far law, Thomas Flucker.
Lineker gated A baked bean supper was
North as what Is now Augusta The bought up tlie shares until he be -erved b.v tlie Auxiliary. The faiemgrand was made for the purpose of came the principal owner, with the bershlp drive and due, renewal
trading and contained no powers | exception of Francis’ shares which campaign is progressing satisfac
of government Wliile tile Plymouth he sold ire England These shares torily.
Colony was In possession of what, were afterwards sold at auction
The gulden anniversary year ot
was called "The Great Charter of and bid in by some Thomaston the V.F.W promises to be a success
New England" they made, in 1633. men
locall'. and nationally
Contribu
several grants of land, one of which
Francis Waldo and Thomas tors to the- fund for Post colors
was about 30 miles square, known Flucker were among the 303 tories will be interertf
i that the
as the Muscongus or Lincolnshire who fled to England in 1766 and colors have been ordered Other
Patent, covering the territory be their properly was confiscated and recent signs ot properity include
tween the Muscongus and Penob probated as though they had died. the purchase of a typewriter for
scot rivers. This was given free to , Thomas Flucker had a son and the use of the adjutant-quarter
John Beauchamp and Thoma) daughter. His son was a captain master.
Leverett of London. They estab in tlie English Army stationed in
Members who recently vLsited
lished a trading post on tlie St Boston. He left in 1776 when Howe Sttnp-Scott-Watson Post in Friend
Georges river near what is now called for Halifax with the Army. ship were: Emit Svenningson, dis
Thomaston, and furs were the
Tlie daughter, Lucy Flucker, be- trict commander; Charles Austin,
main article of export.
(came tlie wife of Henry Kncx who deputy inspector: Richard Linscott,
Tlie post was not a succeso and was proprietor of a bookstore in -enior vice president- and Ronald
the chief trouble was thought to Boston previous to the revolution. Turner, sergeant major.
be in the agents. In 1633 Leverett
To make it plain her mother
The Pest, Auxiliary and local
came to this country and compelled was Hannah "Waldo, daughter cf schools will participate in an Arm
fhe agents to return to England, Gen. Samuel Waldo. She became istice Day parade with a major
upon becoming satisfied that they Mrs. Hannah Flucker. mother of and majorette from Waldoboro.
were not working for the interests the two children above-mentioned.
The Auxiliary met last Tuesday
of either the owners or the colo
Thus, Mrs. Lucy Knox was the at which time nine new member',
nists.
maternal granddaughter of the were balloted upen, investigated
Upon the death of John Beau owner of the Waldo patent. She .ad initiated. Miss Geraldine Han
champ. who passed away leaving came info possession of a large non of Untcn Is pianist A baked
no heirs the patent went to part of the patent by inheritance bean supper was under direction
Thomas leverett by right of sur and her hu band, Gen Henry Knox of Mr- Eva Sidellnger, Mrs. Ro
vivorship.
After the death of (acquired the remainder by pur ot ta Sidelinger and Mr.- Katherine
leverett, in 1650. the patent de chase At the time. Gen Knox built Wellman For a , upper Wednesday
scended
to
son. Gov. John j the mansion "Montpelier'’ at thp committee will bp Mrs. Lora
i leverett Thenhisft descended
to his Thomaston in 1794. lit and Mrs Boynton and Mrs Grace Ross. The
son. Hudson Leverett. and in turn Knox controlled practically all the next Auxiliary meeting will be
to the grandson. John leverett.. land between the Kennebec and Nov 9.
president of Harvard College (1719). Penobscot, rivers.
He thought tlie ownership of the
PLEASANT POINT
patent too large for one man to
SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Orne spent
cam' on. so he formed a company
Miss Ann Ludwig who is guest the week-end in Franklin, as guests
cf 20 associates, and this was aft
erwards enlarged to 30 associates, of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Childs, cf Mr. and Mrs. Fied Cushman.
Miss Esther Miller is residing in
among whom was the father, Mrs. Childs. Mrs. Warren Reyn Ids
Johnathan Waldo and the brothers and daughters, Jacquelinp ' and Rockland and attending High
Cheryl visited Thursday with Mrs. School.
cf General Samuel Waldo
Mrs. Grace Andrews and Mrs.
In 1927 a man by name of Dun Muriel Pinkham in Bath.
bar entered the picture All had
Mr. and Mrs. R E Robbins at Ralph Crawford, Mrs. Rose Robin
eone well with the settlers until tended funeral services Thursday son of Thomaston called Saturday
oil Mrs. Everett Davis.
he appeared, calling himself a for Ernest Light in Camden.
Philip Davis and William Seavey
“Surveyor cf the King’s Woods.”
Miss Bebe Brown visited Thurs visited the White Mountains in New
Without regard to their rights he day her sister. Joan Spencer, and
Hampshire
recentliy (not Mr. and
Maimed all the pine of a certain Mr. Spencer in Dorchester. Mass.
Mrs. Alvah Carle, correction).
size for the British Navy. He drove
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Athearn re
Capt. and Mrs. Marshall Taylor,
[many who resisted from their land
(and burned their homes. He had turned Thursday from a lew days have returned tc Nahant, Mass.,
after being guests of Mrs. Susan
gained an interest 'in the patent, spent in Dedham, Mass.
Mrs. Hazel Hart, Mrs. Susie ^annon.
and evidently thought his fake
Mrs. Oakley Ames has been a pa
!badge of office would be sufficient Hemenway, Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse and Mrs. Edith Willis at tient at Miles Memorial Hospital,
for his depredations.
In 1731 the 30 proprietors who tended the recent Rally for Christ Damariscotta.
Miss Vivien Miller motored Sat
controlled the patent sent Samuel conducted by Jack Wyrtzen at the
urday to Portland.
Waldo to London to adjust several Community Building in Rockland
matters, chief of which was their
Most of the mica used during the
Jet-propelled aircraft are to be
difficulty with Dunbar. Waldo was
manufactured in the'Netherlands.
successful and after reading the war was imjxtrted.
report of his activities, they showed
a
their appreciation by giving him O
half of the patent.
There was
discussion about the half that Wal
CUSHING
do should have.
Dr. Louis A. Benson of South
It was to come from the portion
Cushing attended the semi-annual cf the original 20 Associates and
convention of the Maine Osteopath if. was agTeed with Waldo that he
ic Association which met in Hotel should have his half as soon as
Penobscot, Bangor. Oct. 28-30. The they could select the portion they
general theme of the teaching desire.d The selection was delayed
program was "The Care of Indus (some time, but in the end they
trial Injuries'' and several well- took the towns of Camden, Hope
known authorities discussed the and Appleton. Waldo now owned
various phases of the subject
half of fhe patent and from in
heritance and purchase he even
FRIENDSHIP
tually owned what is known as the
The Friendly Service Unit of the Waldo Patent.
It was Waldo's intention to
Methodist Church held their an
nual banquet and election of of create a lordship for himself on his
ficers at The Copper Kettle. Itock- property. 1 He began the settlement
land, last Tuesday. The newly of the entire patent 'in earnest
elected officers are:President. Rev. and was apparently successful in
Kathleen Weed; vice president, gaining the confidence of the In
Elizabeth Brown; secretary, Ella dians, but before he had gone very
Verge; treasurer Irma Benner. far with his project he realized he
Others who attended were: Phvllis would be a long time getting suf
Gilchrest, Irene Burns, Elizabeth ficient settlers to put it on a fray
Winchenpaw, Luzern Nichols. Edna ing basis.
At tlie time that General Waldo
Simmons, Rosalind Neubig. Beulah
Cook, Kay Itash, Marjorie Corliss, ■ame into possession cf the patent
Elsie Lash, Eria Lawry and Jane which bore his name there were
several German families in WaldoBums.

“Jonathan Fisher”

The Waldo Palenl

Using Black Locust

Quality Always — And
More Tea per Bag

1”4

YOU GET THESE

DODGE FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST
• gyrol fluid Drive
• Safety Rim Wheels

Vfeur car dollars'Talk Big
WHEN YOU TALK DODGE

°

• Supei-Cushien Tires

• Hotchkiss Drive
• (hair-Height Seats

TEA-BAGS

• Floating Power

• Safe-Guard Hydraulic (rakes
If you’ve an eye for solid value, you'll
like what you see when you take a
look at today’s big feature-rich Dodge.

<

There’s no better time than now to
learn first hand just how much Dodge
gives you for your money today. Check
the many Dodge features that mean
easier riding and driving . . . longer

engine life . . . greater dependability
. . . lower cost maintenance. Yes,
there’s a mighty big story in Dodge
value today ... a story that’s too big
to miss!

• “Eosy-Lift" Trunk lid

. Why not drop around at your Dodge
dealer’s and see fur yourself how big
your new-car dollar talks when you
talk Dodge!

• Hypoid Roar AxU

• "Hush-Paint” tody
Mountings

• (oil Front Springs
• Safety Steel Rudy
• Airpinnu Type Hydraulic
Shack Absorbed

the way you want it-and
AT UvuMud, you gel cash
** quickly because the YES
MAN a lone makes the deci
sion—says “yes” to 4 out of 5.
loam 111 ta 1400 or molt

J -rwi

At /ituOTmf, you select the
loan plan most convenient
Phone or visit the Tbuono/'a
YES MAN today.
lignature, furniture or tar

coetnaurw THAT IIKU

TO SAT Tif»

r&iMrnal FINANCE CO.
NELSON BROTHERS - 515 Main Street, Rockland

2nd Floor • FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BtOO.
356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
Phono 1133 • John Sawyer, Jr., YES MANagor
Small Leon Statute Licente No. 35, Chargee 3% pet month in balances up la 5150, l'/j% per month an
any remainder al such balances up it 5300. loans 5350 ta $1000 made by New England Finance (asp.
at lower rote.

all that
wonderful

old-fashioned

flavor

MO/ST
(NOT DHT)

¥
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PIANISTS DELUXE

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON. ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Mrs. Grace Andrews has re
turned home after visiting her sis
ters, Mrs. Jessie Walker and Mrs.
Evelyn Robinson in Warren.
A group of friends gave a sur
prise house warming October 26
to Mrs. Carolyn Whitten at her
home, on Elm street, to which she
recently moved.
Invited were:
Mrs. Olive Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Elwell. Mrs. Esther Sim
mons, Mrs. Edna Elwell. Mrs. Harland Bragdon. Mrs. Ethel Hamil
ton, Mrs. Dora Kaloch, Mrs. Lucy
SiUery. Mrs. Lucy Hoffses, Mrs.
Anna Levan, Mrs Dorothy Jame
son. Mrs. Jessie Kelley. Mrs. Lilia
Williams, Mrs. Minnie Wilson. Mrs.
Ruth Taylor. Miss Harriet Wilson.
Miss Marion Miller. Mrs. Evange
line Johnson. Mrs. Celia Grafton,
Mrs. Edith Whitten. Mrs. Eva Rose.
rMs. Mildred McLain. Mrs. Anne
Congdon. Mrs. Edna Smith, Mrs.
Delia Cogan. Mrs. Cassie Clark,
Mrs.
Harriet
Buzynski,
Mrs.
Gladys Condon. Mrs. Mary Mona
han. Mrs. Evelyn Riley. Mrs. Myrtle
Blake, Mrs Edward Monahan, Mrs.
Evelyn Bray and Mrs. Ruth Page.
Mrs. Whitten received many lovely
gifts. Refreshments were served.
Mrs. William Sullivan, formerly
of this town is a patient m a Bos
ton hospital.
Miss Helen MoLain has returned
home after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Perry in Warren.
James M Mitchell who was guest
of Mr. and Mrs Neel McLain, has
returned to Quincy, Mass.
The choirs of the Baptist Church
kept “open house ' October 26 for
members of the parish and guests.
A musical program was arranged
by the director Mrs. Grace M.
Strout Misses Mildred Young. Rae
and Norma Clark of the juvenile
choir, gave piano selections; War
ren Whitney, vocalistBruce
Strong, trumpeter, represented the
junior choir, and from the senior
choir Miss Vera Chapman. Walter
Chapman and William P. Smith
were soloists. Honor gitests were
Mrs Carl R. Gray and Miss Har
riet Leman of Omaha. Neb . both
leaving for the West Thursday;
T.Sgt and Mrs. Richard F Moore,
lately from Japan; Mr and Mrs.
William T. Smith, leaving for Flo
rida shortly: Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Whitten, who recently bought a
house on Flm street. Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Paulsen, who have become
residents, were unable to attend.
The tables were attractive with
yellow poms and Autumn leaves.
Mrs. Charles Starrett, Mrs Greene.
Miss Margaret Simmons and Miss
Nellie Tibbetts served. A lively
game of indoor baseball was con
ducted by Dr. H. W. Flagg The
Choral Society, augmented by Mr.
and Mrs. K. B Crie closed the
evening with Lutkin's “Benedictus.”
Mrs Celia Oliver attended the
Levenseli r-Howard wedding Sun
day in Union
Mrs. Richard Bucklin and chil
dren. Susan and Fred arrived
Thursday from Alexander. Va., to
join Mr Bucklin at the home of
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Bucklin in South Warren.
Polls will be open from 10 a. m.
to 7 p. m.
Mrs. James Thornton and daugh
ter Gwendolyn were week-end
guests of Mr and Mrs. Richard
Thornton in New Bedford, Mass.
Virgil Young and Carl Stetson
are on a hunting trip this week.
Mrs. Adelaide Hanley who was a
patient at Knox Hospital, is now at
her home on Beechwood street.
Mayflower Temple. P S., will
meet Friday, supper at 6. On the
committee are Mrs. Thelma Ever
ett., Mrs Dorothy Jameson. Mrs.
Grace Jameson and Mrs. Maud
Gray.

Williams-Brazier Post, A. L. meets
Wednesday at 7.30
Mr. and Mrs. F J. Randlett of
Milton, Mass., and son. Pfc. Frank
Randlett were week-end guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Vinal.
Members of Mayflower Temple.
P. S. who attended the inspection
of Crescent Lodge Friday in War
ren were District Deputy Grand
Chief Ora Woodcock. Wilhelmina
Watts, Barbara Lindsey, Grace An
drews, Dora Maxey. Mertie Grover.
Edith Wyllie. Katherine Crawford,
and Alice Robbins.
Richard Bucklin gave a surprise
party Friday night for his mother.
Mrs. Walter Bucklin in South War
ren. Moving pictures were en
joyed. A light repast was served
In the party were Richard Webb
Miss Harriet Wilson. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Newbert and son Herbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kinney and
son Billy of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
George Newbert and sons Wesley
and Thomas and Miss Eleanor Hall
Lloyd Smith who enlisted in the
Navy recently, is stationed at Great
Lakes.
Those who attended the district
convention of Knights of Pythias
held Thursday in Friendship were:
Alden Watts, Guy Robbins, Louis
Baines. Nelson Spear, Alton Gro
ver. Anson Pryor. Charles Starrett
and Hollis Gilchrest.
Capt. and Mrs. Earl Starrett and
son Paul have moved from their
cottage at Pleasant Point to their
home on Main street.

OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Ernest Pollock and son Wil
liam of Saco were guests Thursday
of Mr. and Mrs. William Buck
minster.
The Sewing Circle met Friday at
the home of Mrs. Alma Walker
Work was on articles for the Christ
mas sale and supper Dec 8. The
next meeting will be the mission
session at the home of Mrs. Alice
Woodman. Members are requested
to take household articles or cloth
ing for the Mather School, and am
needed repair work will toe done at
this time.
Order your Christmas cards now
—handsome boxed cards and en
velopes. $2.50 per 25. your name
beautifully printed, cards ready for
mailing. Phene 770. The Courier.
Gazette. We'll do the rest, and
promptly
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BEAUTY ON A BUDGET

Deputy Commissioner Wil
kins Spoke in Thomaston

Sunday’s Concert By the Teltschiks Left the
Audience Amazed
,
I
j
'
j

;

j
j
1

PORT CLYDE
Recent visitors at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Simmons were
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Simmons of
Round Pond, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Stuart and two children of Penn
sylvania and Mrs. Maude Stuart of
Tenant's Harbor.
Fores Hupper
Funeral services were held at the
Port Clyde Advent Church Monday
afternoon for Fores Hupper. 82
who died in a Belfast hospital. Oct.
30. following a six weeks illness.
Burial was in the South Parish
cemetery, St. George. Rev. John L.
Holman ofTicated at the services
with music by Mrs. Katherine Me
servey and Mrs. John L. Holman.
Mr. Hupper was long a lobster
dealer on the wharf at Pert Clvde
and was one of the town's oldest
citizens.
He was born in St. George Sept.
19. 1866. the son of William and
Arcann Hupper
He is survived by his wife, Mary
Barton Hupper; one sister. Mrs. Lu
cy Marshall: five sons. Colby. Carroll, Montfort. Libbv and Philip;
and 23 grandchildren, and several
great grandchildren, all of St.
Gecrge

Forest Fire Plans

|
The Sunday afternoon concert Clifford Burkett and Robert Hus
presented by Alfred and Herbert sey.
Teltschick under the auspices of The Teltschiks brought their own
the K.C.C.A. was of unsurpassed Steinway pianos in a trailer and
musical excellence. The duo-pian they have an amazing innovation
ists scored a triumph.
for tuning tneir pianos. It is an
The loveliness of their playing electrical tuning instrument equip
came from a combination of tonal ment which flashes lights that
delicacy with really firm ryhthm. judge the tone vibrations.
They played with exactitude and
After touring Canada the Telt
with flexibility at all the levels of schiks appeared in Rockland and
loudness with unusual balance in the following night gave a concert
shading.
in Bath. Several K. C. C.A. mem
To hear the absolute perfection ! bers went to Bath to hear the con
of their ensemble work was to mar- ' cert again From Bath they go to
vel hew two persons of different : Portsmouth. N. H.. and then to
temperaments could possibly so i Newburyport, Mass.
synchronize their playing that | A remark overheard from the
they seemed activated by one j audience was “Every time I go I
mind.
think this concert is the best I’ve
The program was especially well heard and then I think so over
chosen and offered great variety, j again."
The lyric quality of Bach was ren
At intermission Mrs. Ruth San
dered cleanly and with excellent born, vice president of K.C.C.A. put
technique. The Saint-Jeans "Va the question before the audience of
riations" on Beethoven’s E. Flat
the next concert in Janu
Sonata was outstandine both for its having
in the Camden Opera House
delicacy and power. The haunting ary
rather
melancholy of the melody of "Ro Building.than in the Community
mance" by Rachmaninoff and the
The acoustics of the Opera House,
rhythmic brilliance and discrimina particularly
for a singer, are far
tion of Chabrier’s “Espana” will not superior to those
at the Commun
soon be forgotten.
Building. Due to the wonderful
The supremely beautiful arrange ity
ment of Strauss’ "Blue Danube support the Knox Community Con
Waltz” by Abram Chasins was of cert Association has received from
it seemed a good idea to
special interest to local musicians. Camden
one of this season’s concerts
Mr. Chasins is a protegee of Joseph hold
Hoffman and has visited in Rock in a more central location for many
concert members.
port at the Curtis colony. He is a ofAthe
vote was taken and it was de
teacher at Curtis and is known as
one of the finest musicians in the cided 'more than two to one) that
the next concert will be in Camden
world.
From the beginning until the end at the Opera House Jan. 20. when
of the program the beauty and David Lloyd, tenor, will appear. A
charm of the expressive music of committee is being appointed to
the Teltschiks was a joy to the consider the matter of transporta
listeners. The audience sensed that tion for those not having cars.
Nettie Bird Frost.
the duo-pianists also felt the joy of
Publicity, K.C.C.A.
making music a universal language,
understandable and enjoyable to
NORTH HAVEN
all
The program follows:
Tlie members of the 4-H Club en
Sheep May Safely Graze
Bach joyed a Halloween masquerade par
Variations on a Theme by Bee
ty Friday night at the home of
thoven ................................. Saint-Saens their leader Mrs. Kenneth Gillis.
Braztleira
.. ’Milhaud
Romance .
Rachmaninoff Present were Jean Wooster Char
Blue Danube
Waltz ..Strauss-Chaslns
lene (Ames. Jane Shields, Bodine
Five Waltzes. Opus39............... Brahms MaoDcnald. Agnes Beverage. Pa
Polka .....................
Shostakovitcb
Fetes ..................
Dehussv tricia Staples, and new members
Gracia ............................................. Infante duly initiated that night. Evelyn
Waltz .................. ............................. Arensky Brown.
Elizabeth Joy
Helen
Espana ......................................... Chabrier Shields Marilyn and Nancy Sherer.
Encores—
Malaguena ................................... Lecsuona Joyce Staples, Gertrude and Carol
First
Minute Waltz .............................. Chopin Beverage and Jean Dyer.
A Russian Picnic ......................... Enders prize for costume went to Patricia
The ushers were David Cassens. Staples as Princess and second prize
Justin Cross. Raymond Pendleton, to Bodine MacDonald as a witch.
and Manley Hart. Milford Payson Halloween games and stunts were
had charge at the door and the enjoyed, followed by a weenie roast.
stage helpers were Lyford Ames. Mrs. Audrey Lincoln, assistant
leader, helped to make the party
a great success.
Mrs. Rose Dyer returned Satur
day from Portland where she at
tended the State Teachers Conven
tion.
The American Legion Post spon
sored a Halloween dance Saturday
at Andrews Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Mills ace
visiting in Shapleigh with Mr. and
Mrs Franz Mills.
Mrs. Leslie Dickey has returned
from Massachusetts where she
visited Mrs. Edgar Hinds in Brock
ton Mrs. Kate Dickey in Worces
ter. and with her son Curtis in
Boston, where he is attending the
Bentlev School of Accounting.
Harold Crockett has returned to
Wollaston. Mass., after a visit
with relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis and
sons, James and George, have re
turned from their vacation
Wilfred Mills flew home for the
week-end in his Piper Cub plane
from the University of Maine
where he is a student.
Ronald Gillis is home for a few
days from his duties on the dragger Rhode Island. Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips Brown, who have been
passing the Summer at Bartletts
Harbor have returned to their
home in town.

Deputy
Forest
Commissioner
Austin Wilkins of Augusta spoke be
fore a public meeting in Watts
Hall. Thomaston last night on the
reorganization cf the forest lire
fighting system in the State. He
advocated a complete chain of
command from the commisioner’s
office down to town wardens which
could go into action in event of
fires in wooded areas. A bill which
will be presented to the legislature
lhis Winter asks for an appropria
tion of $265,000 with which to estab
lish the plan.
The warden representing the
State in the various towns will be
paid a small annual fee, thought
now to be $50, and will be appoint
ed by the State. He will in turn
report to district wardens who will
work through the regular wardens
to report fire to the State head
quarters.
The plan. Wilkins said, calls for
complete fire fighting equipment
under State control and ready to
be moved anywhere in the State it
Is needed at once.
The meeting was attended by
Rockland Fire Chief Van E. Rus
sell, Edwin Anderson, chief of the
Thomastbn department, LeRoy Mc
Cluskey of Warren, chairman of the
"Keep Maine Green Committee"
and State Fire Warden Waldo
Clark of Jefferson. Wilkins stated
that invitations had been extended
•o Senator-elect, Cleveland Sleeper
and Representative-elect Ralph
Winchenbach.
Such meetings are being held
throughout the State and will resuit, if the Legislature approves the
plan and provides the funds, in a
Statewide fire protection and fire
fighting system.

ROCKPORT
E A OHAMPNEY
Correspondent
• O -O' •z'
Tel

2229

Harold and Ruth Graffam enter
tained Friday Mr. and Mrs. Newutn
Graffam who recently returned
from Florida and California. Col
ored films of their trip were shown.
Miss Fannie Fuller returned to
Boston Saturday after spending two
weeks in town.
St. Paul’s Lodge Masons held its
installation Thursday.
Parker McKellar and son Robert,
Charles McKellar and Mrs. Effie
Gardner all of Warren.
Miss Katherine Aagesen has re
turned to Newark. N. J., after
spending the Summer at iter home
here.
Norman Hatch land son Lawrence
have returned from a short trip to
Saugus, Mass.
Vincent Carr. Jr., spent the
school holiday with his grandpar
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Carr.
Jchn F. Snow attended the
Teachers' Convention in Portland.
Mr and Mrs. Guy Morse of Ma
chias were overnight guests Friday
oi Mrs. Morse's mother. Mrs. Grace
York.

ASH POINT
Through the generosity of Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Lewis, a delightful Hal
loween party was given Saturday
at Trail’s End for all the children
of the neighborhood and in honor
of their grandson. Donald. The
dining room was attractively deco
rated in Halloween features. Games
were played and bountiful refresh
ments were served. The group In
cluded Donna and Edward Newhall,
Bobbie Stone, Alice Travis, Law
rence Heard, Robert Greeley, Ivan
Stone, Barbara Bray, Blaine Cousens, Nadine Burpee, Lona and
Cheryl Harvey, Anne and Roland
Marriner, Arnold Drinkwater, Rcb
ert and Donald MaoMahan, Sandra
and Phelps Bristol and Edith
Dennis.
In making an upside down cake
try sprinkling a little grated lemon
or orange rind over the butter and
sugar in the bottom of the pan.

CAMDEN
Mias HET,BN M RICH
Correspondent.

Need More Money

Inspection Night

Edwin Libby Relief Corps War Memorial Group Must
Has An Occasion To Be
Have Five Hundred
Remembered
Dollars

Thursday night was an occasion
long to be remembered by mem
bers of Edwin Libby Relief Corps,
Mrs. Cornelia Upton of North who were in attendance when the
Reading, Mass, is visiting her
daughter. Mis. Harry Tounge, Jr., annual Inspection toy State officers
Mrs. Gladys Hurley and Mrs. Addie
for a few days.
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie and son. Nevells was observed.
John, were visiting Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Eliza Plummer presided
Edward Davis, Saco, during part of and introduced the guests in an
the Teachers Convention recess.
Impressive ceremony with flag es
Miss Bertha Clason and Miss corts Mrs. Myra Watts, Mrs. Mar
Jessie Hosmer spent the week-end tha Sleeper, Mrs. Mildred Williams,
in Gardiner.
Mrs. Ruby Makinen, Mrs. Lillian
A Masonic Assembly twill be held Rackliff, Mrs. Norma Morey pre
Thursday. Committee is: Mr. and, siding at the piano.
Mrs. Ernest Cookson. Mr. and Mirs.
Mrs. Marietta Mealey was initi
Leroy Morens 'and Mr. and Mrs. ated during the meeting by the pre
Theodore Dorr. Those not solicited siding officers. Mrs. Lizzie French
"are requested to furnish sand presented the program, consisting of
wiches.
vocal numbers, Mrs. Jennie PietrosThe Friday Club will open its kie and Mrs. Addie Kaler, who gave
season Friday with a meeting at accordion selections also choice
the home of Mrs Eleanor Hutchins, readings by Mrs. Madlene Jackson
Elm street. A covered dish lunch and Mrs. Mildred Sprague. Mrs.
eon will precede the business meet Hurley and Mrs. Nevells made in
ing Every member is urged to teresting remarks and were pre
make a special effort to attend.
sented with gifts from the Corps.
Mr. and Mrs Daniel R. Yates. In the “cake walk’’ Mrs. Hurley
Joseph W. Hahn and Ernest Young was the winner, so “Joe’’ got the
of Warren motored Sunday to .ake.
Gardiner and visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Rose Sawyer gave an inter
Fred E. Hahn.
esting report as chairman of re
The Camden-Rockport Chamber lief and Mrs. Mabel Richardson
of Commerce will hold Its Ninth spoke of her visit to Togus, where a
Annual meeting and Ladies' Night bex was left for the veterans. All
at the St Thomas Parish House, members are invited to donate to
Wednesday at 7.45 Carl D. Lane, these collections and help cheer the
author, will give a talk on “Writers boys who have given so much for
Are Business Men. Too.’’ A social the cause that is the foundation of
hour and refreshments will close our organization—"to aid suffering
what promises to be an entertain soldiers and sailors who were loyal
ing evening
to their country."
The Congregational Cheer Class
Mildred Sprague had charge
will meet at the parish house to ofMrs.
the dining room and her staff of
morrow night.
Members are re waitresses
kept everyone happy.
minded that this is the night of
One long table, seating 20. was
the kitchen shower for-the parish filled
with past Corps presidents,
house kitchen.
and guests. Mrs. Addie Ka
The Ladies of the G.A.R will I officers
meet Friday at the Megunticook ler prepared the supper and was
Grange Hall. A pienic supper will assisted by volunteers In the kitchen.
The menu consisted of beans, sal
be served at 6 o’clock.
Mrs. May Young won first, prize ads, covered dishes, cake, cream pie,
Saturday at the Weekly Whist doughnuts, coffee and tea.
Mrs. Plummer wore a corsage of
party at the Grange Hall Leroy
Hurd of Lincolnville won second; 1 roses, presented by her grand
and Mrs. Edith Weed received the daughter, Martha Sleeper, in ob
servance of her 48th wedding anni
consolation.
Mr and Mrs Harold Robinson versary.
celebrated their silver wedding an
niversary Sunday by holding open and Mrs. James Troup, became the
house. Many friends called to take bride October 23 of Robert E.
gifts and best wishes. Among the Pease, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
gifts was a purse of 41 silver dol Pease of North Appleton.
The
lars. Ice cream, cake and punch ; double ring ceremony was per
were served to the guest'. Those i formed by Rev. Melvin Dorr at the
from out of town attending the Baptist parsonage.
event were: Mrs. Bella Black, Lynn. } A reception followed at the home
Mass.; Frances Torrev and Nathan of the bride's parents.
iel Torrev Lowell. Mass.: Mr and
The bride wore a grey suit with
Mrs
Alden Cunningham
and black accessories and corsage of
family. Brewer: Mr. and Mrs Har- red roses and white sweet peas.
rv Clements. Waldo: Mr. and Mrs. 1 The couple was attended by Miss
Coleman Sheldon Mrs. Arvilla Rcb- . Margaret Troup, sister of the bride,
inson and Mrs. Lena Mank Bel and Vernon Pease, brother of the
fast; Mr. and Mrs. Merfland Jack- bridegroom. Miss Troup wore a
son. Thomaston; and Mrs. Wilma green suit with tan accessories and
Smith and Mrs Rita Connell of corsage of orange and bronze
Rockland
The Robinsons were chrysanthemums.
married in Belfast by Rev. William . Mrs. Pease graduated from Cam
Vaughn
den High School and lias been em
Mrs. Sidney Norton. Bay View ployed in the traffic department oi
street, is visiting in New York.
the New England Tel. & Tel., Bath.
Mrs. Harold Corthell and Mrs.
Mr. Pease attended Appleton
Kenneth Herrick are visiting Mr. schools and served 22 months in the
and Mrs. Raymond Mayhew in European Theatre of War.
Stamford, Conn.
They will make their home in
Sgt. DeWinter of the State North Appleton.
Highway Police Department talked i
to the grade children last week on
In Michigan a very successful
safety procedure in bicycle riding. Grange youth Conference has re
Sgt. De Winter had moving pic cently been held at the State Col
tures to illustrate his talk It has lege, with a comprehensive pro
been suggested that some eloquent gram. which brought young people
speaker call to the attention of the of the organization together from
high school students that their many different sections. Included
walking in the street, sometimes in the instruction schedule were
three and four abreast, instead of numerous recreational features and
on tlie sidewalk, does nothing for degree work was also demonstrat
the cause of highway safety.
ed. A fine banquet and entertain
ment program provided much en
Pease-Troup
Miss Agnes Troup, daughter of Mr. joyment, and the ccnierence came
to a reverent close by all the young
people attending a specially ar
ranged church service on Sunday.
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

1*1 2214

U s lnsp»red
and H's

tNURlMNNitNI'-

“We need $500 more to complete
our War Memorial, and we need it
veiy scon if we are to hold the
dedication as planned next Memo
rial Day.” These words by Mrs.
Priscilla Smith, chairman of the
War Memorial Committee, ex
pressed the anxiety of the group of
patriotic women who have worked
hard and long on this project.
Present plans call for the erection
of the Memorial on the lawn at
the Public Library
"Who will help?’’ asks Mrs
Smith in her quest for donations
which may be mailed to her at 160
Pleasant street or will be called
for if she is notified by telephone
at 1261-R. Some pledges have
been made in the past and not yet
| paid.
The committee is anxious
that these be paid at this time so
the work can proceed.
Additional donations to the World
War Memorial Fund Include:
Burpee Funeral Home ......... 55.00
Russell Funeral Home............ 5 00
Davis Funeral Home.............. 5.00
Bicknell Mfg. Co.................... 10.00
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith ...... 2.00
Miss Priscilla Smith................ 1.00
Mrs. Ada Small ............. ......... 1 00
Mrs. Betty Rogers ................ 1.00
Mrs. Francis Glayck .............. LOO
George F. Cummings ........... 100
Mr. and Mrs Harry Phillips .... 2.00
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Nelson 2.00
Gilbert’s Beauty Salon ......... 2.00
Charles W. Livingston Co..... 5.00
Leroy Gregory ....................... 1.00
Bluette Beauty Shop ............ 1.00
Mrs. Lillian McCurdy ............ 5.00
Leon White, Jr........................ 2.00
Mr. and Mrs. George Sleeper 2.00
Late donations to the Memorial
Marker Fund include:
Mr and Mrs Fred Blackington,
$5.Q0
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Bucklin.
LOO
Mrs. Nancy Alley.
5.00
Mrs. Sarah Rubenstein,
1 00
Bluette Beauty Shop
1 00
Mr. and Mrs. Leon White,
2.00
Mrs. Lillian McCurdy,
3.00
Mr. and Mrs. George Sleeper, 2 00

MATINICUS
Mrs Statie Philbrook and Mrs.
Ida Baker have been on the main
land on business.
Young Philip Bower has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chaney Rip
ley.
Mr and Mrs Wilmer Ames have
been recent Rockland business call
ers.
Mr. and. Mrs. Lavon Ames, Jr.,
and son Max have returned from a
visit with relatives on Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Ames and
son Kenneth, Jr were recent
guests of her parents on Vinal
haven.
Mrs. Mackie of St. George has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs
Edwin Ames.
Merrill Young cf Camden has
been spending a few days at his
home here.
Mrs. Madelyn Young went Thurs
day to Rockland on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young, Mr
and MTs. John Mitchell, Mr. and
Mrs Crosby Ames, and Mrs. Iola
Deshon spent the week-end in
Rockland
O. E. Huse of Kent s Hill visited
Mr. and Mrs. Chaney Ripley over
the week-end

Once the "Place of Skulls." Kumasi. West Africa, is to have a
$4,000,000 hospital.

v0UWANT STYLE?
YOU WANT COMFORT?
YOU WANT VALUE?
Here's the furnitune you’ve waited for a long
time.
Designed and made by KROEHLER. Fa
mous “Val-U-Rilt” construction gives years of
perfect comfort and satisfaction. Smart durable
fabrics.
COME IN TODAY

.

i tH Electric Ra°9e
L„d Cooks"’""

EASY PAYMENTS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Farnsworth Memorial Building

352 MAIN STREET,

SPRUCE HEAD

ROCKLAND, ME.

. i
AccurO’®econo’’1’60 •’'
THOMASTON RADIO
SALES & SERVICE
TELEPHONE THOMASTON 257

Col. and Mrs. S. L. Mains. Jr.,
are enroute to Florida in their mo
tor boat. They were accompanied
part way by Rev. A. J. Wilson who
will return home by train
Mr. and Mrs. David Post and
three sons spent the week-end in
Swans Island as guests of Mis.
Post’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. El
bridge Simmons.
Mrs. Marion Dow has returned to
Wakefield, Mass., after several days’
visit with Mrs. Edith Low.
Mrs. Callie Rackliff entertained
Sunday at her home, Mr. and Mrs.

>

>

h

ASTHMA

Don't let coughing, wheezing, recurring at
tacks of Bronchia) Asthma ruin sleep and
energy without trying MENDACO. which
works thru the blood to reach bronchial
tubes and lungs. Usually helps nature quickly
remove thick, sticky mucus. Thus alleviates
coughing and aids freer breathing and betteT
sleep. Get MENDACO from druggist. Satis*
faction or money back guaranteed.

GILBERT C. LAITE FUNERAL HOME
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN
DOROTHY 8. LAITE
ROBERT E. LAITE
TELEPHONE 8225
81-tf

The first insane man in Oregon
was Archibald Pelton, who was in
jured by Indians.

, chorlo.K.mpe'

MifMr lovo o/« laroft

V

1 Darryl Hickman
Una O’Connor

TODAY-WED.-THURS.
Encore Double Feature

land

«StKI

RUMS
In Technicolor
with o cast off 3,Q00

h Film Classics, Inc’
Also

Added

PETE SMITH SPECIALTY
NEWS — CARTOON
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

ELECTRIC RANGE

Many Styles, Colors, Materials to Select From

V

40,000 THRILLS

**

And your wash will not only be clean but it will be done faster and at
lets cost! The large tub does your work with fewer loads and less
electricity. Saves time and energy.
Come in and ask about the 8-POSITION DAMP DRIER. Also the
ONE-PIECE, ROLL-RIM, SELF-DRAINING TUB with STEAM
SEAL COVER...all Norge features.
The washer moves easily on FREERUNNING CASTERS . . . it’s
SIMPLE TO OPERATE. A dem
onstration is yours for the asking!

f

atacast
JVM MMCZ
w ' or

Complete Shows: 2.00 and 6.45
Four Feathers will be shown at
2.15 and 7.00
Drums will be shown at
4.05 and 8.50

As Low As $129.95

^rORE YOU BUY

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
ROY ROGERS AND TRIGGER

“NIGHTTIME
IN NEVADA”
COMING SUNDAY

“CANON CITY”

SaHEIHE
TELEPHONE 802

MAIN ST. HARDWARFCOI
PANT

-STOVES
. 44 I

-HOUSEWARES

MAIN ST

R.OCK LAND

PFf /i/f c

Tuesday-Friday
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The Odds and Ends of the Con
The Methebesec Club
gregational Church met Thursday
night with Mrs. Helen Leach, Mrs
Sue Nelson and Mrs. Sybil Orne
But the MacDonald Class Had
were assisting hostesses. The door
Members Felt Extreme In
prize fell to Mrs. Leach. The eve
Lots
Of
Fun
Out
Of
It
terest In Address By Rev.
ning was spent working on their
project lor the church fair and
Ernest 0. Kenyon
An eery but enjoyable evening
making stockings to be filled for
was experienced Friday night when
The Methebesec Club convened
Christmas. A Halloween lunch of
MacDonald Class of the First Bap
Oct. 29 at the home of Mrs. Blod
cider and doughnuts was served.
tist Church entertained their hus
The next meeting will be held Nov.
gett, Talbot avenue. The program
bands and friends at a Halloween
9 in the Ccngregational vestry.
event.
included a guest speaker, Rev. E
Present were: Mrs. Eleanor Was
The guests arrived at the church
O Kenyon who for an hour held
gatt, Mrs Corice Leach, Mrs Laura
to find the vestry well decorated
his audience enthralled in a re
Cummings. Mrs Sandra Heal. Mrs.
in keeping with the season and the
Marleana Smalley Mrs. Virginia
cital of some of the experiences of
social committee on hand to start
Preslopsky, Miss Hilma Bradstreet
ids vacati-n last Summer in Eng
the fun. The crowd first was di
Mrs. Eleanor Glover, Mrs. Sybil
vided into several groups and sent
land where he traveled as a Pil
Orne, Mrs. Jean Hcdgkins, Mrs.
on a scavenger hunt. Upon their
grim. net as a tourist.
Sue Nelson. Miss Mary Wasgatt,
return they feund more merriment
He made a vivid distinction be
Mrs. Florence Post Mrs. Mildred
in progress in form of bobbing for
tween the tourist who Is interested
Edwards. Mrs. Edith Billings, Mrs.
apples. This was followed with
chiefly in finding the curious and
Dorothy Stevens. MYs. Erleen Har
the bizarre in fcreign countries,
The total number of discharges ] games, ghost stories and group
den, Mrs Delia Lowell, Mrs Edna
singing.
and the Pilgrim whose chief in
Monteith, Mrs. Inez Harden, Mrs for the month of October was 159.
terest is in the Holy Shrines. In
Refreshments were served by the
Iva Ware Mrs. Dorothy Bird Mrs. This averages five a day.
this connection he suggested a re
KCOH
committee which included Mrs. Vir
Janet Dean and Mrs. Ann Karl.
Nov. 16 is the banquet celebrat ginia Stoddard, Mrs. Jeanette Bickreading of Chaucer’s Canterbury
ing
the
Diamond
Jubilee
of
Nursing.
Tales and contemplation of the
more
and
Mrs.
Marion
Goss.
Guests
The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Ware is chairman of the ban and members of the class present
different types of Pilgrims who
Memorial Baptist Church will meet Mrs.
and if you do not were Mr. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
made weary journeys to the Holyat the home of Mrs. Harry Chase. quet committee
a notice, contact her by Donald. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Ar
Sepulcher in Jerusalem: Pilgrim
—Photo by Cullen
Brewster street. Wednesday night. receive
gyle, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. James W. Emery of l.imerock street who observed their ages which were conducted from
Mrs. Maggie Farnham will be as phone.
—KCOH
timp to time for 239 years and tn
and Mrs. Charles Grant. Mr and
Golden Wedding anniversary on Saturday.
sisting hostess.
Oct. 29 was the Halloween party Mrs. Kent Stanley. Mr. and Mrs.
which at least 2090.9C9 people set
The
home
of
Mi
and
Mrs.
The
honored
couple
cut
the
first
There will be an all day sewing for the Hospital. The basement of Jason Thurstcn, Mr. and Mrs. Clif James W Emery. 230 limerock piece in the traditional manner. out from Europe.
Father Kenyon’s greatest Interest
for the Methodist Fair on Thurs the Nurses' Home was appropriately ford Gardner. Mr. and Mrs. Millard street, was the scene of a festivi Mrs. Ruth Bunker continued the
day at the heme oi Mrs. Dorethy decorated with all kinds of crepe Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pen affair Saturday af(emocn and eve erving with Mrs. Dorothy Robarts was in "The Shrine of Our Lady of
Walslngham," in England, where a
paper figures. “A Black Ghost’’ met dleton, Mr and Mrs. Willis Stahl,
Rich, Old County road.
the guests at the front door. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Burton Bickmore, Mr ning, where they kept open house at the punch bowl. Mrs. Cynthia tiny shrine, 12x24 feet was erected
for
their
goden
wedding.
A
large
Wass
had
charge
ct
the
guest
book.
in
1951 from specifications given in
Mrs. H. J. Weisman is in South Etta Anderson was in charge of the and Mrs. Richard Stoddard. Mr. and group of friends and relatives Capt. Mary S. Emery Mrs. Alice
Portland visiting her sister. Mrs. "Witch’s Chamber’' and told stories Mrs. Donald Goss, Mr. and Mrs. called to offer congratulations and Gray, and Mrs. Richard Emery a visionary appearance of the Vir
gin to the wife of Edward the Con
in keeping by the light of John MacPherson III, Mrs, Marjorie
Avery Blake.
a Jack o’ Lantern. Mr. Anderson Blackman. Dr. Luther Bickmore, best wishes for the prospective trip vere hostesses. Mrs. Carl Hilton fessor.
(o California. Many cards and ind Mrs. Thecdore Sylvester asThis shrine and its Holy well
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dimick. Sr., ; son played the piano and led the Mrs. Doris Stanley. Mrs. Margaret gifts were received.
;isted in serving.
were destroyed at the time of the
son Walter Dimick. Jr. daughter singing. Mr. Thurston of Union Dow, Mrs. Eleanor Ames, Mrs. FlorMrs.
Alice
Gray,
their
daughter,
Relatives
present
from
out
of
Mrs. Sidney Radcliffe. Mr. Rad loaned a small wooden barrel for ence Young and Miss Charlotte sang a number of clri favoriti •own: Mrs Preston Gray. Mr and Reformation and were forgotten for
393 years until in excavations, the
cliffe and daughter Carolyn, have the cider. The refreshments con Cook.
songs. In the evening. Misse; Mrs. Fester Ellis. Jr., and daugh foundation was discovered and in
returned home after a week’s visit sisted of cider, homemade dough
Gladys
and
Mary
Telman
sang
ter
Faye
of
Orrington:
Mrs.
Stan

terest was renewed 4n its miracles.
with Mr. and Mrs Michael Dobson nuts, apples and candy.
with guitar acompaniment, "Fifty ley Cranker and daughter. Bonnie
Its history had been preserved In
- KCOH
and daughters. Patricia and Eileen
Years
Ago
Today,
”
words
and
mu

Sue
cf
Albany.
N.
Y.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the writings of Erasmus who had
Miss Camille Livingstone began
in Philadelphia.
sic
by
Gladys
Tolman
Milton
Robarts
of
Dorchester,
visited
the shrine on two different
her vacation Sunday. Part of the Local Girls Eagerly Partici Bouquets of golden chrysanthe Ma'S.; Mrs. Lyndon Bunker, Alli
occasions and felt its miraculous
Sonia, daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. time she plans a "hunting trip,” the
mums and arrangements of Aulumr, son Bunker, of Cranberry Isle: Mr power. Eighty years ago it was
pating—A Public In
Merle Dobbins entertained at a balance she will spend with her
foliage decorated the rooms.
and Mrs. Carl Hilton and daugh ; restored by the devout and has be
Halloween party at her home on family at Oakland. Maine.
vitation
The anniversary table was beau ter Diane of Bremen. Miss Mary come on» of the greatest of the de
KCOH Waldo avenue Friday night
The
tifully
arranged
with
organdy
table

"mery Owls Head: Mrs. LeSunday found the patients’ trays
dining rocm and sunporch were at
Girl Scout Week is being ob- cloth, gold-yellow candles in oy Tolman. Misses Gladys, Mary, votional shrines of our day The
deccrated
with
the
colorful
Hal

tractively deccrated in Halloween
i served this week in countries all crystal holders flanked the three and Josephine Telman of Rcckville, beauty cf its altar, the jewels and
features. The table was cleverly loween napkins, place cards and over the world. Local Girl Scouts tiered appropriately deccrated wed and Mrs Cynthia Wass of Glen gifts of its beneficiaries, and its
value as a pi'grimage for both
decorated w ith witches, black cats, paper cups, filled with yellow joined the million others Sun ding cake.
Cove.
tourists and pilgrim* can scarcely
scarecrows, pumpkins, goblins, and candies.
day by attending church servbe understood except as described
KCOH
favors. The tablecloth and napkins
i ices in honor of the anniversary of
Carolyn Chisholm, relief opera the birth of Mrs. Juliette Low, troops over the Nation cn their ■ you from sending them, since cne in words of the devout who have
were in the spirit of Halloween.
worshipped at the feet of its Ma
Games were enjoyed, especially (he tor at the switchboard during the founder of the Girl Scout move project called "Clothes for Friend f the most loyal supporters of Girt donna
.
one that never grows old—post week-ends, has been ill during the ment In the United States.
ship ’’ This work is being carrit d Scouting in Rockland has offered
Father Kenyon displayed several
office. Sandw’iches cookies, candy, past week We are all glad to know
Ten Catholic Girt Scouts attend cn by all Girl Scouts to make the services of his cleaning estab- relics
of his travels and in response
corn-cakes, pooccrn and punch she Is feel’ng better again.
ed Mass with Mrs. Philip Grispi, "Warm Friends" in Europe The J lishment. free of charge, in order
questions told something of the
were served. Mrs Dobbins was as
j a member of the Rockland Council Girl Scout erganizafion has pledged that we may .-end Clothing Kits in to
pitiful conditions in England as a
the best possible condition
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at of Girl Scouts. Rev. Father George
sisted in serving bv Mrs Marie
of 109 039 clothing kits to
Ai the ccnclusicn of this project result of the damages of war. still
Hickev and Mrs Maude Tibbetts. 2.39 p. m.. with Miss Ada Young. W Goudreau, curate of St. Ber abe total
sent to Europe by Dec. 1. 1948, a list of troops and leaders who apparent, and of the privations of
Costume prizes were won by David This is the first meeting of the nard’s Catholic Church, based and we have absolute faith in the
Deshon and Nancy Packard. Sonia’s new season with roll call, collection > his sermon cn Girl Scouting. The abilities of cur Girl Scout-, leaders, j have completed kits will be fur- the people, still endured in the ra
Reports on the girls took communion in a body. troop committees and councils n i tiished the local papers so that you tioning of both food and clothing.
guests were Patty Pease, Alice of annual dues.
He most feelinglv expressed as
i may see tlie progress we have made
Chaples, Edward Sleeper. Ann State Convention will be given by Mrs. Stella Ellingwood and Hrs. carry through this project
Our
His opinion the fact that while we
Kraut
Dcnna Hickey, Freddy delegates who attended (he sessions [ Tillie Anastasio were present with local goal is at least two kits per here in Rockland on this work
in
America have immigrants from
If any of you who read this ar
Goodnow. Daine Spurting. Austin in Bath. Mrs. Clara Emery will Mrs. Grispi.
trcop, and we are happy to report,
country of Europe and have
Sylvester. David Deshon. Jerry Sil be 'presiding for the last time be
Tlie Protestant Girl Scouts that one trcop has fulfilled its ticle are interested in aiding in any every
vester. Nancy Packard. Patty Bil fore leaving for an extended visit attended church services with their quota, and two ethers have their way this most worthwhile project received benefits from all, it is to
influence and example
lings. Donna Sylvester, Judith Hud in California.
leader- al the Universalist Church. kits ready to be mailed. Other please contact the Clothing Kit England's
Chairman. Mrs. Barbara Griffith, that we owe our heritage of all
son and John Bird
Dr. John Smith Lowe, minister or willing troops have mailed one kit Tel
that is good In our way of life,
1569
Miss Loretla Rogers has returned the church, conducted his services and are hop’ng to complete an
manners and morals, laws and cus
Anita ’Berliawsky and Lillian Ne- from San Diego, Calif.
in recognition cf Girl Scout Week. other. Now is the time when the
toms
Other countries have made
velson who have been spending the
TOO LAIE TO CLASSIFY
One hundred Girl Scouts and lead friends of Girl Scouts in Rockland
minor contributions but wP owe all
Summer in England. France, and
Mr. and Mrs Milton V. Rollins ers were present.
can lend a hand on this project.
THREE niece
winter suit, for sale: loyalty to England. Father Kenyon
Italy, are expected in New York and Mrs. and Mrs. Hilton Ames
Another very important aspect of If you have any clothing your- chil
2. and a white fur bonnet and gave us a most inspiring and
the coming week.
motored to Boston last Wednesday Girl Scout Week this year is the dren have outgrown that is clean, size
muff. TEL. 62 M
88-lt thought prevoking afternoon, the
where the Ames stopped at Hotel continued work being done by and with plenty cf war left in it.
kind of program most desirable in
PHOTO
GREETING
CARDS
made
Mrs Donald Porter and son Touraine and the Rollinses con
Please call a leader or a Girl Scout
your own snapshots. This year club activities
Wayne have returned to Brewer tinued on to Hartford. Conn. In i Rockland Girl Scout Council will and let that article have an op from
•end Holiday Greeting Cards with a
after spending a wpek with her that city they attended the Region meet in the scout room at Com portunity to 'keep seme shivering MODERN
PERSONAL touch that your
MRS. ELLA GRIMES
ni rents. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford al reception given by the Grand munity Building, Thursday. Nov. 4 child warm.
f lends will admire and long remember
Mrs. Ella 'Palmer) Grimes. 89.
the Photo Greeting kind. Attrac'ive
Blood
Lodge of Connecticut for Hon at 8 p. m.
Articles of clothing tr fit any —
new designs, priced co reasonable that widow of Andrew J. Grimes, died
Frederick L. Phelps, Sovereign
child from an infant un to 14 years even the youngsters can plan their own Friday at her Masonic street home
Mr. and Mrs. H Nelson McDoug Grand Master of the World. The
The Rubinstein Club meets in the of agp will be gladly accepted. photo greetings. Envelopes Included following a brief illness. Sendees
all of Portland were week-end Rollins were guests of fhe Grand Universalist vestry Friday night at Some heavy items, such as snnw- with all card? Send today for sample were conducted Sunday afternoon
EASTERN ILLUSTRATING &
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Mc Lodge at the Hotel Bond. They 8 o’clock. The Schumann Club of suita or coats need to be cleaned card
PUBLISHING CO. Belfast. Maine. Box at the Burpee Funeral Home. Har
Loon.
joined the Ames in Boston on Bangor will present the program. before mailing. Don't let that stop 33. CG
88-93 old Spear of the First Church of
Thursday, attending the Rodeo at Mrs. Adah Roberts and Mrs. Esther
Christ officiating. The bearers were
Mrs Mary Heino who has been the Boston Gardens. Saturday thev Goldberg are co-chairmen of the
Albert T. Thurston. Gilman Seaconfined to her home by illness is continued their journey to Port refreshments and decorations.
bury, Lloyd Daniels and Almon P
much improved.
Richardson.
land. the Ames returning home by
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Richardson
Deceased was born in Rockland
bus. and Mr and Mrs. Rollins going
The Woman's Society of Chris on to Skowhegan where they at were in Bath Sunday, guests of Rev.
Sept. 13. 1859. daughter of the late
tian Service of the Pratt Memorial tended Saturday night a reception 1 and Mrs. Curtis L. Stanley.
Greenleaf W. and Elizabeth Pal
Methodist Church will hold a re
Open All Da.v Wednesda
mer. She was educated in the
honor of William Hunter Thom
Miss Betty Crozier, Miss Betty
ception on Wednesday evening. in
Rockland schools supplementing
son. Grand Master of the Grand Bickford. Miss Dorothy Curtis, Miss
Nov. 10, at 8 p. m., honoring Mrs. Lodge
this by several years studying music
of Maine Mr. Rollins is Eunice Pettis and Miss Ruth Clark
6-WAY
H. V. Tweedie. president of the Grand Patriarch
in Boston. She was married to
of the Grand En were in Castine Saturday night to
Mainp Conference Woman’s Society
Andrew J. Grimes of Peoria. Ill.,
attend a banquet and dance at the
of Christian Service All the Con campment of Maine.
and following his passing returned
Maine
Maritime
Academy.
ference officers have been invited
to her native Rockland, dividing
The Shakesnearr Society met with
and many of them will be present. Mrs.
BRONZE K4SE.
her time between this city. Cres
Edith Bird last evening with
Mrs. Henry Clifford of Stalen
Invitations have been sent through 25 members
cent
Beach. Boston and Florida.
present. Mrs. Ella
the presidents to all local societies Gatcombe gave a paper, “A Char Island. N. Y is visiting her daugh
Mrs. Grimes was a great traveler
ter.
Mrs.
Robert
Gifford.
Old
Coun

of the W.SC.S. of the State All acter Sketch of Margaret and Eli
and had made several trips over
of Mrs. Tweedie's friends in Rock nor.” Act III of the second part ty road, making the trip to see her
seas covering not only Europe but
new
granddaughter.
Gloria
Jean.
land are cordially invited.
Asia and Africa.
, of Henry the Sixth was read with
Shades $1.98
She Is survived by a nephew, Ar
Children's All Wool Slacks. $4.96 the following participating: King Mrs. R. K. Barter and Mr. and Mrs.
thur P. Haines, and a niece, Mrs.
and $595.
Children's Specialty Henry the Sixth. Mrs. Irene Moran: Gordon Richardson of Stonington
Albert C. McLoon.
Shop, 375 Main Street.
88-89 Humphrey. Miss Mabel Snow: Car were in this city recently, visiting
dinal Beaufort.. Mrs. Leola Wiggin. briefly with Mr. Richardson's par
Girl Scout troop No. 4 held a Hal
Duke of York. Mrs. Edith Bird: ents. Mr. and Mrs. John M .Rich
loween party Friday night in the
Duke of Somerset. Mrs. Emily ardson
HOME AND OFFICE
scout room at the Community
Stevens: Duke of Suffolks, Mrs.
Just Received Big Shipment of
Building. Mrs. Thelma Small, lead
Ella Gatcombe: Duke of Buck
Corduroy
in
Pinwale
and
Sheercord.
er. and Mrs. Lucy Stewart, assist
ingham. Mrs. Helen Orne: Lord
All
colors.
The
Remnant
Shoppe
ant leader, were in charge assisted
I am prepared to clean, paint Clifford.
Miss Mabel Spring;
by Mrs. Pauline Talbot of the Troop
and renovate homes, offices or Young Clifford. Miss Ellen Cochran;
committee. The girls were all In
business establishments, large or Earl of Salisbury, Mrs. Eleanor
costume with Marion Talbot and
small, at a moderate expense.
Wasgatt; Earl of Warwick. Miss
Janet Stewart winning the prizes
Expert, careful, considerate Katherine Veazie; lord Scales. Miss
for the best costumes and Delores
workmanship. modern equip Alice Erskine Vaux. Mrs. Nettie
Galiano for the funniest. Mrs. Tal
ment
Linoleums and floors Bird Frost ; Volingbrooke, Mrs. Dora
bot won a lollypop for dropping the
washed and waxed electrically.
Bird; Queen Margaret, Miss Ruth
most beans in a milk bottle. Bob
Rogers: The Commons, Mrs. Gladys
bing apples and the game of musi
Burns: First Murderer, Mrs. Caro
cal chairs were the most popular
TEL. 1423,
ROCKLAND lyn Sleeper: Second Murderer, Miss
The room was decorated in Hallo
88-T-96tf Ellen Cochran: Messenger. Mrs.
ween colors and favors by the
Leonora Gifford.
scouts
Refreshments were fur
nished by tlie troop committee. Mrs
Elizabeth Post. Mrs. Pauline Hutch
inson, Mrs. Marion Fickett and
Mrs. Talbot. Mrs. Small made a
Halloween cake with fortunes in
cluded for each girl. Scouts pres
ent were: Mildred Copeland. Judith
Staples. Marion Talbot. Janice
"ONE WEEK ONLY”
Fickett, Phyllis Robinson. Sonia
Formerly
$8.50
Curry, Sylvia Treneer, Janice
...... yard $1.50
PERMANENTS
100% WOOL CHECKS, 60" wide
Hutchinson. Nancy Post, Janet
All Prices
vard 1.75
CREPE-RACK SATIN, 42" wide
Stewart, Gloria Shafter, Delores
yard 2.39
100% WOOL COVERTS and SUEDES
Galiano and Joan Williams.
$5.00,
$6.50,
$7.50
up
....... yard 2.50
100% WOOL PLAIDS, 58" wide
vard 375
WOOL GABARDINE, 60” wide
COLD WAVES
yard 2.00
BENGALINE f^ILLES, 46" wide
$7.50,
$10., $15.
PLAID TAFFETAS, 42" wide ............................ ...... yard 1.35
FINGERWAVE
...... yard 1.29
ROMAINE CREPF.S. 45" wide
yard 1.40
PART WOOL FLANNELS. 45” wide
with Shampoo
MAGITEX RAYONS (all colors)
................ ...... yard .98
$1.00
Metal, Brass or Maple Wood
3 yards 1.09
PRINTED PERCALES, regular 59c
SCALP TREATMENTS
yard .50
PLAID GINGHAMS ..................................................
THIS COUPON
yard .40
PRINTED PLISSE .............................................
$2.50
3 yards 1.00
36" WHITE FLANNEL ..............
Al
AND
MANICURES
3 yards 1.00
40" BEDFORD SHEETING .................................
Plus
75c
.59
yard
LININGS (a!! colors) ........................................
6c Tax
Many other items too numerous to mention. Come in and
See the Amazing Prices!
Entitles Ton To a
Crystal, China or Brass

An Eery Affair

Social Matters
The Rockland Hearing Society
will hold its first meeting of the
season Thursday afterncon at 2.39.
The meeting will be held at the
home of Mrs. Nathan Witham,
The Universalist Mission Circle I Suffolk street
meets Wednesday in the vestry at I Rebekah Circle will serve supper
2.39 The guest speaker will be at 6.15 tonight. Members not so
Maj. Blaid; hostesses. Mrs. Irene licited are urgently requested to
Walker, Mrs. Elizabeth Flanders, take sweets.
Mrs. Gladys Heistad. Mrs Kathe
rine Veazie, Miss Maud Hupper. [ Mrs. Maude Smith and Mrs. Ella
Miss Therese Smith. Mrs Ethel Barnhart returned to St. Augustine.
Mowry, Mrs. Ella Bird and Mrs. Fla, ' last Thursday following a
Gould.
/
visit in Rockland as guests of Mrs
daughter. Mrs. Robert C
Mrs. Velma Marsh, president of Smith's
(the Past President Asscciation. Burns, Old County road.
called a short business meeting to
The Albert B. Newbert Associa
plan for the annual banquet to be tion will meet Thursday at Masonic
held in Hotel (Rockland, Nov 19 Temple. Members please' note
Election of officers and entertain change of date. The housekeepers
ment are planned. Mrs Millie will be Mrs. Maude Blodgett. Mrs.
Thomas gave interesting remarks Grace Daniels. Mrs Gertrude Payand a report of the financial son and Mrs. Ada Koster. Members
standing of the Corps. The next are to bring dishes and prizes.
meeting will be held Nov 11 and
Mrs. Myra Watts will serve the
Following a trip through the
supper Members of the Corps who White Mbuntains Mr and Mrs.
remember the date and meet in George Avery were guests of Miss
G.AJR hall, will feel well repaid I aura Small of Western Prom
for their loyalty.
enade Portland, and the Kenneth
»
.
Mr and Mrs Raymond C. Perrv I Ogdens at Falmouth Foreside
and daughters. Evelyn and Sandra,
Mrs. Robert C Burns entertained
returned Sunday from a week's mo at a dessert bridge on Wednesday,
tor trip to upper New York State. I honoring
her mother Mrs. Maude
They were accompanied as far as ! Smith and Mrs. Ella Barnhart of
Lennox, Mass, bv Mrs Perry's par St. Augustine. Fla Prizes in con
ents. Mr and Mrs. J. W Regnier tract were wen by Mrs. A. D
of Camden who visited relatives Morey. Mrs. Edwin Webber and
there. On the return trip the Mrs Allan J. Murray with Mrs.
Perrys were rejoined by the Reg- Morey also winning the traveling
niers and the whole party enioved prize. Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Barn
a trip home through the White hart received guest prizes. The
Mountains.
j guests were Mrs. Harold Smith.
Mrs Edwin Webber. Mrs Samuel
Mrs. Nellie Orff. Mrs Barbara Gamache. Mrs. A D Morey, Mrs.
Crute and Mrs Helen Maxcv re- Allan J. Murray, Mrs. John Pome
’ turned yesterday to their duties at roy Mrs. Maude Smith and Mrs
Senter Crane’s following a vaca Ella Barnhart.
tion.
Mr. and Mrs Rhama E, Philbrick
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Miller have returned frem Montreal
have returned from a week's visit where thev visited Mrs Philbrick’s
in Boston. Wednesday they were mother, Mrs E M Melhman,
Joined by their children Edward
and Arlene and ail attended the
Mrs Rcland Smith 'Edith JackRodeo at the Boston Gardens.
son) was honor guest at a surprise
miscellaneous bridal shower, given
Mrs. Ralnh Pinkham and Mrs. Thursday night by Mrs. Donald
Maurice Pitts scent the week-end Teele at her heme on Frederick
in Boston at the Manger Hotel street. The gifts were cleverly con
Saturday night they attended the cealed through the unique, use of
'World Champion Rodeo at the a pink shewer curtain suspended on
Boston Gardens.
a hoop attached to the chandelier
the dining room and concealing
Miss Jane Perry and Miss Joan in
huge box decorated in pink and
Wtthington. students at Colby Col awhite
paper and filled witli
lege. attended the Colby-Amherst lovely crepe
gifts. Buffet lunch was
game recently in Amherst. Mass. served by
Mrs
assisted by
They were week-end guests of Miss Mrs Berniece Terle.
Jackson. Invited
Withington's parents. Prof and guests were: Mrs.
Pauline Talbot,
Mrs Withington of Smith College Mrs Georgia Mahonen.
Flo
at Northampton. Ma's. They re rina Ferrero. Miss OctaviaMiss
Ferrero,
turned to Colby with President and Mrs. Rachel Winchenbaugh
Mrs.
Mks. Julius S. Bixler who were al Audrey Teele. Mrs. Margaret Win

so week-end guests of the With- chenbaugh.
Mrs Lucille Raymond.
ing tens.
Mrs. Corinne Edwards, Mrs. Phyllis
• Mirs. Frank Newbert will enter- Kaler. Mrs Clara Curtis. Mrs Vera
'tain E.F.A Club Wednesday after Miller. Mrs. Harriet Barbour Mrs.
noon at her home on Ma'onic Ada Watts. Mrs. Helena Ramsdell,
Mrs. Flora Jamieson. Mrs Eliza
street
beth Mitchell. Mrs Ruth Teele,
Order your Christmas cards now Mrs. Margaret Watts. Mrs Marie
—handsome boxed cards and en Rackliffe Mrs. Emma Dick. Mrs
velopes $2.50 per 25. your name Harriet Haskell. Mrs
Mildred
beautifully printed, card* readv for Teele Mrs. Kathleen Hamalalnen.
mailing. Phene 779. The Ccurier- Mrs. Evelvn Crockett, Mrs Evelvn
Gazette. We'll do the rest, and Bartlett. Mrs. Phyllis Norton. Mrs.
promptly
88 96 Mary Wellman. Mrs. Flora Crockett.
Mrs Mabel Farnham. Mrs. Jane
Crouse Miss Marguerite Landers,
Miss Harriet Rankin. Mrs. Georgia
Moody. Mrs. Muriel Drinkwater
Mrs Alice Hassell. Mrs. Palmina
DiNapoli. Mrs Dorothy Baxter.
Mrs. Margaret Kenniston, Mrs.
of colds. Rub VapoRub Priscilla Crockett Miss Harriet
on throat...chest. Melt
Grover. Dottle Teele and Allie Lou
some in mouth, too! W VapoRub Mahonen.
Please phone 1044 or 1593, Mrs. Mil
dred Richardson, for parties, weddings,
guests and social events of all types
The earlier a<i Item is phoned oi
mailed In, the more readily it appears
In print

Sore
Throat

\ZImIxw

HAPPY ABOUT IT

Girl Scout Week

FLOOR LAMPS

ESTES MUSIC SERVICE
COIN OPERATED PHONOGRAPHS
FOR

RESTAURANTS, LOUNGES, LUNCH ROOMS
No Investment Needed
100 TALBOT AVENUE
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
TEL. 1539 R
' Authorized WURL1TZER Dealer"
88-89

♦

BRIDGE LAMPS

$8.50

Cleaning Service

STUDENT LAMPS

STYLE
Goes To Your Head

$11.50

LOUIS BOSSE

BED LAMPS

SEW AND SAVE!
Biggest Fabric Sale Ever!

TABLE LAMPS

$6.50

Hurricane Lamps
$3.50 to $9.50
PIN-UP LAMPS

“II our car comes in first, I want you to help me celebrate.
But I’ll have to have a hair-cut first. Let's stop by AL’S
HAIRDRESSING SALON.”

PERMANENT WAVES $5.00 AND UP
It may be a Cold Wave or Remote Control Permanent, what
ever Is best fitted to your type of hair.

AL'S HA IRDRESSING SAL ON.
BARBER SHOP
-

026

284-206 MAIN ST.

RoCKLAND.Me .

THE REMNANT SHOPPE
200 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

OPFN EVFNINGS

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON

Helen Oldls Knight, Prop.
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
PHONE 142
78-T-M

BOUDOIR LAMPS

SENTER*

CRANE'S

29c

Dollar Bottle ot Leloup
PERFUMES
VARIOUS ODORS
LIMITED TIME ONLY

■ - inniarri

A

Tu^sSay-FriaaV
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Tour Of Farms

Won Prizes on Spook Night

Notable Flower Show

Showing Results Of Soil
Conservation In Knox
and Lincoln

Wonderful Display Of Chry
santhemums io Be Seen
in Boston

The Kncrr-Llnroin Soil Conserva
tlon District held a tour last week
to view some of the conservation
work that has been established on
District co-operators’ farms.
At each farm the conservation
plans were discussed for that par
ticular farm, which included the
soils map, revised land use map,
and the recommendations made for
each field. These plans are made to
fit the particular farm and pre
pared to conserve soil and moisture
and put every acre to Its best use.
The first stop was at Schuyler
Hawes’ farm. Onion. Thq farm
pond constructed last year was in
spected. ‘It developed that the pond
was invaluable to Mr. Hawes this
year. During past seasons, he had
to haul water for the stock and
other uses, but this year the pend
filled all the required needs. At
present there ts about ten feet of
water in the pond. It is planned to
stock the pond with trout in the
very near future.
Contour strip cropping was also
observed on this same farm. The
com had been planted around the
hill with the sod strips in between.
A ditch had been blasted for drain
age on this same farm at a cost of
$40 for the dynamite and caps. The
ditch is about 500 feet in length.
The next stop was at Ray Thurston's, Union, where a waterwayhad been constructed with a bull
dozer last Pall. The area in the
Immediate vicinity was much dryer
this Spring than ever before, due
mainly to the uniform grade to
allow free drainage.
A short time was spent at Charles
Kigel's farm, Warren. Mr. Klgel has
recently completed the construction
of a farm pond and relocated his
farm road to cross the top of the
dam. the top being 14 feet in width.
This has lessened the grade of the
road considerably.
Plans have
been made for stocking with fish
and planting a shrub border around
the pond.
The next stop at the Maine State
Prison farm, Thomaston, to see a
pond under construction was omit
ted because of lack of time. Never
theless, Mr. Irvine, farm manager,
and his men, have done a fine job
on the concrete outlet and grading
of the dam. This pond will serve
for irrigation and fire protection
Roy Brown of Nobleboro has
cleared pastures for several seasons,
which were looked over. Much con
cern was felt by the farmers that
the land had to be left bare over
Winter and be subject to erosion.
However, they did feel that the
stonewall alone would act as a di
version for the runoff and lessen
the erosion considerably.
At Fred Wilkinson’s farm. Damarlscotta Mills an exceUent job in
pa ing an outlet was completed,
and which demonstrated conclu
sively how to lead water over erodlble areas.
Orla Johnston’s farm, Jefferson,
was visited next where drainage was
the big problem. This was a good
demonstration on how to Improve
field drainage and the proper care
of waterways after they are con
structed. Mr. Johnston plans to
have more drainage work done tills
Pali. The last stop was at Ernest
Smith’s, Jefferson, to view a drain
age .fitch that had been blasted
two years ago. The ditch was very
well healed over and doing the job.
The Supervisors and farmers at
tending expressed themselves as be
ing very’ well pleased with the tour

Flaming with the robust colors
of the final flowers of the year.
America’s best chrysanthemums go
on parade at Horticultural Hall,
Nov 4. 5, 6 and 7 at the annual
Autumn Flower Show of the Mas
sachusetts Horticultural Society.
The whole country as well as Ca
nada sends Its best blooms to thLs
oldest consecutive show in the
United States. Flowers come by
truck from all lecal greenhouses
and conservatories and by train
and plane from ' noted growers
thousands of miles away.
As a feature of the show. Arno
H. Nehrling, director of exhibitions,
has arranged for one great chrysan
themum garden to fill the lower
portion of the main hall. Flank
ing this garden will be four other
Autumn gardens, featuring chrys
anthemums. In addition, a second
large hull will be filled with a com
plete display of chrysanthemums of
all sizes and types.
There will be tiny buttons small

The Girl Mariners met in the
Community Building, October 25,
with Mrs. Mary Whitney and Mrs
Virginia Sweeney in charge. Mrs.
Mildred Crie, commissioner was al
so present. Adin Whitney and
James Bartlett instructed the girls
in tying knots. The next meeting
will toe held Monday, Nov. 8 in the
Community Building. The mem
bership to date includes: Gloria
Bohn, Alice Crie, Sylvia Davis,
Charlotte Dean, Barbara Ilvonen.
Jeannine beach, 'Beverly Manning.
Christine Naum. Christine Roberts,
Amanda an<i Ruth Tootill Mary
and Betty Wotton, Dorothy Woti ii
Geraldine
Mahar. Marie
Whalen, Elizabeth Carr, Betty
Griffith, Stephany Lindquist, Caro
lyn Harriman, Eunice Pettis, Reta
Hammcnd Lucille Tyler, Dea Per
ry, Ruth Mahoney, Jo-Ann Champ,
lin Elisabeth Herrick and Norene
Bartlett.
,
• • • •
Brownie Troop No 8 held its
fourth meeting Tuesday, Oct. 26,
in the Farnsworth Memorial with
14 Brownies and one guest present.
After the meeting adjourned the
troop went to the Central Fire
Station where they were warmly
welcomed by Chief Russell and his
men who like nothing better than
to have young people interested in
the department and its work.
All of the functions of the fire
fighters were explained and demonstrated to the girls who took spe
cial Interest in watching fhe speed
with which the firemen slid down
the pole The Scouts were allowed
to man the trucks and even given
the great thrill of blowing the
powerful siren. The troop left
thorough admirers of the red wagons end th? men who run them
and extended the warmest appre
ciation to Chief Russell and his
courteous crew.

er than a dime.
There will be
TENANT’S HARBOR
those great shaggy heads which
Mr and Mrs Thomas Calderwill nearly fill a bushel basket.
have 'returned after a month’s
There will be the standard decora wood
tive pompon, exhibition and ane visit with relatives in Onecc, Conn.
The sympathy cf the community
mone types and. in addition to the
exotic spoon and spider typer de sees to Mr and Mrs. Waiter Gupveloped thousands of yearr ago in tiii > Barbara Morris) in the loss of
the Orient. The gamut of color will their infant daughter Patricia
Wayne Smith, son of Mr. and
dp equally striking, ranging from
Ihe familiar yellows up Io reds and |Mrs. Calvin Smith, is recovering
bronzes and down to some which i from a broken wrist, suffered in a
are purple.
I fall from his bicycle.
In addition, the Show will pre
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen, ac
sent in the two other halls, dis companied by Mr. and Mrs. Her
plays of evergreens, berried shrubs bert Hawkins of Kittery, visited in
and plants; cut, berried and dried Boston, recently.
plant material; gourds, herbs and
Mr. and Mrs. James Cant, Jr., of
Christmas decorations.
Philadelphia, formerly of this town,
A special feature will be a series are receiving congratulations on the
of Thanksgiving and dried flower birth of a daughter. Linda.
arrangements staged by thp Asso
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wiley
ciated flower Arrangers of Massa and daughter of Bangor are guests
chusetts under the direction of of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Errol
Mrs Arthur P. Teele.
! Wllev.
For chrysanthemum specialists,
Henry Cant of Whitinsville,
as well as for everyone who likes Mass., ’is guest of his parents. Mr
fo see what is new in flowers, there and Mrs James Cant.
will be displays of new varieties of
Mrs Albert Elwell and daughter
mums placed on exhibition for the Elizabeth and Mrs. Rose Hall of
first time in public. These flowers Orff’s Corner, Waldoboro, were
repres-' n* many years of work by guests Saturday of Mrs. Henry Altheir breeders.
They make their , len.
debut at Boston in expectation of
certificates by the Society—the , The blocd corpuscles in moat
most cherished awards in America. mammals are like those of man.

Savin’s, Inc., ONE DAY ONLY, Wei, Nov. 3
—Photo by Cullen,
Winners in the Halloween costume contest at the Community Building Saturday night. Front row,
Joan Searlott, first place in the girls’ division; Earl McAuliffe, first place in the boys' division; Douglas Powell, tie for second in the boys' division. Back row, Donald and David Gregory, tie for second in the Boys'
contest; Sandra Strickland and Patricia Sweeney, tied for second in the girls’ division.

Upwards of 800 youngsters enjoyed to the fullest the big Community Building Halloween party,
®aturda}
UIlder the direction
Mike CiRenzo and the sponsorship of several of the city civic organlzatlons which are financing the
program this year.
The hall was divided into two
sections, one for dancing by the
elder group and the others with
booths with all manner of games
for the smaller ones and the re
freshment ,,booths,
both of which
,
WP^,nXcee^n?
“,^r'M*Aul‘"f’
Jr;' ?
’nad<1 a hit
th®
the
r"st,un‘“. contest andemerged first
place
pla‘p winner
W!nn('r into
into the
the boy’s' division
dJrt,1<>n
with his Mammy" Costume. Pre
sented with a regulation football,

The Leaders' Association of the
Girl Scouts met in the Community
Building. October 26. The guest,
speaker. Mrs Kinney of St. George,
talked about the Basle leadership
course that she took al Camp
Edith Macy in New York last Rummrr. Mrs Leona Whitehlll and
Mrs Marguerite Marsh will be Ir
charge of the next meeting Rp‘.‘
freshments were served.
• • • •
Girl Scout Troop 9 will meet to Troop 11 at a Halloween party
with the leader. Mrs. Sylvester, at Thursday in the basement at the
6 o’clock ^sday, instead cf hotne of M
Harold Halli
Tuesday. at the Eoiscopal Church. Oliver strwt
The basement
_
. __
, decorated in Halloween novelties
Brownie fro^No. 7 held a Hal- includlng cats witches and skele.
eween party Friday’ a ternoon at tons Thp lcng lab]p had
largp
Olivera's treet. witl^Mrs
^fom
Phillips, leader and Mrs. Joyce dfPDump^ There was a hugh
Morey, assistant leader in charge pumpkin
thp room
an e|*c.
They were assisted by Mrs. Vivian trtc light bulb used for Sftfety
lord, troop committee member. prizPS at games WPrP wcn by Joan
There were 10 Brownies and J^ree Searlott for bobbing apples, Doroguesi. present. Games were played lhy cbUds and Merif, SmalIpy for
with Alice Lord winning the apple pfnning the bow on a black cat.
on a string game. Juno Grant for other games played were paper
pinning the bow on the cat. and
relay
croses, rat trap,
Jacqueline Kaler, the clothespin puncj, board puyjde stunt. Refreshgame Refreshments were served
o{ soda sandwiches and
frem a table gayly decorated with Pakp a,prp SPr-p<i
Halloween favors, the candy cups
present were: Troop 11, Marie
and place cards being made by the gma,]eyj julith pPase. Judith Marr.
Brownies
....
Yvonne Salmlnen, Catherine Mail„
, ,
lard, Nina Hanley, Ann Sftvltt. MarBrowniejnwp2Jo_S_was2iosteRS garpt
Mary winpy. Barbara
---------------------------------------------- Trenholm and Betty Withee; Troop
and planned to hold a tour next 8
Suzanne Barstow, Madonna
Summer with the general public in- Fogg, Judith Childs,
Patricia
vited.
Sweeney. Priscilla Benner, Carol

Drive Saiely!

MW:

Winterize your fond

he beamed all over when he re
ceived the prize which he was
barely able to hold in his arms. He
ts a son of Mr and Mrs. Earl Mc
Auliffe of Rockland.
First prize in the girl’s division
was taken toy Joan Scarlotf, daugh
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Scar
lett who wore a Hawaiian costume.
Tied for second place in the
boy s contest were the twin sons,
Donald and David, of Mr and Mrs.
Robert Gregory In identical mili
tary costumes, and Douglas Powell,
son of Mr. and Mrs Robert Powell,
who was togged out as a fisherman
In oilskins and Sou’wester and
carrying a slack salted fish for at
mosphere.
Second place In the girts’ con
test was also a fie with Sandra
Strickland, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Newton B. Strickland and Pa.

trieia Sweeney, daughter of Cap
tain and Mrs Thomas Sweeney,
both in Dutch costumes, sharing
the prizes.
Judges were Mike DtRenzo and
Sam Savitt. aided by others pressed
into service to assist in the pre
liminary selection cf 16 youngsters
from whom the finalists were
chasen.
Three police officers. Patrolmen
Guy Penney and Randolph Spain
and Chief George I. Shaw, con
tributed their time to assist in the
affair. Service club and PTA mem
bers worked throughout the eve
ning to keep the youngsters enter
tained until 11 p m. A large num
ber of parents watched the pro
ceedings and at times assisted
those in chargp when the atten
dance went far over the anticipated
numbers

Cash, Betty Williamson Nancy
Griffith, Lynne Duncan, Beverly
Luce, Sandra Strickland. Judith
Korpinen, Joan Searlott, Allip Gray’
and Barbara and Donna Childs,
Leaders, Mrs. Evelyn Halligan, Mrs.
Kathleen Harriman and Mrs. Doro.
thy Childs and Mrs. Merle Luce,
Trcop 8 committee member.

FRANCIS P. FISHER
Services will be held this afterj noon at 2 0 clock from Burpee Fu1 neral Home for Francis P. Fisher,
j 57 Vho died suddenly at Ills Tea
1 street heme Sunday Reader Har' old Spear will officiate, burial will
I be in Achorn cemetery
Mr. Fisher was born in Boston,
son of George and Elizabeth Socfford Fisher.
He had worked in
Rockland as an electrician for sev
eral years and was steward of the
’ Union
Two From Knox County Will Electrician.,
He is survived by his widow.
Attend National Congress Edyth CurtLs Bailey Fisher; and
one sen Francis P Fisher, Jr., cf
In Chicago
Littleton. Mass.; and three grand
Fourteen Maine 4-H Club boys children
and girls have been chosen to rep
Corrosive sublimate, a deadly
resent the Pine Tree Slate at Ihe
annual National 4-H Club Congress poison, is a combination 01 mer
at Chicago, Nov. 28-Der. 2, Kenneth cury and chlorine
C. Lovejoy, State 4-H Club leader,
Agricultural Extension Service Uni.
versity of Maine, announces
Winning a trip to the National
Congress Ls one of the highest
honors that can comP to a Maine
4-H member.
At Chicago the
young people hold discussions and
hear talks on current National and
international affairs, visit points of
interest in the vicinity meet mem
bers and leaders from throughout
the United States and its terri
tories. and learn more abcut 4-H
Club work and its significance.
Maine- boys and girls chosen lor
this high honor were: Cleon
Adams, Jr.. 17, of Dixfield: Nancy
Mae Andrews, 17. of West Rcckpert; ’William H. Annis, 19. of West
WANT TO MAKE A
Rockport; l.loyd Bolstririge, 19. ol
•nit; ’LAY" FOR
Corinna; Haymond Colby. 16. of
Scuth Paris; Berl W. Dunivan. 18
THAT CERTAIN GIK
of Dixmont; Mlelvin S. Fuller 16.
of Livermore Falls; Janet Holmulst 17, of Stockholm: Priscilla
Kinney 17. of Morrill: Lorraine A
Pike, 15, of Livermore Fall--; Ro
berta Shute, of Charleston; Joyce
Stevens, 17. of Turner; Natalie
Swain, 16, of Cumberland Center:
and Mary Wallon, 17, of Eastbrook.

ALL FURS TAX INCtUDEo"]

SCOTT

Happy Four H-ers

About half of Germany’s popula
tion was killed in the 30 years war
beginning in Bohemia in 1619.

ON
FAMOUS

SAVE *91 to M 31

SUPER-BILT
FUR COATS
SHEARED BEAVER DYED

Mouton Lambs
OUR REG. PRICE $179

SALE
PRICE
YOU SAVE $91.00

MINK OX SABLE BLEND

Back Muskrats

•W ROCKLANO.me.

TSK E.MOKSCJr.

OUR REG. PRICE $399

YOUR FLOORS
WILL

Our Factory-approved
Methods assure a good,
fast, money-saving job.

AND

Our Ford-trained Mechanics
know Fords best. They’ll get
yours ready for winter with
fast, low-cost service.

For aafer, trouble-free driving all
winter long, see us for a Winteriz
ing check. Tell the service manager
to dieek your Ford thoroughly for
cold weather driving. Ask for anti
freeze, winter lubrication, battery,
brakes and heater check.
So, don’t wait for freezing

SHINE BRIGHTER

with

Omt

PLASTIC

$4

59

*1
*44 CAL.

PH««

$089
do

Mink or Sable Dyed Coneys $159
Grey D. Bomfiay Lamb Paws $159
6rey D. Chinese Kldskins $199
BMl D. As. Persian Lambs $229
Nat. Grey Persian Paws $329
Mink D. Russian Marmots $329

GAL.

Swifty, the miracle self-polishing wax, contains an
amazing plastic to work wonders for you! Your floors
will shine brighter, the finish will last weeks longer.
Swifty is easy to apply, quick drying.

Ford Dealers Know Fords Best!

raw fort Dootaf invito. you to Irtoo to Mto

OTHER BARGAINS

FLOOR WAX
Our Genuine Ford
Parts are made right,
fit right, last longer
—save on parts re
placements.

i „ , “

fnt Alloa Show, Sondoy Fv««bo<-N*C Natowi

\

J

-

PA-N

T

• STOVES-•> HOUSEWA'-ftES
Wf
44 1 MAIN ST.
Deuvea
ROCKLAND

$11
$M

$111
$158
$191
$198

'

0/D YOU KNOW

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO I
32 Park St, Rockland

■

ALSO IN QUARTS AND PINTS

tww to »o Fort Ihootar. Frfctoy fvaatoot- GW Notow*. too yoor oow«po»o> tor Hm art atotto*

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

$268

YOU3AVE$131

SWIFTY

Our Special Ford Equip
ment checks the job
thoroughly—that saves
on future repairs.

weather. Drive in to see us, now.

We

SALE
PRICE

STAY CLEANER

DID YOU KNOW that yo« da
have
*a pay V> dawa aa Scat* hr caatY
Malta tnall w»«kly or aoatkly pay*
rnantt while waarlay year coat. Yea’ll
ea|oy tkls friaadly saralca.
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Tuesday-Friday

Laymen’s Meeting

To Aid Fishermen

Shipping Lobsters

Now You Know

Page Nine

Would Ban Fireworks

The Young Men of DeMolay Chapter

Cong’l Workers Of Lincoln- Freem Young Believes They Uncle Sam Gives Official En- Com’r Reed Starts Experi
Kennebec Assn. To Meet
Should Have Subsidy As
dorsement To Lincoln
ments To Improve the
In Hallowell
Well As Farmers
County Names
Methods

Through Enactment Of State
Law, Except Under
Town Supervision

The board of geographic names
The following communication has Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The start of extensive experi
A State law, banning the sale
I am offering a suggestion re have approved 22 place-names in ments by the Department of Sea
been received by the ministers and
and use of fireworks anywhere in
garding
a
subsidy
for
all
the
fish

Lincoln, Cumberland and Sagada and Shore Fisheries to improve
laymen of the Lincoln and KenneMaine, except under municipal su
ermen, regardless of the branch of
present methods of shipping live
beck Valley Associations, directing fisheries they may be engaged. A hoc Counties.
pervision, should be passed, ac
attention to the laymen's meeting subsidy is, as you probably know, They were proposed by the lobsters by air, was announced by
cording to members of the Camdenwhich will be held at the Old South a bonus or bounty or gift.
Coast and Geodetic Survey to Commissioner Richard E. Reed.
Rockport Chamber of Commerce.
Congregational Church in Hallo
The farmers of this nation re standardize names and spellings on
Reed said that the work would
A referendum of its members just
well, Sunday, Nov. 7.
ceive subsidies, so why not all the maps.
be conducted at the Department's
Here is the meeting men have fishermen. It’s a worthy cause. 11 |
completed, shows sentiment 10 to 1
Boothbay Harbor laboratories, un
been waiting for! Here is the we can feed Europe, I can’t see why Names given final aproval:
in favor of State legislation regu
meeting that will contribute great our very own shouldn't come first. Lincoln County — Back River, der the supervision of Chief Biolo
lating fireworks, and 8 to 1 in favor
ly to the life and spirit of the local For example, take the lobster fish Clough Point (not Head of West- gist Clyde Taylor, and that some
of local ordinances. William E.
church and the larger sphere of ermen with their fishing gear con pert), Cross Point (not Quarry
of the nation’s leading airlines were
Reed, Lindon Christie, Camden,
our State Conference. There ls no stantly at the mercy of Fall gales, j Point), Cross River (not Back co-operating.
River
or
Ovens
Mouth
River),
and Lew Dietz, Rockport, were
doubt that a strong Laymen’s fel Their gear and boats are out in
He
predicted
that
the
lobster
Deckers
Cove
(not
Thompson
judges
of polls in the annual elec
lowship in the local church con every kind of weather and many,
would be greatly expanded
tions and the referendum just
tributes immeasurably to effective many times these fishermen lose Cove), Dry Point not Little River market
Point). Farmers Island (npt Plum if some of the present difficulties
completed.
ness of the minister's work and to nearly if not all their gear.
mers 'island), Fort Island (not of temperature and altitude control
The new directors of the board
the influence of the church in its
When heavy gales pound our sea Webber Island), Hodgsons Lsland and packaging could be solved. Al
of the Chamber of Commerce,
own community.
Likewise the coast there is nothing one can do
though
large
quantities
of
lobsters
inet Plummer or Strattons Island).
elected last week were also an
Laymen’s Fellowship in becoming to avert the loss that is incurred. Lowes
(not Jones or Weir are now being shipped bv air, the
nounced by the judges of polls.
an integral part of the State Con In heavy gales they lose many Cove), Cove
present
methods
of
handling
are
Lsland (not Lewis
These directors, who will serve for
rUuiU uj v 14 ueu
ference can exert a great influence traps and through no fault of their Lsland), Miles
Pemaquid (not Pemaquid far from satisfactory, he said.
New officers of the Rockland Chapter of DeMolay who were installed Monday night, together with the three year terms, are: Vere Crock
on Maine life.
Taylor has devised apparatus installing officers who came from the Winthrop Chapter.
own they are left in a desperate Falls), Quarry Point, Railway
ett, proprietor of V. B. Crockett
At the Laymen’s meeting in Hal situation. One could go on and on,
(not Hospital Point), Tibbet with which shipments can be made
Left to right, front row seated, Chaplain James K akatsakis, Winthrop, Charles Foote Sr., chapter ad
yacht designers, ship
lowell, Sunday afternoon and eve telling of losses to boats, gear, etc., Point
in, the laboratory under simulated visor, Isaac L. Hammond, chapteV-Dad, Charles Foote Jr., Warren Martin, Norman Hammond, all of Rock Associates,
Island
(not
Adams
or
Whitmans
ning, Nov. 7, we will learn how for years.
flight conditions. He will also land chapter. Master Councilor Robert Thu-, Rev. Job n Alexander, chapter Dad, soloist Charles Thomas, brokers; Allison J. Curry, proprie
Lsland),
and
West
Boothbay
Har

tor, Curry Electric Co., Camden:
each in his own sphere can con
experiment with different types of
When these fishermen lose their bor (not Haley or West).
tribute to the enlargement of the earning capacity, through no fault Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties packages and methods of keeping orator Anson Doughty, all of the installing chapter frorr Winthrop. Victor McCormick, Winthrop, Roland Robert Laite, Gilbert C. Laite Fu
Ware, Richard Burby, Richard Pease, Henry HastiM^N. Dean DaUion. Frank Fields. Robert Annis, John neral Home, Camden; G. Carleton
spirt and effectiveness of his of their own, it simply’ spells de —Hockomock Bay (not Brooking the crustaceans alive.
John Sulides. W’ard Buzzell, Winthrop, Arthur Elliot, David Scarlott, Percy Fiske, Dave Crock Underwood. Rockport, (partner and
church. There will be meetings for feat, caused by Nature's elements Bay).
Reed said that the airlines were Blackman,
deacons and spiritual officers, for Why, may I ask, if aid can be freely Names not yet aprpoved are Da very much interested in the pro ett, Raymond Pendleton, Richard McIntosh, Richard Hutchinson, David Holden, Edwin Hustus, Keith owner (retired) Babcock, Hinds &
Daniels,
Paul
Sulides, Courtney Porter and Randall Harris.
Underwood, wholesale and retail
fiscal officers, and for leaders of given to Europe should it be denied vis Head instead of Odis Head or ject and had offered their full co
hardware, sporting goods, BingLaymen's groups and Men's Clubs, to our own people? If equal rights Rutherford North Point, and Fos operation.
hampton, N. Y.)
and laymen generally. The joint are to be preserved, then begin sett Cove, instead of Coombs Cove,
At an organization meeting of the
session of all groups promises to be now.
In Lincoln County.
new board held last week, the di
one of interest, instruction and
As a matter of fact, having been
challenge.
The district supervisor, Alcohol How She Hoisted Sch. Wa- Kosti Ruohomaa Tells Of This One Located At Ginn’s rectors also voted to appoint Mer
associated in different branches of
SEARSMONT
ton Lake, manager of the Camden
The enclosed program certainly the fisheries of Maine, I am fully
Tax Nnit, 1 State street, Boston 9
Mrs.
Earl
Ness
of
Belfast
and
Farmer's Union, runner-up in the
speaks for itself. Please return ad aware of the hardships fishermen
wenock
After
the
MerPoint.
—
Mrs.
Springer
Mass.,
calls
attention
to
the
In

Visits
To
Far-Off
Climes
elections, to serve on the board for
vance registration cards by Thurs are constantly up against, and it Mr. and Mrs. Iddo Yeaton and ternal Revenue law which requires
ritts Abandoned Her
Tells Of It
the coming year in place of Wil
day. Nov. 4. The price of the eve seems fair that every branch of family of Knox were recent callers that each year anyone who intends
Frankfort, Germany, Oct. 23,.
ning meal will be 85 cents. Send the fisheries should have more pro on Miss Belle Lowell.
liam G. Williams, who has request
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
to
produce
wineltor
the
family
use
(As
told
to
Mrs.
R
A.
Thomas
by
Rockland,
Oct.
27.
registration and remittance to Rev. tection than has been given them. Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess of must file a registration on Form
ed a year’s “leave of absence."
Capt.
A.
H
Thomas)
I
have
just
returned
from
a
10
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
George E. Millard, Old South Con ) So, if you think this a reason I Waldoboro were recent visitors at 1541, in duplicate, with the district
The new officers elected for the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
000-mile air trip which took me to
“Speaking of old houses,”—would coming year will be announced and
gregational Church. Hallowell, Me able suggestion, why not begin now | the Cobb home.
supervisor
at
least
five
days
before
I was especially interested in the shores of the Persian Gulf in the George Emery home, at Ginn’s introduced at the annual meeting
In the afternoon there will be a and contact those that represent Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hook, Mrs. commencing to produce the wine.
series of group discussions, and the you in Washington, D. C., asking Ellingwood, and Miss Bragg, all of
your article about the Sophia in Saudi, Arabia—this Ls the rich oil Point in Owl’s Head, bear mention? on Nov. 3.
Wine
may
be
produced
for
familyOther members of the present
will be led by Charles E. Merritt of their support of such a measure. I Belfast, attended the inspection of use without payment of tax. pro- last Tuesday s issue as my lather- land of King Ibu Saudi. These re
George Emery came to that part
one relating to “Finance Officers” believe you can get it if you try, I Rosewood Chapter.
! vided proper registration is filed, in-law, Capt. Ardine H. Thomas, sources are being worked by Aram- South Thomaston, now the town of board are John Felton, Earl R. Ful
Harold
Cobb
has
returned
ler, Alexander Gillmor, Vernon
the Rockland Church.
but surely you cannot get it by home after visits at the homes i but such wine must be used by was master of the WawenJ
at co (The Arabian American Oil Owl's Head, about 1790 from Kit Packard. Maynard Graffam, Albert
The preacher at the evening ser wishful thinking.
members of the immediate family
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Cobb
in
tery,
Maine.
He
was
the
son
of
the time she was wreckk
off Co ) For every barrel of oil the
Collins. Alfred Laliberte. Betty
vice will be Rev. Nathaniel GupFreeman S. Young.
Portland and Mr and Mrs. John [of the producer and it cannot be Lewes, Del., in April 1916.
Daniel and Ann Hodgdon (Emery) Foxwell was re-elected Secretary.
The king takes his cut. of course
till of South Portland.
' sold or furnished to other persons.
l
Burgess
in
Waldoboro.
He
was
alEmery
and
was
born
about
1763.
Wawenock
was
loaded
with
stone
Results of the fireworks referen
The Laymen’s Fellowship Com
In this drab, lot, lonesome desert,
so recent dinner guest of Rev. Mary The wine Cannot be removed from for a new wing for the Naval
He first went to Harpswell where
mittee comprises Raymorid D. ben Chase and two sons of Cham IIs.
[the premises where produced.
hundred of miles from civilization, he was married to Sarah Dean, the dum were as follows:
Gibson
in
North
Waldoboro.
berlain
were
Sunday
guests
of
the
Academy
at
Annapolis.
Barstow, chairman; William L.
(1) State Legislation Regarding
Any person producing wine, with
the colony of Americans, who sister of Jonas Dean. They were
| Mrs. Julia Wentworth is visiting
The Merritt Wrecking Company, lives
Flye, Lincoln Association; Bryant Winchenbachs.
out filing the required registration,
work for the oil company, and already the parents of Sarah. Lois Fireworks: “A bill is being drawn
her
brother,
Sidney
Martin,
in
Willard
Fowler,
Jr.,
went
to
Newone
of
the
largest,
had
a
contract
Hopkins, Kennebec Valley Associa
up for presentation to the incom
i is liable to heavy penalties, and
along with them a large contingent
Lincolnville.
tion Rev. George E. Millard, mem York Monday.
j wine so produced is subject to tax to salvage the schooner and a di of the American Air Force who man and John Emery when they settled ing State Legislature which would
)
Mrs.
Mary
Bryant
has
moved
on
Emery
’
s
Point,
now
Ginn
’
s
Point.
Harlow
Genthner
is
employed
at
ver
was
brought
from
Portland,
ban the sale and use of fireworks
ber-at-large.
the base there. They are all sweat
1 from Wrentham, Mass., to the and liable to seizure.
the Colonialcraft in Waldoboro.
The head of a family may pro whose job was to go down and ad ing it out waiting for the day they In August 1801 they bought from anywhere in the State, except under
' home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank duce
Lucy
and
Henry
Knox,
“
50
acres
just
the
gear
necessary
to
lift
the
municipal supervision. Do you ap
not more than 200 gallons of
can leave The Air Force man who
WEST WALDOBORO
E1 Camino Grange in California ' Bryant.
each year, which begins on stone out separately, each stone serves a year there gets credit for and no more, beginning at a yellow prove of this bill?” Yes, 105; No,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fowler, Jr, is doing meritorious community I Mrs. Sarah Luce and Mr and wine
birch tree, on the seashore at Owl’s
weighing about one and one-half
service work by assisting in setting Mrs. Bertram Luce, son Harvey, July 1, if he files notice on Form tons. A very slew and hazardous three and he damn well deserves it Head Neck.” So reads the deed, 11.
were in Portland Friday.
(2) Local Ordinance. Camden
1541.
Any person residing in
Movies, liquor, poker and books still on record in the Knox County
Mr. and Mrs. Marquis Smith of up a youth recreational center and [and daughter Jo Anne, called Sun- Maine
"Do you think that an orainance
desiring Forms 1541 should task
are the only diversion. A shot of
Marblehead, Mass., are spending aiding in building a spacious vil ’ day on Mrs Jennie Caswell.
After all the stone was removed whiskey sells for 20 cents, Cana Court House.
should be passed at Camden Town
lage swimming pool
California | Mrs. Ava Simmons of Oakland is communicate with the Investigator the
two weeks at their home here.
Their first home was a log cabin, Meeting, banning the sale and use
wrecking company had to dian Club at that. (Rockland ho
Charge, Alcohol Tax Unit, 307
Miss Mary Waltz of Portland Granges are very active in supply i visiting at the home of Mr. and in
but
the
frame
house
was
completed
Federal Court Building, Portland 3. raise the vessel and after spending tels take note)
of fireworks in Camden, except
spent Thursday and Friday with ing the needs of young people, and Mrs. Frank Bryant.
weeks and over $17,000, they gave
They have a saying about this by 1806, in time for my great under municipal supervision?” Yes,
Clifton Bickford of Ellsworth was Me.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs Herbert in consequence the latter are join
grandfather.
the
youngest
of
their
it up. Then John L. Snow came end of the world region, that a
83. No. 11. (Camden residents only
ing the Grange in large numbers; : at his farm here Sunday.
Waltz.
the old "Sophy” and was she man goes through four stages 12 children, to be born there in July voting).
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Freeman parishioners here last Wednesday with
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Smith of which fact partially accounts for
of
that
year.
Since
coming
to
a sight for sore eyes.
(2b i “Do you think that an ordi
when he comes here
Augusta were week-end guests of the heavy membership gains in and family have moved to the vil and Friday.
Rockland. I have had contact with nance should be passed at Rcck1. —Utter disbelief.
Mr. and Mrs Harcourt Daniels The Sophia.with a crew of about
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey that big Grange State the past half lage for the Winter.
descendants
of
at
least
seven
of
15 men headed by Dick and John
port Town Meeting, banning the
2. —Blind fury.
I Rev. J. Clarke Collind called on were recent visitors in Boston.
Winchenbach. Mr. and Mrs. Reu- dozen years.
George Emery’s 12 children. One sale and use of fireworks in Rock
Snow went to work
It was so
3. —Absolute frustration.
son
never
married,
and
the
des
planned that a tug was to stay on 4. —Complete resignation
port, except under municipal super
one side of the Wawenock with
I spent a week in Tripoli. North cendants of Dennis and William vision? Yes, 18; No, 1, (Only
are
yet
to
be
heard
from.
chains fastened to the tug and run Africa This to me was the most
Rockport residents voting). On
Sarah. (Witcher), Daniel and one ballot was written: "This should
.under the sunken vessel and fas fascinating part of the trip, for
tened to the Sophia on the other here is a wondrous modern city, John still have descendants living be State controlled; local laws are
side. When all the hatches were the product of Italian colonization. in Owl's Head. Jonas Emery went ineffective.”
And yet within this modem city to Belfast and was an ancestor of
sealed the Sophia started the
pumps and as the Wawenock was is the ancient walled city which is Edna St. Vincent Millay. A des
FRIENDSHIP
gradually pumped out, the chains the Jewish Ghetto and the Arab cendant of Lois, who married
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Thompson of
Nathaniel Graves, is living in Cali
were pulled tig.iter for each foot Quarter
Mass, and Mrs. Leland McTo a photographer nothing is fornia. George, the son, was the Lowell,
she was raised.
Elwee of Union Visited Oct. 24 at
There were those who doubted more fascinating than working in ancestor of Mrs. Helen Smith Dyer the home of relatives and friends
the “Sophy" could do the job, but this weird, crowded quarter with of Springfield. Mass. Mary mar here.
not John I. He would say. ‘Listen its narrow, winding mysterious ried a Post and was the mother of
The G. W Carlson family on
to those old pumps. Cap. Can’t you streets—watching the beggar, the Ephraim Emery Post who lives on Garrison Island have moved from
hear that chant?" ‘Sophy's doin it' trader, the craftsmen and with all Thomaston Street in this city.
I have found many people who their portable house to their Win
(chug, chug, etc., of the pumps) this always a swarming crowd and
can recall my great-grandfather, terized home.
Sophys doin it.” and in some 48 filth and disease everywhere
Miss Leatrice Davis has employ
hours from the time the Sophia Photographing through here I Rev. Ephraim Hall Emery, who was ment in Hartford.
ordained
a
Baptist
minister
at
was
always
followed
by
crowds
—
went to work the Wawenock was
Wiley Dalton Wotton, 80. a life
wanting cigarets or men wanting to Islesboro in 1834.
afloat It was some feat.
long resident of this community,
George
Emery
died
and
was
buy
and
trade
the
green
back.
This
While homeward bound there
died in Rockland after a long ill
were other incidents that Capt area is “off limits’’ to American buried in the cemetery on his farm ness. He was the son of the late
troops
so
when
an
American
does
in
1846
and
in
time
the
place
be

Thomas recalls such as towing the
William and Caroline Brown Wot
Wawenock through mined waters I go in every man jack has a deal. came the property of the Small ton. and was a grocery clerk for
One
day
I
went
to
the
weekly
family.
It
is
now
owned
by
Mrs.
and heavy gun firing within a very
years. He was a member of
day of an Arab trading Pearson and her sister, Miss Small, many
short distance of them. They were market
the K. P. and Muduncook Lodges.
town.
The
place
was
swarming
with
ol
Boston.
told that a German sub was work camels and donkeys, and with each
his widow, he leaves a
The house is their Summer home Besides
brother, Percy Wotton of Staten
ing the area—boarding ships, tak its owner, who had brought some although
no
doubt
much
unproved
ing the crews prisoner and then thing into town to sell. Well, that’s and changed by later owners. The Island, N. Y. Services were con
sinking the ships. He later learned a long story and I won’t go into it original part of the house is still ducted at the Methodist Church by
Rev. Kathleen Weed.
that one of the ships sunk about here.
easily distinguished and will prob
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Coogan of
that time was the Hattie Dunn,
I also spent a week in Rome and ably endure for a few years yet!
Connecticut recently visited friends
whose captain was his old friend, a few days in Athens
If we could only hear their voice
in this vicinity.
the late Capt Charles Holbrook
Tomorrow I leave for Paris and What tales these homes can tell;
Mrs Jessie Lash is guest of her
from Tenant's Harbor.
Of life and love
then home.
son Nelson Lash in New Bedford,
And birth and death
The Wawenock was towed to
Sincerely,
Of hopes and realizations
Mass.
Snow’s yard at xvockland for re
Kosti Ruohomaa.
Dreams and disappointments, too
Mr. and Mrs. George Watkins of
pairs after which Capt. Thomas
Of work and happy holidays,
Framingham. Mass., were in town
took her to the West Indies. Among
First steps of little children.
Mass.,
is
guest
of
his
brother,
to attend the services for Mrs.
The faltering steps of age
the souvenirs brought back were
and his son, Richard The bride in all her finery.
Percy French.
two picture frames and a Lazy Su Herman,
As on the stairs she waits.
Crockett.
Miss Maya Bamford and Dr. An
san server that was made of the
FIRST
sons and daughters coming home
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Babbidge And
na Platt have returned from NewThe fire on the hearth
original mahogany sills, which had have
from Worcester, Cakes and pies in the pantry.
in this
York where the latter underwent
to be replaced by new ones, from Mass., returned
where they were called by Trips down the cellar stairs.
a tonsil operation.
the old Columbus Cathedral at the death of his sister, Mrs. Carrie The minister sitting down to tea,
Fourfold Safety
Mrs. Ethel Bradford is assisting
Yes, people everywhere agree that
San Domingo
"And sanctity to our use”
MacDonald.
Protection
at the home of Mrs. George Cook
Each episode has left its note.
Misses Corice and Eaine Gillis If we could only hear!
while the latter is convalescing
NORTH HAVEN
are visiting Mr and Mrs. Parker
from a fall.
Continued
success
is
being
at

Crockett
in
West
Buxton.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Crockett
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Cook have re
tained
by
the
two
insurance
com
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Owen
Grant
and
have returned from Wollaston,
turned to New Bedford, after
Mass., where they have been pass Mrs. Carl Bunker recently motored panies operated under the Nation spending the Summer at their
Chevrolet craftsmen make safety a first considera
ing their vacation with his par to Stonington and attended the al Grange, at Keene, N. H. They farm here
You get a much smoother, steadier, safer ride in
tion in designing and building this car. It’s tft
Chevrolet because it brings you the original
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cro, kett. service at the Methodist Church cover both fire and automobile lia
one low-priced car that brings you the fourfold
Storms that are commonly called
and outstanding Unitized Knee-Action Ride—
Capt. and Mrs. Murray Stone, where Rev. J. Chesley Rice, form bility. with their operations being
safety-protection of Fisher Unisteel Body-Con
proved and perfected during Chevrolet’s 14 years
who were in town for the Summer, erly a pastor here, Ls preaching extended into new fields among northeasters’ along the Atlantic
struction, safety plate glass in all windows, the
of experience in building Knee-Action units. It *
have returned to their home in Following the service, they enjoyed States from the Atlantic seaboard coast of the United States usually
Unitized Knee-Action Ride and Positive-Action
remarkably balanced-remarkably comfortable.
dinner with Rev. and Mrs Rice to the Mississippi River. Both move up from the south or south
Camden.
Hydraulic Brakes. Another combination of fea
in strong, sturdy construction .;. in
And, of course, the Unitized Knee-Action Ride is
Mrs. Alton Calderwood and and his mother. Mrs. Minnie Rice. companies have had a remarkable west.
tures found elsewhere only in more expensive cars.
exclusive to Chevrolet and higher-priced carsl
daughter Patricia have gone to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waterman record' of losses, which enables
Radio broadcasting stations will
Tarrytown, N. Y., where they will have moved into the Etta Beverage them to serve the Grange member
durability and dependability ... in
ship under the most favorable be opened in Damascus and Alep
visit her parents, Mr and Mrs Ar house for the Winter.
FIRST
po, Syria.
Mrs. Florence Brown and daugh terms.
thur Gilchrist.
FIRST
Mrs. Corydon Brown and grand ter, Marjorie, have returned from a
in Valve-in-Head
BIG-CAR QUALITY
in
daughter Susan have returned from short stay in Rockland.
Performance
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Cox of
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Theo
Tasteful
ANNOUNCING
dore Beverage in Stafford Springs. Cambridge. Mass., and Dr and Mrs
with
Beauty
James Bangs of Nahant. Mass.,
AT LOWEST PRICES
Conn.
Economy
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Calderwood have returned home after passing a
and son Floyd are in Danvers, week at Nebo Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cabot have
Mass., guests of Mr and Mrs Ray
You will take pride in owning this car with the
Of all lowest-priced cars, only Chevrolet brings
returned to Boston after a week
mond Guppy.
world-famous Body by Fisher. It’s the body that’s
you the enviable performance and economy of
end
in town.
Dr. and Mrs. James Bangs have
better by far, and more beautiful by far, inside and
a Valve-in-Head engine. And Chevrolet has the
Mr. and Mrs. James Tabbutt
returned to Nahant Mass., after
out, in hardware and upholstery as in line and
World's Champion Valve-in-Head Engine. For this
have returned from Dixmont where
passing a week at Nebo Lodge.
All New 1948 and 1949 Models
color, alt’s recognized everywhere as the leader
performer has delivered more miles of satisfaction
Harold Crockett of Wollaston, they spent the past few weeks.
in
fine
coachcraft.
Naturally,
this
finer
body,
to more owners, over a longer period, than any
New Sleeves, New Collars, New Fullness
like so marfy other quality features, is exclusive
other power-plant built today. Valve-in-Head is
to Chevrolet and higher-priced cars.
New Length
found elsewhere only in costlier cars.

Home Wine Making

The Sophy’s Doing It

Seeing The World

Another Old Home

you. tie bound to djaucldo

When you.

CHEVROLET IS BUILT
TO SERVE BETTER-W/ZB?

—and. to l&adin value. aAiidoeAuinaltoivuidefazyLbi/La^

CHEVROLET
LEADS

Our Annual Display and Sale Of

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS

/...

AUTOMOBILE CUSHION SERVICE
REPAIRING. REBUILDING. RECOVERING

-IS FIRST!

CHEVROLET—aW&z/y

Cushions may be left at Rockland Branch
Prompt Service

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET,

TELEPHONE 1250

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

Assorted Coverings Suitable for Cars, Trucks and
Buses

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

VTNALHAVEN, MAINE

UNION, MAINE

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
WALDOBORO, MAINE

You are cordially invited to make an early inspection
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices!

Your Dependable Home Town Furrier for 40 Years

86-89

16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL 541

61-tf
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Farm And Home Week

Essay On “Youth”

Opens Law Office

Visited “Hyde Home”

Money, Money!

Coming To Lewiston

To Honor Payne

Forty-Second Annual To Be Waldoboro Woman Wants Graduate Of Rockland High Five Rockland Women Were Budget Demands For Next
Held At the U. of M.
the Retarding Barriers
and Syracuse University
Amazed At What They * Two Years Far Exceed
March 28-31
Broken Down
To Practice Mere
Saw There
Previous Ones

Lewiston Residents To Ten
der Reception To GovElect and His Wife

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Five Rockland women recently
I wapder how many people stop
had the memorable experience of
to think about youth and the bet
visiting the Hyde Home for Crip
terment of it, through charity.
pled Children, in Bath—Mrs. H. P.
They need encouragement, definite
Blodgett, Miss Caroline Jameson,
attempts to improve the social con
Mrs Fiederick Farnsworth and
ditions of youth, who will be the
Mrs. Kenneth George. This home
future citizens They should be giv
was bpened Sept. 15, 1947.
en a real chance in this world,
This beautiful estate was given
that is trained for whatever voca
to the Pine Tree Society for
tion they are best suited for. The
Crippled Children and has been
poor, uncared for child of the
somewhat remodeled so as to ac
slums shculd be given an equal
commodate quite a large personnel
chance socially.
of nurses, doctors, therapists, who
Take a look in on a typical school
are devoting their time and energv
and attractively dressed. She is the
assisting children in the State of
scene. We see one child fair-haired
Maine who have been afflicted with
picture of immaculateness, while
poliomelitis, cerebral palsy (spatics)
across the aisle sits another girl,
and other diseases which handi
the picture of dejection itself. Her
cap them to a considerable degree.
faded, patched dress adds to her
The Pine Tree Sooiety was in
drab existence, her hair is dull, un.
corporated in Maine in 1936 as a
kept and lustriless Can you see
Statewide organization of Maine
into the heart of this girl, feel
citizens, -realizing the need of
what she feels? Oh, no, did it
helping crippled children to “live
ever occur to you She might want
Domenir Cuccinello
and play like other children.” The
to become a success in this life
even though her fresh sister or Dcmenic P. Cuccinello, who was 92d legislature of Maine enacted a
brother might toot?
admitted to the Maine bar this bill establishing a Division for Ed
Perhaps all her ambitions are Fall after graduation from the law ucation of Physically Handicapped
stifled by a miserable home life. school of Syracuse University has Children in the State Department
When she shows a difference, of opened an office on the second j of Education, carrying an appro
nature to her family, the> Jeer at floor of 407 Main street, for general priation.
This Society owns and operates
her. work on her spirit until they law practice. He will be associated
nearly crush it. The girl gradually with Judge Elisha W. Pike who the only camp for Maine crippled
develops an inferiority complex un moved his office from 340 Main children at North Pond, Rome, Me.
The society is financed by the sale
til she feels utterly lost and beaten. street last week.
Perhaps this girl is endowed with Cuccinello is a graduate of Rock of Easter stamps and contributions
a natural talent for drawing the land High School in 1937, son of from individuals and organizations
same as the first girl we spoke of. Mrs. Nancy Cuccinello and the late interested in welfare work. Already
The first girl has encouraging Domenic Cuccinello of 22 Font 75 children have received help
Prof. Ralph A. Burns, Vinal parents
and many are out of their wheel
who have enough general street, Rockland.
of psychology to rear Following graduation, he was for chairs and have returned to their
haven Boy, Has an Im knowledge
without
their child properly, manners, etc. some time employed by the Algin homes, now walking
portant Assignment
They have manifested their love in Corporation and later became office crutches and braces. Contributions
of any amount, large or small, sent
Dartmouth Prof. Ralph A Burns, a kind, tactful way. She won’t fail manager of the plant. He later to Mrs. Arthur Sewall, Bath, will
recently appointed head educa them because she can believe in served as personal secretary and be gratefully received and acknowl
aide to President John R. Newell
tion specialist in Germany, be- herself.
The other poor girl is taught no of the Bath Iron Works prior to edged
lives that the defeated nation can manners,
be a social flop enlisting in the Army in 1942.
enjoy a renaissance in education through a would
maladjusted home life. His Army service took him to
without the United States’ restorting She
can't be what she wants to be, the Judge Advocate General’s De
to propaganda techniques.
was cut out to be, and she’s
Before leaving last week for his thwarted from the start. Soon her partment as an Administrative Gov.-Elect
Payne Doesn’t
post in Frankfurt the energetic ambitions as an artist are lost, she's NCO and court reporter. He par
educator stated: Tf we give the held back and alone in her desires. ticipated in the invasions of Africa
Want
To
See Sincere
sons of every butcher and baker The people who might help her and Sicily and was returned to the
Applicants
Suffer
States
because
of
physical
United
free teaching we can be sure that she is afraid to approach because
the notorious Junker caste system she feels inferior, her poor home disabilities.
Maine's
maximum
old age assis
He entered the University of
of education will soon disappear.’
tance grant the Health and Wel
life takes its toll. She runs away
The former OSS lieutenant colo from the other girl who tries to be Maine in 1944 and was “drafted” fare Commissioned said recently
nel who will work with military friendly, not because she wants to to play shortstop, and elected is not enough to provide the ne
government authorities overseas run away but for reasons she can't captain of the varsity nine. He cessities of life for recipients
was in the Dean’s List throughout
commented on his next steps.
Commissioner David H. Stevens
help.
his time at the University
“Before deciding anything, I want
There should be a way to help The following year he trans- I told the Legislative Advisory Bud
to look the situation over. How these poor, unfortunate children
get
Committee, however, that an
ever,
do plan to use all Ger who will become future citizens. ferred to Syracuse University from increase from $40 to $50 a month
which
he
graduated
in
February
man teachers and the best avail Small towns are apt to be neglect 1948, still listed regularly on the would cost the State an additional
able texts.’’
$40,000 a year.
ful of their poor, backward chil
List of honor students.
“This is a chance of a lifetime,” dren when there are maybe only Dean's
He told Gov.-elect Frederick G
He
was
employed
by
a
law
firm
he continued
“Every educator a few to bother with. The city has tn up-State New York for several Payne that to liberalize the formula
needs such a challenge.”
a large percentage to cope with. months but decided, to return to for making the grants would mean
The forceful but available pro
Many a child coming from an un Rockland following the bar exami addition of 20,000 new cases in the
fessor realized the challenges pre healthy environment can be helped nations this Fall.
first two months.
sented by United States school A complete metamorphosis so that
Payne, who was not critical of
shortcomings in his undergraduate later cn in life the child won’t de
the department’s administration
years at Bates College, Maine. velop into a- neurotic, cranky frus
had questioned the application of
Leaving in 1920. he worked sev trated individual. If helped in
the formula adopted b5' the depart
eral years as a school principal time success will come and one
ment for determining eligibility for
in Maine and in Mexico and also can't readily detect the conditions To Be Established By Maine grants. The formula requires sworn
as a lecturer in education at B U. of their early life.
statements of need.
Central R. R. At Rock
before taking his Ed.M. at Har
"It has created undue hardship
"What youth needs is plenty of
land Crossings
cn people,” Payne said, “because
vard in 1920. In 1928, he arrived encouragement, good, kind people
common sense application cannot be
at Dartmouth as an instructor, who are willing to set up a fund to
soon became an assistant pro give these boys and girls wholesome City Manager Farnsworth reports applied by your yardstick formula.
fessor and in 1934 was awarded recreation by way of a community that civil engineers of the Maine We recognize we have chiselers but
full professorship.
house. There should be teachers for Central Railroad conferred with I don't like to see honest, sincere
He undertook an uphill struggle the kindergarten class, let youth him recently cn the establishing of citizens pay the penalty for the
to endow teaching with a profes learn at an early age how to get new safety signals oh the railroad’s chiselers.”
Stevens replied he would be
sional status comparable to that along with others, be a good loser. crossings in Rockland. The possi
Good sportsmanship will be ac bilities of elimination of the gates "happy to see the law changed to
of any doctor, lawyer or engineer.
He also fought for better wages, cepted by a group and an all at the crossing at the junction of do away with sworn statements,”
freedom from political pressures around feeling for each other, rich Park street and New County road if Payne thinks the program too
in the classroom as well as unfair or poor, a feeling of good fellow and at Broadway and the installa rigid.
ship.
Aptitude tests should be tion of flashing red signal lights in
school boards.
As a tribute to his popularity in given and each child encouraged those two locations, plus the cross
the lecture hall, students agreed and helped in his own particular ings at Lisle and Broad streets,
were studied.
in a survey of his Education 3 and 4. j interest and ability.
The matter is to be discusssed by Residents Of Maine Received
This would be an outlet for the
“The man makes his course^ He is
unafraid to condemn unten girl we spoke of who was handi the City Council and later may be
$4,572,000 For Year
able convention and tradition, and capped, even though her home was the subject of a Public Utilities
undesirable her interest and hope Commission public hearing to be
yet he is no debunker.”
Ending June 30
The straightforward and often would net falter. There would be held here.
Broad
and
Lisle
streets
are
at
someone
interested
and
the
whole
Payments
amounting to approxi
outspoken professor has many
times forsaken his college re sordid course of life could be present unprotected at all times mately $4,572,000 were made to
treat to step into educational and changed. We should be interested while the crossing at Broadway and residents of Maine during the year
political arguments. When educa in youth and its problems whole the one at New County road are ending June 30, under the Old-Age
protected only part of the time by and Survivors Insurance provisions
tion in New England seemed to him heartedly.
During an observation for in gate tenders.
of the Social Security Act These
provincial, he called it provincial in
figures were announced by Charles
a public address that caused uneasi stance in the slums, one child to
the passerby might seem outstand been a caller in this neighborhood W. Wing, Manager of the Augusta
ness in many envied institutions.
field office of the Social Security
Graduate schools, especially in ing, At once one senses it doesn’t recently.
education at Harvard, he thought belong there and he comments on
Mrs Arthur Poland was accom Administration
Included in the total amount
were failures. His chief objection it. Maybe the child’s expression is panied to Rockland last week by
was that Harvard itself failed to exceptionally bright or maybe it has her mother, Mrs. Irvine Genthner was about $2,670,000 paid in month
ly benefits to retired workers. Wives
waken student interest in teach a grace of walking that bespeaks of of West Waldoboro.
ing for a living, and that thus the better things to come. Why not
Clyde Winchenbach and helpers and children of retired workers got
give
everyone
a
chance?
graduate schools enrolled only half
are making repairs on Willis Gen- some $469,000 in monthly payments
Juvenile delinquency results from thner's house which was damaged and widow:;, children, and depen
interested future teachers.
the
child
who
is
retarded
by
social
dent parents of deceased workers
In by far his most publicized ad
by fire some months ago.
Why not
dress before a State Teachers’ Con and clannish banders.
Dewey Winchenbach of West drew about $1,207,003. In addition,
vention in Atlantic City, N. J, Prof. break down these barriers, work for Waldoboro has been shingling at approximately $226,000 was paid
out in the form of lump-sum deatlj
Burns calmly told listeners that a better community for the youth Ernest Eugley’s.
benefits in eases where no one was
United States history books fostered cf today who must take his place
in the world of tomorrow;
found entitled to monthly pay
a narrow view of the world.
STONINGTON
Gloria A. Simmons,
ments.
“Millions are kept ignorant of
Kenneth C Domes, son of Mrs.
Box 174, Waldoboro.
Wing said that in Knox County
life in other countries. For ex
Belle Domes of Safid Beach Farm, 834 persons received monthly bene
ample, our good neighbor policyStonington,
and
a
member
of
the
fits for June, 1948. Many others
GROSS NECK
lacks enthusiasm because our people
Senior Class at Clark University,
have no real knowledge of the
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Halloran of participated in the International had filed claims and established
Southern Hemisphere.”
Connecticut have been called here Relations field trip to the World eligibility for payments but did not
receive them because of employ
Active as president of the New by the illness of the latter’s mother. Peace
Foundation in Boston, Oct. ment during the month.
England Association of College Mrs. Alden Waltz.
20 A group of 20 Clark graduate
Teachers, Prof. Bums has urged
Mrs. Villa Morse of the village and undergraduate students, to
that teachers either run their pro was a week-end guest of her gether
with students from Welles
fession from within, or lose a great mother, Mrs Matilda Eugley.
and Harvard, heard a lecture
Melvin Genthner, Jr., has re- ley
opportunity for service in the
on "United Nations Documenta
United States. “In order to put ‘ turned from Aroostook where he has tion” by Dr. Raymond Dennett, di
teeth in State teachers’ associa . been picking potatoes.
rector of the Foundation. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and Domes formerly attended Bates
tions, the members must gain a con
1 have two buyers waiting,
trolling voice in their profession,' daughter, Mrs. Matilda Eugley and College. Annapolis, and the Univer
he reiterated to many teacher Mrs. Arthur Poland and sons were sity of Maine. At Clark, he is ma eager to buy dairy farms. These
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har- joring in history. He is also part- are spot sales. Phone me at
gatherings.
Known in Hanover as the friend , old MacFarland of New Harbor. The time swimming instructor at the once. I have a buyer who wants
ly man behind the wheel of a ma group was aooompanied by Mrs. Y.M.C.A. in this city.
to get into the lobster business.
roon English Austin, Prof. Burns ex Villa Morse of the village and Mrs.
plained that the tiny car might join Irvine Genthner and daughter of
him abroad in the Spring along West Waldoboro.
EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE
Mrs. Eldcra Gross with Mr. and
with his wife and three children.
(Exclusive)
Admittedly facing a gigantic plan Mrs. W. K. Winchenbach of Dutch
ning job, the hearty professor add Neck was a caller at the home of
Nice
5-room,
modern house, 2ed, “Just in case I’ll take my fish Linwood Castner in Medomak re
car garage, large woodshed, nice
ing gear along to Germany.”—Bos cently.
Roy Genthner of Waldoboro has
lot of land located at 11 Freder
ton Globe.
ick St., Rockland. All contents,
All Types of Commercial complete, ready to start house
Photography; Groups, keeping, electric washer, white
range, dishes, everything—com
Weddings, Industrial, pletely
furnished, $5,200.

Lewiston will pay tribute to a
native son on the night of Nov. 16
when Mr. and Mrs. Frederick G.
Payne, soon-to-be Governor and
First Lady of Maine, are honored
at a testimonial and reception din
ner. Mansion House, Poland Spring.
The social and civic event is being
sponsored by Payne workers and
friends in Lewiston-Auburn, but It
will attract men and women high In
the government and civic spheres
from all over the State of Maine
and New England.
John J. Bourisk of Lewiston, head
of the Maine State Fair Associa
tion, is chairman of the committee
in charge. Semi-final plans were
made at a meeting in Lewiston this
week, and further program plans
are to be announced later.
Gov.-elect Payne was born and
educated in Lewiston, sold Lewiston
Journals, and started the business
career here which has taken him
into the fields of amusement and
finance. Mayor of Augusta, and
finally heading the Important State
finance departments. A prominent
athlete while attending Lewiston
High School, active socially, and en
joying one of the widest acquaint
ances of anyone in Maine public
life today, his friends here decided
immediately after the State elec
tions that a public testimonial was
in order.
Tickets for the Poland Spring re
ception and testimonial dinner are
being limited to about 250, and in
cluded in the subscription Is a fund
for gifts to be presented both Gov.elect and Mrs. Payne.
Among guests invited are retiring
Gov. and Mrs. Horace Hildreth,
governors of all the New England
States, President of Bates College
Charles F. Phillips, Senator-elect
Margaret Chase Smith, Congressman-elect Charles Nelson. Con
gressmen Hale and Fellows, Lewis
ton-Auburn governmental digni
taries, and State officials of both
political parties.
Gov.-elect and Mrs. Payne now
make their home in Waldoboro in
a Colonial house which has already
been the home of two former gov
ernors of Maine. He has two sis
ters and a brother residing here—
Mrs. Cora Greenleaf and Wm. A.
Scruton of Lewiston and Mrs. Mar
ion Payne Louisfell of Auburn—
who will also be guests at the Po
land Spring reception.
Inasmuch as the community has
not been represented in Augusta by

The 42d annual Farm and Home
Week at the University of Maine
will be March 28 to 31, Arthur L.
Deering, Dean of Agriculture, an
nounces
Farm and Home Week is an out
standing event in Maine Agricul
ture and brought more than 3000
leading rural people to the Uni
versity last year.
Members cf the Farm and Home
Week committee are, Maurice D.
Jones, professor of farm manage
ment. chairman; Clarence Day. Ex
tension Editor; Howard C. Dickey,
head, Department of Animal In
dustry: Fred Griffee. director
Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station: Winthrop C Libby, head.
Department of Agronomy; George
E. Lord, assistant-director, Maine
Agricultural Extension Service;
Fred P. Loring, assistant to the
dean, College of Agriculture Miss
Estelle Nason, home demonstration
agent leader, Extension Service;
Philip S. Parsons, Extension Spe
cialist in farm management; and
Mass Louise A Stedman, head. De
partment of Home Economics, Col
lege of Agriculture.
Nearly 20 Statewide organizations
in agriculture and related fields will
co-operate in the exercises, and
nearly 200 speakers are expected to
appear on the program.

To Educate Germans

Old Age Assistance

An operating and administration
budget exceeding $11,700.00 for the
next two years was presented to
Governor-elect Frederick G. Payne’s
budget committee by the State De
partment of Institutional Service.
In addition, Commissioner Harrison
C. Greenleaf said he needs more
than $1,750,000 for new construction
and capital improvements.
His
budget for the current biennium
was $8315.792.
The overall budget, without the
additional construction fund • pro
posal, would be $11,768,051. Prom
that, the State jvould operate its
13 institutions, the emergency tu
berculosis fund and the parole
board It was the heaviest demand
yet made on the budget committee
in the five days it has met.
The forestry department has a
plan that Commissioner Nutting
thinks would be a satisfactory safe
guard against repetitions of the
forest fire disaster of just a year
ago. He outlined it in presenting
requests for $436,478 and $390,389
for the next two fiscal years. The
last two forestry appropriations
were $131,959 and $132,704.
The plan, applicable to organized
towns where the State now has no
control over the fire-fighting, would
entail.
1. State appointment of town fire
wardens, now named by the towns,
and payment of $50 a year to each.
2. Division of the State into seven
districts, each with a supervisor In
control.
3. State authority to step in when
a local fire fighting system breaks
down.
Chairman Harold F. Schnurle
presented a Maine Development
Commission request for $700,000 in
the next biennium. The commis
sion receive $468,729 in the past two
years. He said Maine, once leader
in recreational advertising, has
been "relegated to a third rate
State” in this respect for lack of
funds.
University of Maine requests ex
ceeded $1,000,000 for each of the
two coming years. The one mill
State tax earmarked for the Univer
sity totals abqut $715,000. The
Orono campus received $829,952
each of the past two years. Dr
President Arthur A. Hauck asked
that the $150,000 annual appropria
tion for the Brunswick annex,
which will close in June ,be trans
ferred to Orono.

Joe Louis
World's Heavyweight Champion
Some young heavyweights in the
cduntry are going to get a golden
opportunity to get a shot at Joe
Louis — and just possibly, at
the World’s Heavyweight Boxing
championship. The Brown Bomber
announced last week that he will
defend his title again in June but
in the meantime, he will tour the
country, meeting all comers in
four-round bouts. His first appear
ance in New England—and his only
showing in Maine, will be at the
Lewiston Armory on Friday, Nov. 5.

SOUTH HOPE
Mrs. Stella Watmough
Stella Watmough, 41, wife of
Frederick W. Watmough. died Oct.
23 at the Mae Murray Nursing
Home, Camden, after a long ill
ness.
She was born April 12, 1967, at
Round Hill, Nova Scotia, daughter
of Frank and Ethel Cress, and had
been a resident of this town four
years, having moved here from
Lawrence, Mass.
Surviving besides her parents and
husband, are five daughters, Mrs.
Marion Meservey, Lucy, Hazel,
and Grace Watmough; three sons.
Warren, Harold and Grant, all of
South Hope; a sister, Mrs. Ona
Hannan; and six brothers, Elmer,
Carl, Earl, Truman, Walter, and
Vernon Cress, all of Nova Scotia.
Funeral services were held Oc
tober 26 at the Laite Funeral Home,
Camden. Rev. B. F Wentworth of
ficiated, and interment was in
East Union cemetery.

Malta will hold a “Mardi Gras”
festivall in February to lure the
tourists.

From “The Exciter”
The office girls were entertained
by the L. E. Jones family .at their
cottage, Camp Killowat. Crawford
Lake. Wonderful eats, boating,
movies, a side trip to see the sheep
at their farm, rounded out a very
pleasant evening. Honey Dough
erty was presented with a wedding
gift from the group.
As you all can remember, we had
some very hot weather in August,
and on our hottest day, 99 in the
shade, our janitor decided to burn
up the rubbish in the furnace
Honey Dougherty, Home Service
department, has resigned. Ha* fel
low employes presented her with
an electric mixer and Jueier with
which she was very much pleased.
We all miss Honey, but are sure
she will be very happy in her new
life.
Ruth A. McBride, a newcomer to
the Company in June of this year,
is with us as Home Service director,
and is already getting into the
groove like an oldtimer.
One day in the course of his va
cation at Alford Lake, Clark Staples
missed his boat. He finally found
it some distance off, and its only
occupant was a dog. The mystery
is—did the dog help himself to the
boat, or just what did happen.
Lutie Jones reports he saw Har
rison Marshall, our former Bucks
port Town Representative, in Win
slow recently where he has been in
strumental in the erecting of a
large, modem Sub Station, the best
in the country, they say. Harrison
is one of the engineers on the job
and has had much to do with this
station, having drawn up the wir
ing plan for it.
A newcomer to the Rockland of
fice force is Miss Pauline Murch.
Right now Pauline is doing that
dull change-over job on the meter
books, but there are more pleasant
tasks in store for her in the future.
More about Polly at a later date.
Merrill Reed of the Boothbay
Harbor service department has re
signed to go to Ticonderoga, N. Y.,
where he will go into business for
himself. Good luck to you, Mer
rill, His services are being replaced
in Boothbay by Charles Hull.
Ed Conley, formerly In the store,
is now a domestic salesman, and his
coattails are right out straight all
the time. Good work, Conley.
a Chief Executive since the late
Louis J. Brann of Lewiston occu
pied the Blaine Mansion, a gala
occasion is expected for the night
of Nov. 16 at Poland Spring—Lew
iston Journal.
British ’Honduras has resumed
shipment of alligator skins to the
United States.

LUCKY YOU!

New Safety Signal

SAVE 1-2

!

DURING OUR

.NOVEMBER

Heavy Payments

FUR SALE
A

CARTER FURS

MOUTONS

BEAVERS

THURS., NOV. 4

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

PLUMBING AND HEATING
445 Main St., Rockland, Phone 738-W
19-tf

Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770
97*tf

WEST FARM AGENCY,
INC.
Charles E. King, Rep.

HOSMER POND ROAD
PHONE 8537. CAMDEN
34-tf

PERSIAN

WHAT wonderful fur coats! WHAT BUYS! When you
see them , . you II KNOW you couldn’t duplicate them
for three times as much. They could well be priced at
THREE TIMES AS MUCH . . . and still be terrific values
at that! All these coats have the new lovely, rippled
back, the new shoulder and cuff treatment . . . adorable
Pilgrim and Shawl collars. Come in NOW . . .and get
the “pick” of the lot!

BUYERS WAITING

ALBERT E. MacPHAIL

MUSKRATS

9 A. M. TO 5 P. M.

$5 RESERVES YOUR SELECTION

Two Year Guarantee! Liberal Allowance

Made On Your Old Fur Coat!

until you’re ready to wear it

CHARGE OR BUDGET THE BALANCE
’plus tax

MILLINERY MFG- CO.
421 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TELEPHONE 8002

*

